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y UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

)
2 JUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3

() 4 --- ---------_-__-_---_x
:

5 In the Matter of: :
:

6 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. : Docket Nos.
: 50-361 OL

7 (San Onof.ye. Nuclear Generating Station, : 50-362 OL
:

8 Uni ts 2 and 3) :
:

y --------_-------------x

10 Grand Ballroom Salon F
Marriott Hotel

ji 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

12
Wednesday,

13 September 23, 1981

14 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

.O
15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:15 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18
DR. CADET H.' HAND, JR., Member

19
MRS. ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, Member

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 APPEARANCES:

2 On behalf of the Applicants, Southern California
Edison, et al:

3
DAVID R. PIGOTT, Esq.O 4 EDWARD B. ROGIM, Esq.
SAMUEL B. CASEY, Esq.

5 Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
600 Montgomery Street

6 San Francisco, CA 94111

7 JAMES BEOLETTO, Esq.
General Counsel

3 Southern California Edison ~ Company

9 On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff:

10 RICHARD J. HOEFLING, Esq.
DONALD HASSELL, Esq.

11 Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission

12 Washington, D.C. 20555

13 SPENCE PERRY, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel

'

14 Pederal Emergency Management Agency

(_ Washington, D.C.

16 On behalf of the Intervenors, GUARD, Carstens, et al:

17 PHYLLIS M. GALLAGHER, Esq. gp
1695 West Crescent, Suite 222 g-

18 Anaheim, CA 92801 M

IS CHARLES E. MC CLUNG, JR., Esq.
Fleming, Anderson, McClung & Finch, Inc.

20 23521 Paseo de Valencia, Suite 308A
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 (9:15 a.m.)

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Good morning.

4 We have a pending motion to strike the testimony

5 and prepared statement and an exhibit from Dr. Lyon, and we

6 said last night that we would give you a ruling this morning

7 on that motion, and we have considered tae motion, and our

8 conclusion now is that a ruling at this point would be

9 pren.a tu re .

10 Dr. Lyon's testimony was based on interpretations

11 and inferences drawn f rom the final environmental statement,

12 tables 7.3, 7.4, the accompanying text. The FES information

13 is unclear to us in some respects, and we are not quite sure
b

14 what to make of it. He do expect to be hearing from, Mr.

15 fraefling indicated yesterday, we would have a Staff witness

16 sponsoring that portion of the FES, and we expect that that '-

17 witness would be able to clarify for us this information,

18 which really is the foundation of nuch, if not virtually all

19 of Dr. Lyon's testimony.

20 We think that after hearing from the Staff witness,

21 we will have a firmer basis for deciding this notion, and so

22 lp we propose to defer, a ruling until af ter we have heard from'

O |
23 the Staff witness. I

i

24 Mr. Itoefling, who is your staff witness on this j

QV 25 point?

-_ . . , .. __ __ _ - . _ _ _
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1 MR. 90EFLING: We are going to have Mr. Rood try tc

2 be in a position to address the meaning of the tables and the

3 assumptions that were used. He is in the process of gathering

4 the information on that at this point.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: That is good. He is right here,

6 and we don't want to wait very long to get to this. I think

7 the sooner we can hear f rom the Staf f, while Dr. Lyon's

8 testimony is relatively f resh in our mind, the better off we

9 are going to be. '

10 Let me ask you, when do you think you would be in

11 a position -- or do you know right now this morning, when you

12 think Dr. Rood may be able to take the stand on this point?

13 MR. HOEFLING: Well, we have made inquiries back
L

14 to Bethesda to have the appropriate oeople look at that

15 table and communicate with Mr. Rood. I think it is a little

16 bit premature to say at this time how long we will take, but

17 as soon as we know with some certainty when he would be

18 prepared to testify --

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. The Board is interested in

20 addressing the point early on, and so would you advise us as
i

| 21 soon as you think you have the information that you need?

22 with regard to yesterday's discussion of

23 arrangements for medical services, it occurs to the Board,

i 24 particularly in light of the positions on the legal question

L 25 taken by the Applicants and the staff, that we would like to
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1 to know what position FEMA takes with regard to that matter.

() 2 Ue have a question that I would like to read into

3 the record. Let me just pose the question first, and then

() 4 perhaps elaborate a little bit.i

5 The question is as follows : In determining

6 whether of f site cmergency plans concerning the 10-mile EPZ

7 provide adequate protective measures in the event of a serious

8 radiological emergency, does feria believe that any specific

9 arrangements need to be mede for medical services for people

10 in the zone wha may be contaminated, suffering from radiation,

11 or both?

12 If not, why not? If so, what kinds of arrangements ?

13g-) In FEMA's consideration of this question, what
LJ

14 consideration is given to very low probability high-consequence

15 accidents, commonly referred to as class 9 accidents?

16 That is the end of the question. Let me just

17 comment. "Very low probability" cames out of the Commission's

18 policy statement on this subject; not a phrase of our

19 devising.

20 Let me just, Mr. Perry, give you a little more in

II the way of commentary, if you will, on the quest. a that we

22
7-) are asking. First of all, it is posed against the backdrop of
\i

23 yesterday's debate. You were here, and I think -- do you

24 understand the question, do you think, in light of what was

b)x_ 25 talked about?

, . -- - , - - . . .-. , . . . .,
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1 MR. PERRY: Yes, sir. I think I do, and our

() 2 two witnesses are -- our witr ss is in ' the room, so he heard

3 your question as well.

() 4' JUDGE KELLEY: Let me add that we are not

5 intending to ask you a legal question. Much of yesterday's

6 debate was cast in terms of lawyers' inferences, and the like.

7 What we want is a technical judgment on whether medical

8 arrangements in that zone are prudent, necessary, appropriate.

9 MR. PERRY: In other words, you really want your

10 answer cast in terns of the expertise of a planner looking

11 at the problem?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, I think that is a fair

pg 13 statement. De -- the q'iestion as phrased is deliberately
U

14 phrased in generic terms. We didn't say how many arrangements,

15 if any, at San Onofre, or any other reactor, but rather does

16 FEMA consider this something that they look at.

17 MR. PERRY: In other words, you are really casting

18 it, as I understand it, in terms of 4 hen we go to either make

19 a plan, or evaluate a plan --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

21 MR. PERRY: -- for a plant of this type, regard-

22 less of specific location or specific acplication, whatgs
d

23 consideration do we give this kind of p2oblen and where does

24 it fit in our planning process?
O
\ss/ 25 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that would be a fair

. - - . . - .
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1 characterization, yes. Now, if you have got something to give'

() 2 us about this particular facility, and if you have an opinion,

3 fine, we are looking for help; we are looking for inf ormation.

() 4 But what I am interested in is sort of a baseline

5 agency position, because we have been encouraged to adopt the

6 view that no arrangements outside the -- no arrangements

7 offsite are necessary, and we just want to know whether FEMA

8 espouses that view or a different view.

9 MR. PERRY: Can I ask when the Board would be

10 expecting those answers? And perhaps in what you would like i t.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, I was going to get to that.

12 We wou ld like to have, if we may, an agency

13 position, as opposed to -- I have been told that your witness,

\
w)^

14 from the regional of fice speaks for the regional of fice, and

15 that is very helpful, and we appreciate that, but I would

16 like to know what the agency's view is, if we could get it,

17 and taat is really a main reason for putting this in generic

18 terms. Nobody has to do any research, look at any plans. It

19 is just what is your view on this question, so we would like a

20 FEMA view if we can get it. We would like to get it as soon

21 as we can.

22 We would certainly like to get it before we finish73
V

23 the hearing. Can we get it next week?

24 MR. PERRY: I would think next week. I would like

( 25 to have -- he able to send a copy of the colloquy we just had --

,

i

_ _ __
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure.

() 2 MR. PERRY; -- back to national --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure.

) 4 MR. PERRY: -- so that they will have that in front
,

5 of them when taey answer the questian.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

7 MR. PERRY: I was thinking that as I understand

8 it, Mr. Nauman will be going on the stand sometime tomorrow

9 afternoon. I am quite certain we couldn't have it by that

10 time.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

12 MR. PERRY: But I would think early to mid-week

13 next week would be very feasible.

14 JUDGE KELLEY: That sounds fine,

15 MR. PERRY: And would you like this in the form

16 of, say, an affidavit from a senior program officer, or --

17 JUDGE KELLEY: I think the exact form would be to

18 you as long as we can take it as an of ficial agency position.

19 MR. PERRY: Very well.
!

20

21

(b
23

24

( 25

. ._ - _ - . - .. . _ - - . _- - -
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tp2-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Did we have discussion earlier --

\p_) 2 you said Mr. Nauman was coming on tomorrow afternoon. Was

3 that something we decided earlier? Is it a break in the

4 Intervenor presentation?

5 MR. HOEFLING: No, Mr. Chairman. The Staff

6 anticipates that it would call Mr. Nauman first and, just

7 for scheduling purposes we are seeing that as either late

8 tomorrow or Friday.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: In the expectation, though, that

10 the Intervenors' case will be presented?

11 MR. HOEFLING: That is correct, with the excep-

12 tion of Mr. Caravalho, who will be coming in Monday morning,

13 as I understand.

-~) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I remember talking about Caravalho,

'

15 We'll just see where we go.

16 MR. PIGOTT: Mr. Chairman, on the last subject

17 that you discussed concerning FEMA's position on of f-site

18 preparation, yesterday of course we did argue at some length

19 the legalities, the regulatory requirements for off-site

20 medical purposes and I think our position was stated and

21 stated accurately at that time. I would, however, point out

12 to the Board that in the testimony of both Dr. Linnemann and

23 Dr. Hauck you will find that the Applicants have not ignored

24 the general public nor designed their plans specifically to

O 25 take care of only their own people. I think the record

D(U

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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2 3 reflects that we are involved in training programs that will
(n)
\_/ 2 benefit the general public, increase the preparation, the

3 preparedness of the hospitals in the area, all of which would

O
4 inure to the benefit of the general public in the event such(sv

5 an accident would happen to take place.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, and the Board's evaluation

7 of the adequacy of plans will be based on what has in fact

8 been done, not upon what might have been said in a -- I'm

9 not saying it might not be relevant, but I understand that

10 you are saying that you have done this in fact and that would

ji be certainly considered.

12 There's one other matter of discussion of these

13 low power issues. Could we set aside a little time before

14 lunch, go ahead and get to the witnesses now, but spend some''

''
15 time before lunch on that?

16 MR. PIGOTT: I'd prefer it. One of the questions

17 has sent us to do a little bit of research on the state of

18 affairs and so --

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Have you got a time preference?

20 MR. PIGOTT: My preference would be right after

21 lunch. I would then have time to confer with the people who

22 are doing the work.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. After lunch. That's

- 24 better for us, too, in a way.

''
23 So are we ready for our next witness? Is there

A)(G

- . - - --.
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3 1 anything else that we need to talk about before? Mrs.

(O_/ 2 Gallagher?

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Nothing at this time.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. Intervenors would call at

6 this time Ms. Jan Goodwin.

7 Whereupon,

8 JAN GOODWIN~

9 was called as a witness herein and, after being first duly

10 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 Q Good morning.
.

-~g 14 A Good morning.

J
15 Q Could you state your name.and address for the

16 record?

17 A My name is Jan Goodwin. My address.is 6195
,

18 Camino Manzano, Anaheim, California.

19 O Are you appearing today in response to a subpoena

20 by the Intervenors in this matter?

21 A That's correct.

22 Q Could you tell us what organization you work for

23 currently and what is your title?

24 A I am presently employed by the United Transporta-

O 25 tion Union, Local 19. I am the General Chairman.

A
: 4

'% )

-. - - - _ _ _ _,. , - . _ _ , _ , . ---_ _ . _ - _ . - _ , . . . . - - -
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4 3 JUDGE HAND: Ms. Goodwin, I'm not hearing you

2 wel3. I don't know whether it's the microphones or what.

3 WITNESS GOODWIN: Is that better?

4 JUDGE HAND: Yes. Thank yot..

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG: |

6 Q Could you briefly describe what your duties and

7 responsibilities are in that position?

8 A I represent the drivers and the mechanics of the

9 Orange County Transit District,

10 0 Could you elaborate briefly on the extent of how

13 you represent them, in what regard, for people who might not

12 know what unions do?

13 A I negotiate and police and interpret contract

14 language and the contract is between the Orange County Transit.

'

15 District and the United Transportation Union.

16 0 Could you tell us, referring to your background

17 now, have you had any formal education or training?

18 A I don' t know what you mean.

19 Q College degrees of any sort?

20 A Yes. I graduated from Santa Ana City College as

21 a dental assistant.

22 JUDGE HAND: As what, please?

23 WITNESS GOODWIN: A dental assistant.

24 JUDGE HAND: Thank you.

O 25

v
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5 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

x/ 2 Q Before taking office as chairperson of the union

3 local 19, what was your job before that time?
r
(-) 4 A I was a coach operator for the Transit District.

5 0 And how long were you employed in that position?

6 A Seven and a half years.

7 Q - Are you aware or have you reviewed the Orange

8 County emergency response plan for radiological emergencies

9 as it relates to the Orange County Transit District?

10 A To the best of my knowledge, they have no plan.

11 Q No, I am referring now not _o the transit dis-

12 trict itself but to be Orange County emergency response plan.

13 A Oh, yes. Somewhat.

f-~g 14 Q And you are aware that in certain types of situa-

b
15 tions the Orange County Transit District will be required

16 to aid in a radiological emergency situation?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Are you familiar enough to briefly tell your

19 understanding of what the role of the transit district would

20 be in due event of an emergency?

21 A The only thing that I know is they would be

12 expected to dispatch buses to the area and evacuate people

23 from the area in case of an emergency.

24 Q Thank you. That's very helpful. Are you aware

15 of any plans in existence in the Orange County Transit District
'

\,_ "-

, _ _
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6 1 for implementation of their. role in the event of a radio-
,,

\-sI 2 logical emergency?

3 A No. I am not.

4 Q Have you in this respect spoken with any people

5 in the Orange County Transit District to discuss whether or

6 not there were such plans?

7 A -Yes , I have.

3 0 And could you tell us briafly the substance of

9 that discussion?

10 A Primarily I brought up the subject to the General

11 Manager --

12 MR. CASEY: Could we get ' foundation of who she

13 talked to?

y'' 14 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. Thank you.

O}
15 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

16 Q First state who you talked to and then go -- well,

17 go ahead. Uho was it that you calked to?

18 A James Reichardt. He is the General Manager.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: Is that sufficient?

20 MR. CASEY: Proceed.

21 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

22 Q Could you briefly tell us the substance of that

23 conversation?

24 A We briefly discussed my appearance here today and
f-

- 25 what I discussed with you and his co+ 'nts were that they

("') \

u-
1

|
,

l

! |
'

.. - -. .- .__ ._- _ -, ...
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7 I were relying on the communications center when they were

2 advised of the emergency to tell them what they are to
1

3 do in case of the emergency, i

4 Q Ar.d did he tell you whether or not any plans or

5 nrocedures existed within the transit district in case of

6 that emergency?

7 A He told me there were no plans.

a ///

9

10

11

12

13

()
15

16

17

18

l
19

|

| 20

21

22

23

i
24'

O 25

() -

I
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T3 kl 1 MR. CASEY: Do you mean she has testified that
-

,- m

\/ 2 she has reviewed a plan?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: She has reviewed the Orange
m

- 4 County Emergency Response Plan and I am trying to make a

5 distinction between that and whether or not there are any

6 plans within the Orange County Transit District itself to

7 implement the provisions of the Orange County Plan, and I

8 think we have made-that distinction on the record. But --

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

;o Q IIave you had any discussions or meetings with

11 the drivers with respect to the existence of emergency

12 response plans regarding radiological emergency at the

13 San Onofre Nuclear Plant?

rg 14 A I recently this month had a general meeting of

''
15 the United Transportation Union -- spoke to the drivers and

16 advised them that this was in fact something that they would

17 possibly be responsible for.

18 Q And could you state briefly what the substance

19 of their reaction was to that?

20 A Well, they were shocked and totally unaware.

21 Q Are you aware of any plans that exist with --

22 or are you aware of any plans that exist within the Orange

23 County Transit District with respect to general emergency

24 situations?

25 A I know of one drill that they exercise once a'~

,x
( I
%)

. __ ._.
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k2 1 year in response to an emergency.s

(_/ 2 Q Are you familiar with the -- or have you reviewec

3 the Orange County Transit District coordination procedures

4 with the Orange County Emergency Services Plan?

5 MR. CASEY: What are these coordinating proce-

6 dures? Is that a document? Is that in evidence?

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. That is attachment two to

8 Exhibit 53 in evidence.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q Have you reviewed the attachment which I referred

31 to?

12 A Yes, I --

13 MR. CASEY: Could we get to the page --

g-) 14 MR. MC CLUNG: It does.'t have a page number. It

~

15 is just attachment two and it --

16 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

17 Q Have you reviewed that particular document?

13 A Yes, I have, somewhat briefly, though.

19 Q Now, is it your understanding that that is the

20 extent of any written plan that may exist in the event of

21 any type of emergency where the buses may be required to

22 render assistance to the County?

23 MR. CASEY: I object to this question. We should

24 get a foundation as to her purview of distric.t documents

O'' 25 before she can testify on whether those documents exist or

O
V

. _ _ _ . . . _ _._. _ __ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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k3 1 not.
O
's J 2 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't understand the nature'

3 of that objection.

C')(> 4 JUDGE KELLEY: I think I do. It -- I understand
1
'

5 Mr. Casey is saying we don't yet have in the record a founda-

6 tion with regard to the Witness's official responsibilities

7 in this regard so as to indicate the significance of her

8 knowledge or lack of knowledge about plans of one kind or

9 another. Is that -- or am I on a different track?

10 MR. CASEY: No, that is precisely the objection.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't think you have established ,

12 Mr. Mc Clung, that Ms. Goodwin has official resonsibility

13 for some range of emergency planning. She may very well

14 have, but I don't think it is in the record yet.-s -

%J
15 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

16 Q As a representative of the Union representing

( 17 drivers and contract disputes and contract negotiations,

18 would you have responsibility to address provisions which

19 might require that drivers -- to render emergency aid in

20 the event of an emergency?

21 A I would if I were aware, yes.

12 Q Are you aware of any provisions in the drivers'

23 contracts which set forth their potential responsibility in

24 the event of any type of emergency rendering. aid to the
OO 25 county?

i Iv

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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,_ k4 1 A We have no contractual obligation, if that is

(s s) 2 what you are asking me. There is nothing spoken to in the'

3 contract between the Transportation Union and the Orange
O
k/ 4 County Transit District.

5 MR. CASEY: I would like to get a foundation

6 question -- another foundation question as to what contract

7 is being referred to, collective bargaining agreement, I

8 assume. What is its date -- before we go any further.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q Could you tell us briefly what contract you were

11 referring to?

12 A The collective bargaining unit contract.

13 Q And --

14 A Dated March 5th, 1981.(~)O
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Have we got a copy?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: No, I don't, Your Honor. Would

17 the Board --

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just -- let me explore

19 this with you a moment. Is the thrust of.the Witness's
20 testimony at least in part the hazards that they may en-

2if counter if they are called upon to render aid, and -- that

22 is part of your purpose with this Witness?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Not the hazards, no, I wouldn't

24 t,hink. I don't -- I am not -- I don't under. stand the pur-

'' 25 pose of your question, maybe, but she is going to testify

O
\J .
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_
k5 1 in terms of logistics and potential problems related thereto.

! 1

\, / 2 Hazards are --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I thought where you were going,
O
() 4 and maybe I am just wrong, but I thought that we were going_

5 to be talking about a collective bargaining agreement which

6 had provisions in it about terms and conditions of employ-

7 ment, and possibly requiring notification for certain kinds

8 of work, hazardous duty, if indeed it is hazardous duty.

9 Now, if you are not going in that direction,

10 maybe we don't need it, but if we are going to base very muct

11 on a collective bargaining agreement, then it seems to me

12 that we ought to have the agreement before us. If not, then

13 maybe not.

(-] 14 MR. MC CLUNG: I understand now, and my question-

\''}
15 ing will not pursue that line to an extent that we would

16 require the document, I don't believe.

17 MR. CASEY: Yeah, just for the record, we would

18 object to any questioning that does require us to success-

19 fully cross examine, you know -- reference to the collective

20 bargaining agreement, so --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Unless you had the agreement?

22 MR. CASEY: Unless we had the agreement.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that is a sound principal.

24 Now, so far, the preceeding question was five pages back in

' 25 the transcript. Can you restate it? Or do you want to go

O.
V

_.
_ . .
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k6 1 off on a different track? I don't --
O
kJ 2 MR. MC CLUNG: I will restate it and we will

3 see where we go from there.

( 4 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

5 Q In the collective bargaining agreement that you

6 have referred to, to your knowledge, is there any provision

7 whereby the drivers agree to render their service or aid to

8 the County in the event of any type of an emergency situa-

9 tion?

10 MR. CASEY: I object. If Mr. McClung is not

11 going to offer the collective bargaining agreement, I object ,

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Sustained. The contract itself

13 is the "best evidence" of that, and I think it is not that
.

.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

)'' 25

(D
U
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tp4-1 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

2 O Would you say that it is the Union's responsib-

3 ility in any way in contract negotiations to protect the
g
(_) 4 health and safety of the drivers?

5 MR. CASEY: Objection. Speculative and no

6 foundation that such responsibility has anything to do with

7 the facts of this case, again, without the collective bar-

8 gaining agreement. We are speculating about some future

9 contract, I suppose.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Aren't all of the obligations of

11 the union and the employer spelled out in the bargaining

12 agreement? Let me just ask the witness. That's where you

13 find out what your obligations and rights are, isn't that

r] 14 right?
'"'

15 WITNESS GOODWIN: Pretty much so, yes.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McClung, I just think if you

17 are going to go into their obligations under the agreement

18 you had better produce the agreement.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. That question said nothing

20 about the agreement. I wasn' t referring to the agreement.

21 I wasn't referring to any obligations under the agreement.

22 I am referring to the nature of what a union does. All I am

23 trying to do is lay a foundation for the witness' responsib-

24 ilities with respect to emergencies that may arise so that I7_
i !
' ' '' 25 can ask some questions with respect to the Attachment 2.

1

f
( ?

u-

|

|

|
L
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1 MR. CASEY: I'd.still object as irrelevant
O(j

2 unless we have a foundation for that, you know, the respon-

3 sibility, you know, having some faccual relationship to --

4 that he is inquiring about -- having some factual relation-

5 ship to this case. It is asking the witness to speculate

6 about a responsibility that has no nexus to this case. So

7 we would still object.

3 JUDGE K2LLEY: One might draw, I suppose -- let

9 me ask for comment of counsel on the distinction that I will

10 attempt to draw between the witness' responsibilities,

11 whether derived from tne collective bargaining agreement or

12 the job contract or whatever, as distinguished from union

13 responsibilities, rights and the like, set forth in the

14 collective bargaining agreement. The Board has ruled that-

LJ
15 we are not going to allow questions on a collective bargaining

16 agreement that we don't have a copy of. That is typically

17 a sort of broad-ranging technical document.

18 On the other hand, the witness is here, the

19 witness knows what her job is, and I would think can respond-

20 to questions about her direct responsibilities without our

21 necessarily having in hand the collective bargaining agreement.

22 I don't know how such a distinction is going to serve the

23 purposes of counsel, but in an effort to strike some reason-

24 able accomodation here that is something that. occurs to me
O
\'/ 25 as a possibility.

(O_J,

;

I

l .,_ _ - - -
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y Mr. McClung, what do you think of that?
<-

kx) 2 MR. MC CLUNG: That would be fine with me. I can'

'

3 try to ask questions and if I go into the realm of the col-

() lective bargaining agreement then I would, you know, back off4

5 and not continue to ask those questions. I would try to stay

6 in the general union responsibilities side and I would ask

7 Mr. Casey to object if I go to th0 other side of that.

JUDGE K5LLEY: I'm sure hc will.3

9 MR. .CASEY: Just a comment. As I understand the

10 labor law, the responsibilities of a chairperson of a union

gj are ' derived from the Act itself, from the union constitution

12 and bylaws and from the collective bargaining agreement.

13 But let's proceed and see if we can't just get through this.

-

14 JUDGE FELLEY: Let's give it a try.

~'
15 MR. CASEY: Give it a try.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. Go ahead.

17 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

18 0 Under or as the chairperson of your union local

19 do you consider it that it is your responsibility as that

20 -- strike that. Do you consider that the health and safety

21 of the drivers is a general responsibility or concern which

22 the union would deal with?

23 A Yes, I do.

24 O And in your role as the chair of the union do

O 25 you think that the participation in emergency planning

I )ts_-

i

. _ , ., .. _ . _ -. . _ . . _,-..m.
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3 potentially by bus drivers is something that would come under
l')
(m,/ your purview as being responsible for protecting the health2

3 and safety of the drivers?

O
s_/ 4 MR. CASEY: I think t>.at goes to the contract.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm going to overrule that objec-

6 tion. It goes to her understanding of her own responsibility .

7 True enough, it is in the contract somewhere; but I will

8 allow it.

9 WITNESS GOODWIN: Would you say that again?

10 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 0 Would you consider that it is your responsibility

12 as the chair of the union or one of your responsibilities to

13 concern yourself with the union's involvement in emergency

7- 14 type response planning or aid agreements?

('s
15 A If I understand you correctly, yes.

16 Q Now in that regard, have you unde. .en the time

17 to look and review this situation with respect to the Orange

18 County Transit District's participation in a radiological

19 emergency?

20 A Well, I only recently became aware of this

21 particular plan.

22 O But since that time have you undertaken to look

23 througit the union records and various resources at your dis-

24 posal to determine what plans do exist with respect to the

- 25 emergency situation for the transit district?

V)I
|

.

,. , - , -
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1 A Yes. Those that I have access to I have.
I

s/ 2 Q And as far as you knew from that review of the
'

3 records and consultations with officials, is the attachment

O)(_ 4 number 2 that you have in front of you to the Orange County

5 response plan the document or plan that would apply to the

6 Orange County Transit District in the event of any type of

7 an emergency where the Transit District was asked to assist?

3 A This is'the only document that I have .seen, yes.

9 Q You spoke earlier briefly about drills that take

10 place yearly, I believe you said, to test the aid or how the

11 buses can respond to the cmergency in aid of the Orange County

12 officials. Would those drills, to your knowledge, be drills

13 of this particular attachment 2?

(~ 14 A To my knowledge, no.b}
15 Q What are -- could you explain what those drills

16 consist of?

17 A Primarily they consist of responding to like a

18 fire type of emergency or earthquake type of a thing and it

19 consists of a fleet of buses, of seven and one superintendent .

20 0 To your knowledge, is that drill that is held

21 annually rotated between different bus drivers so that in each

| 12 different year you would have other bus drivers and super-

23 intendents taking part in the drill?

24 A Unfortunately it is not.7_.
(_ 25 0 What does take place?

(3G

|

!
- __ _
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i A You mean in the. drill?

k-) 2 O Yeah.
'

3 A Well, to the best of my knowledge it is an all

4 call situation and all other bu-es are instructed to continue

5 in route and then the seven buses or the fleet of buses and

6 the one supervisor respond to a certain area. But that is

7 the extent of my knowledge right now.

3 O Assuming there were a radiological emergency or

9 other type of emergency which required the commandeering of

10 approximately 200 buses to go down to the San Clemente area

ti to aid in evacuation of the population, what problems do you

12 envision, given the current state of planni ig , that might

13 arise in that situation?

,f y 14 MR. CASEY: Is there enough factual basis in that

'd
15 hypothetical to -- you mean what problems -- I don't know.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: I wasn't sure what you meant by

17 commandeer.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. What question am I -- do

'

19 you want me to answer?

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Try " commandeer". What does

21 that mean?

22 MR. MC CLUNG: " Commandeer" is a word that is

23 used in the attachment 2 and it is what takes place when

24 buses are in route and they are directed to discharge their

25 passengers and proceed to an emergency situation that can be

-

v
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I done either on an individual bus basis where, you know, a,

> 2 sheriff stops a bus, unloads it. or it can be done on a

3 system-wide basis where, if you want to use the Marine term,
3

4 you could use " deploy", where 1au actually take the -- but

5 it is called commandeering in the -- when the bus has got .i

6 passengers on it. If it doesn' t have passengers on it then

7 deploy would be a better term, I think.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: That's what you meant, anyway.

'
9 MR. MC CLUNG: That's what I meant.

10 MR. CASEY: I think my problem was he posited

11 all potential type emergencies and then sent 200 buses to

12 San Clemente and then asked the witness to talk about pro-

13 blems and I thought it was too vague. That would be my

("] 14 objection.

V
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it may require some follow-

16 up questioning. I am going to overrule the objection at this

17 point, though, and see what the witness can do with it. Go

18 ahead.

19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

20 Q Do you remember the question?

21 A I think so. The first problem I could see that

22 would occur would be how will we get there, what route do we

23 take. And how do we find the pick-up points.

24 0 Hell, sticking with that for a second, are there

25 any written documents that you are aware of which would show

b
m/x

- .
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y drivers where to go in the event they had to go down to San
,

k 2 Clemente in an emergency situation?

3 A Not in the possession of the drivers and not to
/"N

(' _) 4 my kncwledge.

5 0 In y ur understanding of the situation, are drivers

6 generally aware of all the service area? In other words,

7 the streets.and routes that may exist in South Orange County.

g Would all of the drivers be aware of those streets and routes?

9 A Not necessarily. But I'd say that 50 percent of

10 them would be aware.

33 O So if the drivers were told to go to a specific

12 location would you anticipate any delay or difficulty in

13 their arriving at the points?

-w 34 A I feel they could get to the general area, but
I \

15 to locate a certain corner of the street, walk and don't'

16 walk, I don't feel they would be able to do that. We only

17 know the general routes, the major streets.

13 Q Assuming a situation where one of the buses is

19 required to discharge its passengers and proceed to the

20 emergency zone, as we have discussed, what other problems

21 do you foresee in that type of a situation?

22 A For the driver?

23 0 Yes, for the driver.

24 A Well, I think that he would meet with a lot of
,_

- 25 opposition from his passengers if they were dumped in the

(OJ

_. . . __ ..
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. I middle of the street or something like this,

s/ 2 0 Is there any way, in your opinion, that that
'

3 opposition could be mitigated or helped out in any way by

4 planning in advance?

5 A well, I think primarily if people were informed,

6 and especially the operators, it might help to smooth things

7 out a little bit.

8 Q Are you aware of any training programs that the

9 Orange County Transit District has other than the drill that

10 we talked about for training drivers in ' what to do in the

11 event of a radiological emergency?

12 A There is none.

13 ///

()
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

ob
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T5, 1g 1 Q Are you aware of any training programs for the

( 2 drivera, with respect to the effects of radiation? ,

3 A I an not aware, and I am sure there is none.

4 0 Are you aware of any protective devices or

5 measures that exist within the Orange County Transit District

6 resources for protecting the drivers against radiation

7 injury?

8 A There are none.

9 0 Itow of ten, in your knowledge as a bus driver and

10 coach operator, how of ten do the buses fill up with gas,

11 approximately ?

12 A Every other day.

13 0 And any given bus that is operating, therefore,

V
14 may have less than a full tank of gas, is that correct?

15 A That is correct.

16 C Is it potentially true that many buses on any

17 given day may have the required amount of gas to get back to

18 their dispatch point, and not a heck of a lot more?

19 A That is correct.

20 0 To your knowledge, have the drivers been given

21 any information with which they could -- that they could give

22 to the public in the event they were called upon to respond

U
23 to a radiological emergency?

24 A No, they have not.

25 O Do you think that it would be a problem for the
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1 drivers, with answering either the questions of the people that

2 are being dropped off, or the questions of the people that are

3 being picked up?

O
4 . MR. CASEY: I am going to object. I don't see

5 why answering the questions of the people is essential to any

6 of the issues in this case, that are being dropped off the bus

7 outside the EPZ, but -- I think we are - this line of

8 questioning is just getting a little hit --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you repeat the question?

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, the question was not clear.

11 I am sorry.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

( 13 0 Do you think that it would be important for the

14 bus drivers picking up people in the emergency zone to be

15 a'31e to respond to questions of the peaole that the drivers

16 are picking up, as to what is actually taking place?

17 A Yes, I do.

18 MR. CASEY: Could we get a clarification as to

19 what sort of question?

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. What kind of questions?

21 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

() 22 O What kinds of questions did you have in mind when

23 I said that? What types of questions do you anticipate did

/ 24 you anticipate that people would be asking in that situation?

25 A I can visualize a great deal of panic; where am I
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1 going, am I going to be all right, am I -- so on and so forth,

() 2 will there be first aid when I get there, and that sort of

3 thing.

( 4 0 Do you envision that having a lack of knowledge

5 on the part of the bus driver, it would take more time or

6 less time in responding to those types of questions when the

7 bus driver was supposed to pick them up?

8 MR. CASEY: I would like to object to the question

9 as being without foundation. There has been no foundation set

|
10 that answering questions have anything to do with the time

11 that is being taken to perform this emergency services by the

12 bus drivers.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: I thought that was the question.

14 MR. CASEY: No, the question was, do you think the

15 time it would take to answer these questions would af fect

16 the time -- no, strike it.

17 TUDGE KELLEY: Well, it is a different

18 phraseology of the same question, I think. Isn't your thrust

19 whether taking time to answer questions would slow down

20 performance of other aspects of the drivers' duties? Was

21 that the question, really?

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.(}
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Allow that question.'

24 WITNESS GOODWIN: Yes.

O 25

.-. _ - ,. -- - . . . . - . - - - . . - - . . - - . _ - . -_- _ .
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4 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

() 2 0 And do you think that -- assuming this question

3 and answer situation, do you think that a driver could better-

() 4 handle and speed up that process if the driver had exact

5 knowledge of what was actually taking place in the emergency

6 situation?

7 A Yes. I do.'

3 0 To the best of your knowledge, now, how many

9 buses are on line at like in the ...iddle of the night, as a--

10 percentage of the daytime travel?

11 MR. CASEY: Could we get a definition of what is

12 meant by on-line?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay./ )
14 MR. CASEY: And sone relationship to the -- I

15 guess the energency situation that you are hypothesizing.

16 WITNESS GOODWIN: Do you mean in service?

17 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

18 0 Yes, that is what I am trying to get at.

19 A In the middle of the night, none.

20 Q When do the Orange County Transit District

21 buses go of f-line or out of service system-wide?

22 A The latest buses that we have on the -- are in

23 service, go out of service approximately 10: 30, eleven

24 o' clock at night, and that only entails maybe two or three
A

25 routes.''

-

- - - . - - - - - . _ _ , , - . , , - , - - . - - - - - , , . , - , , , - , ,. . . . _ _ . - .-.,_n -- - - - - - - - - - - -
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5 1 Q So when do generally the routes go of f-line, the

r' N
() 2 rest of the routes?

.

I 3 A Between 7:00 and 3:00 p.m.

) 4 Q And when do they come back on-line in the morning?;

5 A I believe the earliest service would start

6 approximately 4 :55, 5:00 o' clock in the morning.

7 0 To your knowledge, does the dispatcher, radio

3 dispatcher of the Orange County Transit District, work after

9 hours !- .he dispatch room?

10 A Radio dispatcher? Not to mv knowledge.

11 Q So that af ter ten or so at night, there wou ldn ' t

12 be anybody in the Orange County Transit District radio

/~' 13 dispatch, either in Garden Grove or in Irvine, as far as you

14 know?

15 A To the best of m r knowledge, no.

16 O Do you anticipate, to your knowledge and your

17 experience, since you have been a bus driver, has there ever
;

18 been a time shen bus drivers were called upon in the middle

19 of the night to act in an emergency capacity?

20 A To my knowledge, never.

21 0 Approximately how many bus drivers are there?

22 A Approximately 800.

23 O Now, of that number of bus drivers, how many are

24 female?

i
N/ 25 A About 40 percent of them.

.

I
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0 o 1 0 Is there -- or are there -- this is something that

(3) 2 may be beyond your knowledge, but are there bus drivers who

3 are pregnant?

I) 4 A We have many that are of the child-bearing age,

5 and to my knowledge, yes, there are sone that are pregnant.

6 O Are there any records kept by the Orange County4

7 Transit District in that regard?

8 A Not to my knowledge.

9 Q In order to facilitate the response of the Orange

10 County Transit D! :rict, or the response that might be made

11 by the Orange County Transit District in response to an

12 emergency situati~on. Do you have any recommenAations, or

/~'s 13 concerns that you think should be addressed?
U

14 A Just primar ly what I stated here, that I feeli

15 the lack of information to the operators and the people that

16 would have to implement this kind of a service is very

17 detrimental, and I feel that if they were not only informed

13 but received some kind of a documentation as to where they
,

19 are to go and what they are to do when tney get there, it

20 would be a definite advantage.

21 Q And do you think that it would be important to

22 have the drivers involved in the decision-making process?

23 Uould that aid the planning?

24 A Yes, a task force type situation would probably --
O

'

25 0 And to your knowledge, has that ever been done?

.

t - * ' + - ~ ' - - * - * - * * - ~ - ' ' ' ' - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -- * - - * - ' - *---''-v' - - ' - -
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7 1 A To ny knowledge, no.

( 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Are we approaching a good place for

3 a cup of coffee?

() 4 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Are we there?

6 MR. MC CLUNG: No. We are approaching. We are

7 not there. I have a few more questions, and then we will be

8 able to break, I think, it would be appropriate.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: All ricjht.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: That wasn't inconsistent. You

11 said are we approaching.

12 3Y MR. MC CLUNG:

13 0 With respect -- from your experience as a driver,
[)

14 what kind of radiv communication exists with the buses from

15 the dispatcher?

16 A I don't know what you mean by that question. We

17 have a direct line from the bus to the dispatcher.

18 Q And can the dispatcher call all the buses at

19 once that are in the fleet?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And when that is being done, can the bus drivers

22 call and talk to the dispatcher?

23 In other words, what I am trying to ask is, if

24 the bus driver had a question, could the bus driver during

'J 25 the all-call situation ask that question of the dispatcher?

-. - . _ _ - -. .- . .- . _ . _ , _ . - . . - - - . . -_ . - . . , .
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8 1 A To the best of ny knowledge, one at time could.

(m) 2 Q So in a situation where 10 -- or let us say ten

3 buses were called in an all-call situation, but only ten, and

4 all ten bus drivers had a question about where they were

5 supposed to go, to your knowledge, only one of those bus

6 drivers at a tine would be able to ask that question of the

7 dispatcher?

8 A Tnat is correct.

9 Q And would that be in a priority-type situation

10 where it would be one at a time, then they would kind of

11 move up in a line?

12 A Yes.

13 O Do you have any recommendations or do you think

14 arything could be done with respect to the radio communication

15 which would help out in an emergency situation?

16 A I.think perhaps a system' . relative to what the

17 RTD has, where they have a radio where the dispatcher can

18 talk to all buses at the same time, and give directions and

19 what have you, where the operator doesn't have to sit in a

20 whole situation holding onto the telephone, and it would cone

21 across and be dispatched over a speaker type situation in the

'

22 bus.

23 Q What is the RTD?

24 A Rapid Transit District, Los Angeles.
(D
\2 25 0 And what -- how does their radio differ from the

-

p y , p.- y .7-4-, . . - - - , , m. - .-,,,,m -
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9 1 radios that the Orange County Transit has?

() 2 A They have a loudspeaker -- I don't know proper

~

3 terminology for it, but they have a speaker -- I don't know

( 4 proper terminology for it, but they have a speaker in which

5 they can talk directly to the driver without interfering with

6 any of the operations of the bus, where in our situation, you

7 are driving with one hand and listening with the other, and if

8 you are in a hold situation, it could be several miles before

9 a dispatcher would get to you.

10 JUDGE IIAND: Please, Ms. Goodwin, what did you

11 mean -- you said driving with one hand, and listening with

12 the other, what --

C)'s
13 WITNESS GOODWIN: You have to hold onto the

14 receiver.

15 JUDGE IIAND: You have got to pick it up and hold

16 it to your ear, is that --

17 WITNESS GOODWIN: That is correct.

18 JUDGE IIAND: All right, fine.

19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

20 Q Is there any -- at the present time, do you know

21 of any codes or emergency-type signals which are given over

22 the radio, to signify energency situations?

23 A The only code that I know of is a long-ringing

24 situation, in which at that tine you just pick up the phone

25 and you wait for the dispatch.

. - - . . - . - - _. . - - - -
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10 1 Q Are there any other codes?

2 A Not to my knowledge.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. We will take a 15-minute

4 coffee break, and then we will have cross-examination

5 beginning right after that, okay?

6 (Brief recess)
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T7 kl 1 JUDGE KEL EY: .Back on the record. The Witness
/>

k_ 2 is tendered for cross, is that right?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Oksv. Ms. Goodwin, we will have

5 cross e:: amination now by Mr. Casey of Southern California

6 Eaison.

7 CROSS EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. CASEY:

9 Q Good morning, Ms. Goodwin.

10 A Good morning.

11 Q Just a few questions. You testified that you

12 recently became aware of the existence of the plan and the

13 implementing procedure for that plan. Does your Union intend

P-) 14 to cooperate with the District in exchanging ideas and work-

)
15 ing out the best possible way to implement this plan?

16 A Yes, we do, fully.

17 Q Is the dispatcher represented by the Union?

18 A No.

19 Q Do you have any knowledge of the protocol for

20 use of the buses in an emergency?

21 A No, I do not.

22 Q Do you happen to know if the District radio net

23 is -- can be accessed from Orange County Communications One?

24 A I don't have any knowledge of that.,s

d'
/

25 Q Do you happen to know if the Orange County Transi t

V(%

. - -
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k2 i District maintains the home pnone numbers for the drivers?
p
(- 2 A Yes, they do.

'

3 Q Are you aware of the practice in the City of

G) San Clemente to escort incoming emergency vehicles including(_ 4

5 buses to the point within Jan Clemente where their services

6 are required?

7 A No, I am not.

g Q In the' event of an emergency, can the radio

9 system be used to provide to the driver the information he

10 or she needs to go to the point where they have been dis-

33 patched?

A One at a time, I would imagine.12

33 Q 000 at a time.

r~3 14 A Yes.

b
15 0 And can the radio also be used by the driver to

16 ask questions of the dispatcher regarding the nature of the

17 energency?

13 A One at a time.

19 MR. CASEY: We have no more furthet questions.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. No questions from the

gj Staff. Okay. Just one question, Ms. Goodwin. In the event

22 of an emergency situation in the middle of the night, two
1
'

23 o' clock in the morning, I believe you just said that the

24 company does have home phone numbers of the drivers. If you
,_,
tr

25 just wanted drivers and buses as fast as you could get them,

O

. . __
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k3 1 is there any way to do that other than to just call them up,_,

/ 1

\2 2 at home?

3 WITNESS GOODWIN: To the best of my knoweldge,
,

k-) 4 no.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Now you said there were some 600

6 bus drivers. Is that right?

7 WITNESS GOODWIN: That is correct.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: If you~needed -- and I am sort

9 of pulling this figure out of the air just to get your

10 reaction, if you needed 100 buses as fast as you could get

11 them in the middle of the night, ao you have any judgment

12 about how long that might take?

13 WITNESS GOODWIN: I wouldn't know.

/~'s 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Any redirect?

V)>

15 MR. MC CLUNG: I just might ask a couple ques-

16 tions.

17 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

19 Q You have testified that the District maintains

20 a list of the bus drivers with their telephone numbers. Do

21 you know where that list is maintained? Where it would be?

12 A Well, each division would have a list of names

23 and phone numbers for the drivers operating out of that

24 division.m

25 0 And would there be anybody in these divisions

O
G -
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k4 y af ter say,11 o' clock at r.|ght?
/~'

(_)N A No. Not to n.y knowledge.2

3 MR. MC CLUNG: No further questions.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Ms.'Goodwin, that concludes it

5 then. We very much apreciate your coming --

6 WITNESS GOODWIN: Thank you.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: -- and giving your testimony.

3 Thank you.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors would now call their

10 next witness, which would be Dr. Ehlir..

3; Whereupon,

REX EHLING12

13 having been first duly sworn by the Chairman, was called as

a witnmss herein and was examined and testified as follows:73 34
)*

'#
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McClung, may we just right

16 here at the beginning -- which contention or contentions wil]

17 Dr. Ehling be testifying with respect to?

18 MR. MC CLUNG: I apologize. I didn't bring my

19 list with me today which connects the witness with the coc-

20 tentions, but 2 (d) concerning emergency medical services,

21 number 1 concerning :Pe choice of protective action which

22 may be taken, and 2(g) regr.rding emergency response training

23 in a limited -- to a limited extent, and 2 (h) and (j) con-

24 cerning radiological monitoring, once again to a lesser

O 25 degree, And that would be it, I believe.

rm
( ) I
%.J
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k5 1 JUDGE KELLEY: .Thank you.
,,

DIRECT EXAMINATION2s,

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

() 4 Q Could you please state your name and address*

5 for the record?

6 A I am Rex Ehling. That is spelled E-h-1-i-n-g.

7 I live at 14851 Yucca Avenue in Irvine.

8 Q And are you appearing -today in response to a

9 subpoena?

10 A Yes.

33 Q Could you please tell us the organization you

12 w rk for and the title -- your title?

33 A I work for the Human Service Agency. I am

~3 34 Assistant Director of that agency and also have the title
I '

~

15 of Health Officer for the County of Orange.

16 Q Could you describe briefly and generally what

17 your responsibilities as County Health Officer entail?

13 A I am generally responsible for the protection

19 of the public health and in carrying out those duties we
t

|
| 20 have a variety of service delivery capabilities to carry

21 that out, environmental health, personal health services

12 including immunizations and a variety of other kinds of

23 things, actually monitor the level of health in the communi-

14 ty and assure that the public health is protected.

f'#i

25 Q Could you briefly describe what your formal''

F%
\m) -
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k6 1 education and training has. consisted of?
(3
'Es) 2 A Yes. I am a graduate of the University of

'

3 Kansas with an undergraduate and graduate degree, M.D. degree .

f')
(/ 4 I also have a degree in public health from the University

5 of California, Berkeley.

6 Did you ask what experience as well? Training?

7 0 Go ahead. That would be helpful.

3 A Okay. Basically I have worked in public health

9 for about 15 years, the last two years as Health Officer in

10 Orange County. Previous to that Ecalth Officer in another

11 county. I have also worked at all levels of government,

12 the state in Arizona sud the federal government in Wasnington

13 and Chicago, all in public health.

rx 14 0 That you. Could you describe briefly for us

15 the role -- or your role in the event of a radiological

16 cmergency in San Onofre?

17 A Yes, basically -- well, first of all, I might

is also say that I am chairman of the Emergency Medical Care

19 Committee, so -- which is a committee that advises the

20 Board of Supervisors on all matters with respect to emergency

21 care in Orange County, and we carry out a variety of really

22 regulatory functions which assure that there is readily

23 available emergency services for all the citizens.

_ 24 With respect to the -- this particular issue --

\- 25 well let me say that the Director of the Human Services

p
k _-s

- m _ _. _ _ , _ . . . , .
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_ k7 1 Agency participates on the. Orange County Emergency Planning

k- 2 Group and we do all the assistant directors in the Human
'

3 Service Agency participate in developing plans for emergen-

(/ 4 cies. In this situation we -- I am responsible for radio-

5 logic monitoring and determining if there is a hazard present.

6 which would require some action to protect the public health.

7 Q Do you have responsibility in that regard for

8 recommending potential protective' actions?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Are there any other types -- aside from that

11 function of radiological monitoring and recommendation of

12 potential remedial actions, are there any other roles or

13 responsibilities which you have in the event of a radiologi-

(~'N 14 cal responsibility -- emergency?

O
15 A No, except, you know, there could be other issues

16 related to that emergency which would require protection of

17 the public health, and of course I do participate in the

18 team which is involved in the corcmand post operation,. which

19 would be -- so t, hat I would be providing other decision

20 makers with information to allow for the most adequate

21 decision with respect to evacuation or whatever kind of

22 protective action.

23 Q Would it be any part of your responsibility to

24 help make sure and provide for emergency medical facilities
b'~' 25 for people that may be injured and or contaminated in the

Q(G
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k8 i event of a radiological emergency?
,_

I 1
's_/ 2 A Yes, sir. That would come under the other areas'

'

3 of protection of the public health. That would be under
n

b 4 my responsibility.

5 0 Could you brief]y set forth any experience which

6 you have had in dealing with emergency medical type situa-

7 tions since you have been working as the Orange County

3 Health Officer?

9 MR. ROGIN Do you mean large scale type emer-

10 gencies or any kind of emergencie97 Just so the doctor

11 knows what you are / riving at. I mean any time anybody is

12 sick and needs help I suppose that is an emergency. I as-

13 sumed you meant something broader than that, but I wasn't

p 14 certain.

V
15 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you.

16 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

17 Q Yes, I would like you to refer to more than just

18 one ambulance. I am talking about -- would you call.that --

19 would you characterize that as an emergency?

20 A Well, we certainly -- I deal on a day by day

21 basis with emergency situations. In terms of more than,

22 for example, one hospital or one receiving center that might --

23 I would say that yes, we have been involved -- we were

24 directly involved, for example in the -- whe.n there was a --

O'' 25 the plane accident at John Wayne Airport, and the fire --

(h
c)

.
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k9 the firemen who are the first responders in an emergencyi
/~'
(_,s 2 did respond in that situation and our people were notified/

3 and we were involved through the Orange County Communications

( 4 network. That is one example,

5 I have also been involved with at least four

P anning exercises which related to medical planning in thel6

7 event of an emergency.

8 Q Are those exercises -- or did they take place

9 since you were the County IIealth Officer?

10 A I think three of them did.

11 Q Could you describe what they were? What they

12 consisted of?

13 A They essentially were planning exercises to

14 play out a scenario that -- different kind of scenarios:-s

''' that allowed for the various decision makers to come forth15

16 and carry out the plan as it is outlined, and to make
4

17 decisions and make recommendations, and essentially carry

18 through on a plan of action.

19 6

20

21

22

23

24

25

ov
l

|
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tp7-1 1 Q Were all three of the drills or exercises the

2 same then?

3 A No, they were different.
,n,

(_) 4 Q What particular decision-making process were

5 they concerned with?

6 A We were concerned with dua decision-making process

7 between the-various individuals, such as sheriff, myself,

3 the health officer, the director of, for example, social

9 services that had to coordinate the housing and the feeding

10 of people in +he event that people were temporarily dis-

11 located, the mental health portion that was actually dealing

12 with behavioral problems in the community, the various

13 support functions supplied by the general services agency.

, ^\ 14 All of those kinds of things in the command post itself, it
( )
'''

15 was important to test tne communication process and the

16 decision-making process. Also, it was intended to coordinate

17 what was happening there with the cities and the various

18 jurisdictions in the field who also would be involved in

19 the decisionmaking as well as carrying out some of the actions

20 that were recommended.

21 Q Was the San Onofre exercise, do you consider that

22 to be one of the drills that you are referring to?

23 A Yes.

24 O Besides the exercise that was held on May 13 with,_

( )'

25 respect to San onofre, were any of the other drills concerned''

|

~

; i
L
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,
2 I with the decisionmaking process with respect to an emergency

> 2 of a radiological nature?

; A No, I don't believe that. The others, I think,

r')(/ 4 were related to other kind of emergency situations.

5 0 Turning for a second to ycur role in an emergency

6 situation as a recommender of potential protective actions,

7 do you have -- what guidelines will you be using in the event

3 of a radiological emergency to choose between one protective

9 action over another?

10 A Well, basically I think there are certain agreed-

11 upon guidelines, but those guidelines obviously are going to

12 be influenced by all of the other factors that are going on.

13 They are going to be influenced, for example, by meteoro-

~3 14 logical conditions, by traffic patterns, by what else, what
( I
\_d

15 other kind of emergency might be going on, for example, if

16 the traffic is tied up; all of those kind of factors will

17 enter into any decision with respect to the type of protective

18 action that is recommended.

19 Q Do you have or will you rely on specific manuals

20 or procedures with respect to the doses that the population

21 may be receiving?

27 A Yes.
,

23 Q And what manuals are those?

24 A I can't give you the specific reference. I'm
(~h''' 15 sure that my technical experts in the office could, and I have

/~%

s/
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1 to depend upon their judgment and their references.,_

2 Q Do you personally have any or have you had any--

3 training in radiological health field?

(~)(> 4 A My training has been in the general field of

5 public health. I have not -- I have taken short-term courses

6 related to this but I have not had any long-term training.

7 Q Does there exist currently a decision-making

8 procedure or standard operating procedure in witten form for

9 your communications with the various people that have to

10 decide on protective measures in other jurisdictions to

11 coordinate the implementation of any protective action that

12 may have to be taken?

13 A Generally that is in the plan, in the Orange

g''s 14 County plan,

b
15 Q So you would be relying for the coordination of

16 that decision-making process on the Orange County radiologica--

17 emergency response plan, which is Exhibit 53?

18 A Right. We do have standard operating procedures.

19 I believe each of us -- in public health we have standard

20 operating procedures to give us the details of those kind of

21 things. That is not in the plan.j

22 0 Okay. I got a little bit confused. There
|

23 exists a standard operating procedure currently for coordina-

24 ting the decision-making process between the various juris-

13 dictions on what potential protective actions may have to

/O
V'

i
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I take place in the event of a radiological emergency?(, )
(_/ 2 A I believe what I said was that there are -- that

"

3 that decision-making process would be taken care of by the

(V\

4 plan itself.

5 Q Thank you. In an emergency, radiological emer-

6 gency situation, assuming a radiological emergency situation

7 which has an off-site consequence and your assessment of the

8 situation was that sheltering would be appropriate protective

9 response and the City of San Juan Capistrano assessment of

10 the situation was that evacuation was'necessary, how would

11 you coordinate the various protective responses?

12 A I think the appropriate ection would be to get

13 on the phone, as we have in those exercises, talk to she

(~3 14 City of San Juan and ask them what the basis of their decision
Nj

'

15 was and try to -- because actually they, you kn'ow, we may be

16 coming to this decision process slightly different informa-

17 tion. I think the purpose of the decision-making process as

18 outlined is to try to all get together the same information,

19 to explain to them, for example, if I felt sheltering was

10 appropriate, the basis of my decision, and then come to some

21 kind of an agreement. I believe that could be done and I

12 think it has been done not only in radiologic emergencies

23 but a number of other emergencies that we have been able to

24 do. Seldom do you reach that decision in a matter of minutes ,

O- 25 although if it does require an instant decision then it is

.

#%
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_ 1 my overall responsibility to protect the public health. But

k-) generally you have some time to discuss this and are able2

3 to come to an agreement as to the appropriate action.

4 Q Do you have a copy of the Orange County emergency

5 response plan with you today?

6 A I had it, yes.

7 MR. ROGIN: We can make one available.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q Could you refer for a second to page number

11 II-3?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Casey, you don't have that

13 big set, do you, the one we had before?

("~ 14 MR. CASEY: No, I don't.

N/
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

16 MR. CASEY: But we can get it.

17 BY MR. MC CLUNG.

18 Q Beginning on that page and continuing on to II-4

19 and II-5, the plan sets forth the available countermeasures

20 beginning'at No. 3 and A, B, C, D and E which may be taken

21 in the event of a radiological emergency. My question is

22 what basis are you going to use to determine whether or not

23 sheltering would be an appropriate countermeasure?

24 A Basically sheltering offers protection over a

25 short period or tin e and is better, it is better to shelter

(._;)I
\
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1 than if you have an immediate release. I believe that if, s\
/

(
x 2 you were in a, depending upon the size of the building,

3 sheltering is a greater protection for a short period of time .

3
(s / 4 If you anticipate the plume to be long lasting t> to not be

5 carried away by the wind then, you know, it might be more

6 important -- depending upon the level, of course -- to

7 relocate or evacuate. But easically over a short period of

L time the most important thing is sheltering.

9 0 Is there a specific dose that a person in the

10 population off-site might be receiving at which you would

11 recommend evacuation take place rather than sheltering?

12 MR. ROGIN: Do you mean over a period of time or

13 within a certain time? I think there's not enough facts in

(''i 14 that for the doctor to answer the question. It's vague.C
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, a dose is radiation you get.

16 It is a factor of time, but so many rems, is that what you've

17 got in mind?

18 MR. ROGIN: My problem was if it is going to be

19 received in a five-minute period and then it is going to go

20 away or if it is expected to remain. I think those kind of

21 factors need to be assumed either in the question or I

22 suppose in the answer, if it is understood, before an answer

23 can be given.

- 24 JUDGE KELLEY: You didn't specify a dose, did
'' 25 you, Mr. McClung? That was your question, is there a dose

( ) |v
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1 at which you recommend evacuation, is that it?
C\(-) 2 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand a dose to be a dose

O)\_ 4 and the question is how big and he is asking the witness.

5 To me -- is that vague?

6 MR. ROGIN: If the doctor understands it. I

7 thought that time was an elemant. Maybe my question may help

8 define ~it.

9 WITNESS EHT.ING: Yes. I think I can answer that.

10 Yes. I think basically we would like not to have more than

11 500 millirem.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that a standard established by

13 the State of Calif >rnia?

t'N 14 WITNESS EHLING: I can't give you all of the

15 references. I like to point out that that is, for example,

16 the dose that you would give for potassium iodide is up in

17 the realm of 5000 millirera, so that is a very conservative

18 dose, 500 milliren.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Whole body.

20 WITNESS EHLING: Whole body.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Isn't that in the plan?

22 WITNESS EHLING: Yes, I believe it is.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Half a rem.

24 WITNESS EHLING: I can't --

25 MR. ROGIN: It is in the plan. There are state

f

V
.
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1 recommendatione as well.

s-) 2 JUDGE KELLEY: That's what I -- that's all I

3 meant. I'm sorry. Go ahead.
O
\m) 4 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

5 Q Let me clarify that for the record. Does that

6 number that you just gave me exist in the Orange County

7 emergency response plan?

8 A I can't give you the reference.

9 Q Okay. That's fine. Don't worry. Under what

10 circumstance or is there a circumstance when you would
.

11 recommend radioprotective drug therapy to be administered on

12 the general population?

13 A That generally would not be necessary. I would

14 anticipate that, as I indicated, that the dosage recommended'"]
x/

15 for patassium iodide is considerably greater than that

16 recommended for evacuation, so bat really would be a rare

17 situation were that to be required. However, we could be

18 prepared for that contingency, could it occur. And basically,

19 the recommended level is from 2500, I believe, to 5000 rems.

20 Millirems.

21 Q Turning your attention in the plan to Section

12 V-8, you discuss down under A, there is a general discussion

23 of the protective action of sheltering. Down towards the

24 bottom of that paragraph A there is a statement there thatf-

k-)s 25 sheltering is effective for about two hours, after which

O
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y the natural ventilation of the average structure defeats the
/~5(,) basic purpose. Could you explain that? Did you find that?2

A Yes. I think it simply says that no structure3
/'N
(_) 4 is completely airtight and that you will have some -- that

y there will' be exchange of air and also you will have a

6 filtering of the radioactivity inside the structure. I'm

7 not sure if.that is what you were intending.

8 0 How would that -- do you agree with that statemen :?

9 A Yes.

10 Q How is that connected to the size of the release

yy of radiation which may be predicted or projected from the

12 plant?

y3 A The size? You mean the amount?

14 0 Yes.p
-

y$ A I'm not sure I understand the question.

16 0 Let me ask another question. It is not clear.

17 In other words, what I'm trying to understand is obviously

13 this two hour time period is referring to potential doses

19 that people are going to receive and that is going to be,

20 as was pointed out by counsel for the Applicant, that is

21 going to be related to the amount of-radioactivity that is

22 actually being released and the time and where the wind is

23 blowing and many different factors. What I am trying to find

24 out is what assumed type of release, if there.was one, is

'' 23 being considered when that statement is made that sheltering

. .
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1 is only effective for two hours.

(O
.

/ 2 A It seems to me it might be appropriate for a

3 number of different kint.4 if you had a large amount and you

f) 4 had a high wind velocity, that large amount might be dim-s_

5 inished in the outside air and within two hours and then it

6 would, you know, then it would be appropriate to -- if there

7 were still sufficient amount it might be better to evacuate

8 and you -- it really would -- I don' t think it would be

9 related just to one particular amount. It really would

10 depend upon all the other factors.

11 Q In an emergency situation is it your understanding

12 that the utility company would provide the decisionmakers

13 with a recommended course of action?

f''g 14 A Yes. That certainly is the mechanism that is
LJ

15 intended. What we do in that situation is to be very careful

16 that we have verification of all of the data that they are

17 giving us, and that is an important process.

18 Q How would you or on what basis would you evaluate

19 their recommended decision?

20 A Well, basically we would rely upon the observers

21 that we have in our field command post and also on our

22 radiologic monitors that we have in the field.

23 Q Have there been any specific training sessions

24 held at this time and between the decisionmakers -- I'm

O'' 25 talking about yourself and the other people that must make

A
v
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y recommendations to the local public agencies with respect to
('
( ,N/ taking protective actions, ha*.- thcre been any group meetings2

'

3 or consultations between that group specifically to decide

4 how they might coordinate the decision-making process?

5 A Yes. We have regular meetings, both within the

6 human service agency and through the planning groups, to deal

7 with this. Basically it really amounts to smaller groups.

8 For example, I meet with my health' physicist on a regular

9 basis. I have a deputy that actually really develops all

10 the plans within public health. And our health physicist

33 has training, you know, training sessions. Most of them are

12 not all that formal because they really amount to getting

13 together and sharing information with various groups of

14 people. But yes, we've had a number of meetings on this
( S)
\~#

15 whole process.

16 Q Have you had any meetings with people outside

17 of your organization in Orange County?

18 MR. ROGIN: Are you speaking just of Dr. Ehling

19 now?

20 MR. MC CLUNG. Yes, Dr. Ehling.

21 MR. ROGIN: As opposed to his deputies or

22 anything.

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

24 WITNESS EHLING: You mean, say, with the cities?

O 25

'

. ..
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1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
%

2 O Yes. There's various people in the other juris-'

3 dictions who will be making the recommendations for protectiv o

4 action or will have to be making those' decisions and I was

5 wondering, absent, of course, the drill which you participate <1

6 in, if you had hed any discussions or tabletop discussions

7 with respect to how those decisions would be made.

8 A Basically we have had discussions and sort of

9 -- well, as a matter of fact, yes, we have. My deputy has,

10 too, specifically has attended a number of meetings in San

11 Juan Capistrano and met with officials to discuss the whole

12 decision-making process.

13 ///

(
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

O 25

O
O
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~

T8 kl 1 Q And who was at those meetings?

2 A Russ Patton who is in charge of doing the plan

- 3 in my office.

4 Q And who from the other jurisdictions?

. 5 A City managers, mayors -- I can't give you'speci-
!

6 fic titles.

7 Q And when did those meetings take place?

8 A I think shortly after the exercises.

9 Q Shortly after which exercises?
_

10 A After the exercises -- the planned exercises that

11 I explained earlier.

12 Q Okay. I am sorry to take you back, but I am

13 a little bit confused. Could you describe the three exer-

O
(_ ) 14 cises that you are talking about and when they took place?

15 A I think -- well the three since I have been

16 Health Officer -- I can't remember the one that was a year

17 ago in January -- the one in January, I believe was specifi-

18 cally on San Onofre and then I think we repeated that in

19 March, and there were several meetings, I believe, after

20 that with the city to kind of reiterate and talk about how

21 the exercise went. Most of the other conversations with city

22 officials have been informal.

23 0 Which city?

(} 24 A I believe it was San Clemente and San Juan

25 Capistrano. I specifically remember that Russ went to the

Ox.s
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k2 y meeting.

2 Q As County Health Officer, you will be in charge

3 f r protecting the health -- maintaining the health of people
bq

4 that may be called upon to assist in the emergency -- the

5 emergency workers, that is part of your responsibility, isn't

6 that right?

7 A Yes.

8 0 What type of measures currently exist for pro-
;

9 tecting the health and safety of emergency workers?

A Emergency workers?10

yy Q Yes.

A Do you mean to give them medical care or just --
12

Q I will make it more precise.y3

MR. ROGIN: We are speaking just about the
14

v

15
Orange County people now?

MR. MC CLUNG: Within his jurisdiction. That
16

is Orange County, I believe.37

BY MR. MC CLUNG:18

0 Yes, I am talking about protection -- preventa-
19

tive protection of people -- emergency workers who will be20

called upon to assist in the event of a radiological emer-
21

22 gency.

A Well, I suppose that comes under two basic
i 23

categories, one is related to the event itself and the24

25 thers are general support services. I think the latter is

'

>0
V

,
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''g k3 1 generally taken care of by the Red Cross, and they provide;

(G
2 some emergency medical services for them, although we are

3 back-up to that. The other is a protection -- you may be

'

4 referring to the administration of potassium iodide which

5 wouldn't be a very specific kind of thing. If they raquired

6 any other kind of back-up emergency measures, our emergency

7 medical care system in the County would take care of that.

8 Q Do -- with respect to the administration of

9 radioprotective drugs to emergency workers, is there any

P an to do so in the event of an emergency?l10

11 A Yes, there is.

12 Q And how would that be done?

13 A We would -- we have available in one of our fire

() 14 stations potassium iodide, which we have arrange d to have

15 available and is there, and I could give the order to have it

16 administered if it became necessary.
'

17 Q Do you at the present time have sufficient

18 amounts of that drug, in your opinion?

19 MR. ROGIN: For what? For the emergency workers?
.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, for administration to the

21 amergency workers.

22 WITNESS EllLING: Yes, we do.

23 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

24 Q Would those drugs be made availab.ir to Orange()
25 County Transit workers?

A
(_)

. - - _ __. _ _ __ _ , .
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['') k4 1 MR. ROGIN: Under the same assumed emergency

kJ
2 situation?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. In the same situation.

O
4 WITNESS EHLING: You mean people that came in

5 from out of town --

6 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 Q No, okay, I will be more precise. I am sorry.

8 Emergency -- people from the Orange County District may be

9 called upon to assist in the event of an emergency -- a

10 radiological emergency and they may be called upon to go

jy into the emergency planning zone and assist in the evacua-

12 tion -- certain groups, special groups of people. Is there

any plan to administrate -- administer radioprotecive drugs13

( 34 to that group of people, to your knowledge?
U

A I am not aware that they would be treated any15

16 differently, or I can't think of any reason at the moment

17 why they would be treated any differently than any other

18 emergency workers.

19 Q But as part of your plan, have you planned for

20 providing them with radioprotective drugs?

A They are included -- I can't give you the speci-
21

fics of all of the emergency workers or the numbers. I do22

have a person that works with me that is into the kind of'

23

detail, and did identify all the -- you know, practically()' 24

25 d uble the amount of potassium iodide, but I can't tell you

!

.

. . . - . - . . . . .
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( k5 1 how many people he was planning for.

2 Q Do you know whether or not he planned for the

3
} Orange County Transit District --

4 A I do not know that specifically.

5 0 Are there any circumstances under w!'.ch radio-

6 protective drugs would be administered to the general popula-

7 tion?

8 A I explained, I believe earlier, that that would

9 be a rare kind of situation, and we would not anticipate that ,

10 however we do have a plan should that become available, I

11 believe that that is stockpiled and we would be able to

12 provide that if that became necessary.

13 Q Could you please describe the county's role in
,r+3
( ,/ 14 the radiation monitoring of an offsite release of radiation?

15 A We have in our environmental health section a

16 health physicist who would be in charge of that operation.

17 He has one assistant, and we also have help from the state.

18 And we also have firemen that would come in and assist them.

19 Q And what would they do?

20 MR. ROGIN: I don't think -- I don't want to

21 stop the questioning, but this was thoroughly explored with

22 the witnesses from the County previously. There is no

23 showing that Dr. Ehling has any particular knowledge of

() 24 the monitoring area that is unique or different, and I wonder

25 if we need to go through it all again,

O.s

V
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~h k6 1 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't have the transcript(V
2 reference with me today, but I did explore this in depth

3 with Mr. Turner, and he was unable to provide specific in-
{"

4 formation in this regard. And I ceased questioning --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: This Mr. Turner was CHP?

6 MR. MC CLUNG: No, --

7 MR. ROGIN: No, Bert Turner was the representa-

8 tive for Orange County who was here --

9 MR. MC CLUNG: And I, unfortunately don't possess

10 that transcript because we never got a copy of that particu-

11 lar document --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Was it Chief Killingsworth, then,

13 was he the CHP?

() 14 MR. ROGIN: Yes, he was.

15 MR. MC CLUNG: Anyway I --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: They had monitoring equipment,

17 as I recall. Tell me just so as to clear in our mind, what

18 piece of this radiation monitoring capability are we looking

19 for from this witness as opposed to the -- Mr. Turner or to,

20 the CHP?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: The CHP is --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Or is it an overlapping capability ?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: He is in charge of it -- of the

() 24 radiation monitoring that will be done on that County's

25 behalf, I believe. He will testify if that is not correct.

O
.
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" k7 1 Mr. Turner, I endeavored to question him on('~,s)
2 these grounds and he was unable to respond with specifics,

3 and we terminated the discussion on that particular issue.

O
4 I am sorry I don't have the transcript to provide that.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

6 MR. ROGIN: Could we lay a foundation for the --

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

8 MR. ROGIN: -- Witness's knowledge of the --

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

10 MR. ROGIN: -- specifics, then, if that is wha c

13 Mr. McClung is looking for?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

33 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay.

() 14 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

15 Q You have testified earlier that one of your

16 roles as County Health Officer is to be in charge of the

17 radiation monitoring program of the County, is that not

18 correct?

19 A Yes.

20 Q So would you describe that as -- what would

21 Your duties be with respect to radiation monitoring in the

12 event of a radiological emergency? i

23 A I would have overall charge -- the specific

24 organization and supervision of the people in the field would()
25 be the responsibility of the health physicist. And he would

O

- - - _ - _ - _ _ .
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k8 1 provide me with information.

2 Q Have you taken any role through the planning

3 process and as the man in charge of the monitoring programs

4 for the county in preparing a plan for how you were going

5 to monitor radiation in the County in the event of a radio-

6 logical emergency?

7 A Yes. We discussed that in general terms. And

8 I am familiar with the -- you know, we have discussed the

9 need for additional equipment, et cetera, but the specifics

10 of that would be the responsibility of the physicist.

33 Q To your knowledge does the County have a map

12 wherein certain radiation monitoring points are set for

13 radiation monitoring in the event of a radiological emergency?

14 A Yes, we have -- the physicist has a variety of

15 maps and those kinds of tools to use. Obviously the locatior t

16 of the monitors would depend upon the situation at hand, so

17 we would have to be flexible with respect to that.

18 Q What types of monitoring equipment do you have?

19 A I cannot give.you the names nor the specific of

20 that -- of that equipment.

21 Q How would you assess whether or not the County

22 of Orange has the cat. ability to monitor the offsite radia-

23 tion in the event of an emergency?

24 A I would like to point out that we work very

25 closely with the state Department of Health, and I think

Oo
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( kg 1 they are in agreement that we do have the capability to do'

'

2 that and that our equipment and that our plan is in order.

3 And I have confidence that that is indeed true.

4 0 Will '- how will the infc.rmation which is

5 gathered in the monitoring activities by the County be pro-

6 vided to you?

7 A It would be provided to me both by written

8 communication through the teletype as well as morc immediate-

9 ly by the hotline telephone.

10 Q And will this information be used by you in

11 assessing what types of protective actions which may need to

12 be taken in the event of a radiological emergency?

13 A Yes.

f'
(h,) 14 Q I am trying to understand how you will ge t the

15 information from your monitors. Would they have any direct

16 communication to you --

17 MR. ROGIN: Maybe it would be helpful at this

18 point -- I think the question is vague when we say the

19 information. Maybe we could identify what information it is

20 that we are talking about and that might clarify it.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

23 Q You have certain monitoring teams that will be

() 24 doing the radiation monitoring under the supervision of your

25 health physicist, is that right?

Ov
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kl0 1 A Yes.
[

2 Q And these monitoring teams will be gathering

3 information or data as far as what types of radioactivity

4 levels there are in the fields, is that right?

5 A Yes., -

6 Q Now, you will be participating in the emergency

7 operation center at Orange County, is that --

8 A That is right..

9 0 How will the data which is gathered by your

10 radiation monitoring teams be provided to you?

11 A I think I explained, it would come both by phone,

12 by hotline and it would come through the written communica-

13 tion as well to verify. If I understand your question -- I

( 14 think --

15 0 I am sorry. I am not -- what I am trying to

16 understand is -- the phone or the hotline itself goes some-

17 where, but obviously it doesn't go to the monitoring teams.

18 A Oh, okay.,

19 O So how would they get -- what is the chain, if

! 20 you will, of the data to you?

21 A It would come through Mr. Hartranf, who would,

22 be in touch with those teams in the field. Generally by

23 phone, I believe.

[) 24 Q And he would be located at the emergency opera-
v

25 tion facility?,

O
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1

1 A Right. Well, the field facility. I am not sure

['')) kll%.
2 if -- the EOG, which I believe --

3 0 EOF, okay, fine.

4 A -- if facility is the term. I think it is field

5 or something.

6 0 That is okay. Ile will be in the EOF?

7 A Ile will be in the EOF.

8 0 Do you know how he will communicate with the

9 monitors?

10 A I am not sure that the -- the communication sys-

33 tem, I can't give you all of the techniques about. I do

12 know that the fire department has very adequate communication .

13 0 Will there be an assessment of the dose that

( 14 may be incurred by an individual outside the emergency plan-

15 ning zone?

16 A If necessary -- obviously if there is any indica-

17 tion that.there is a danger outside the emergency planning

18 zone, that would have to be handled on an ad hoc individual

19 basis.

20 0 Will your radiation health physicist be calcu-

21 lating dose assessments then in the emergency operation

12 facility or the EOF?
!

23 A Yes.

() 24 0 In the Orange County plan at page roman numeral

25 II-2, there is discussion of radiation sources and effects'

|

!

|
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(~') k12 I which refers to beta and gamma radiation. Do you believe

i 2 it would he important to have monitoring equipment to moni-

3 tor other types of radiation?

O
4 MR. ROGIN: Could we have again a foundation to

1
'

see if the Witness understands -- even understands the5

6 question or is qualified to deal with it in terms of radia-

7 tion -- knowledge of radiation? I am not sure it comes '

8 within the ordinary course of his training. I don't know,

9 but I just think we ought to find out.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I thought we had some

gy carlier indication of this, but maybe you could just tell

12 us again what your background is on radiation type injuries*

13 and things of that sort? Briefly.

_,) 14 WITNESS EHLING: I don't know that I can answer

15 that in depth. I believe that the gamma radiation is the

16 one that we are most concerned about. Bu* I am not

17 technically qualified and certainly in depth of the field

18 of other kinds.

19

i 20

21

22

23

() 24

25

n-s_

t
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[J) 2 O If you know, how many monitoring teams will there
\-

3 be, in the event of a radiological emergency?

4 A You know, I think that -- I believe I recall

5 something about the figure of 12, but it would depend upon how

6 many that would be needed in the field.

7 Obviously, if you -- you know, we could call upon

8 resources even from L.A. County if we needed to.

9 Q If you know, how will the various other agencies - -

10 I am talking now about the County, Fire Department and Sheriff 's

11 Department assist in the radiation monitoring functions?

12 A Fire and Sheriff? The fire I think I indicated

13 that the fire departments will assist us. I am not aware(''}v
14 that the Sheriff has any particular role.

15 I am sure that if they -- that is probably

16 defined more precisely in the plan, and I am not -- that is

17 not the kind of detail that I would have at my fingertips.

18 0 In your capacity as the head of this particular

19 aspect in the emergency planning concerning radiation

20 monitoring, do yoa believe that th re is any equipment which

21 you do not have that you will need in the event of a

22 radiation release which requires radiation monitoring by the{}
23 County?

24 A Checking with our health physicist, he informs me

(Od

'/ 25 that we do have the equipment that we need now.

- - -
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T9 2 /1 Q Are you qualified to describe, do you believe, the

/~'N( ) 2 various types of monitoring equipment that you have?

3 A Not -- no, not in detail.

( 4 Q Is there any plan that you' are aware of to

5 check and review whether or not radiation monitoring equipment

6 is calibrated?

7 A Yes, I believe that we have a plan for regular

8 calibration of that equipment, and I am not sure of the

9 periodicity of that. I believe -- but I am aware that that

10 issue has been addressed, and specifically, I guess I -- I
t

11 am not sure how detailed you were asking about. We do have

12 the capacity to monitor for radioactive iodine. That is

(~} 13 recently acquired. You know, if you ask about the specificity,
V

14 we do have that capacity.

15 O Thank you. Do you have any capability in the

16 county to monitor release which is airborne, say, above 20

17 meters from the ground?

18 A I am not -- I believe we do. I am not aware of

19 that degree of specificity, either.

20 Q Do you have any fixed-point monitors that are --

21 that are out there in the field, which can be read from a

- 22 remote distance?
D./~

23 A Yes, I believe we do. I can't tell you their

24 exact locations.

'l 25 Q Do you know what those monitors are designed to

.
.
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3 1 read? !
|

() 2 A No.

3 Q Do you know where those monitors are?

( 4 A No. I am not familiar with the exact details.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. We are coming up on

6 a quarter of 12:00. A lot of us eat here, and there is a

7 convention in the hotel. Yesterday we almost didn't make it,

8 but we ran a little later.

9 We would like to quit in a couple of minutes or

10 so, and then come back at 1:00 o' clock. Can you see a good

11 point to go to lunch on?

12 MR. MC CLUNG: I might he able to finish all

13 these questians having to do with the radiation monitoring.

14 At least we could wrap up that section of my questioning, but

15 I won't he able to --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: How soon?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Maybe we should just quit right
!

18 now.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered. Okay.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: No objection.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Until 1:00 o' clock. How gracious.

22 One o' clock. off the record.()'

23 (Whereupon, at 11:43 a.m, the hearing was
i

24 recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 o' clock p.m.)
[''i

'

\m) 25

!
|
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tp10-1 1 _A _F _T _E _R _N _O _O ._N _S _E _S _S _I _O _N
7
+ t
's_/ 2 1:09 p.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Doctor, we
(S
(_) 4 are going to take a little time to discuss a pending motion.

5 Bear with us. If you want to get up and stretch or sit

6 there, it is your choice. I would think we would finish

7 this in fifteen minutes or so -- I hope so.

8 What we want to hear from counsel about are the

9 proposed contentions from the Intervenor GUARD on which we

10 have memoranda from all parties. We read and studied the

11 pleadings and we are familiar wi>h them. Rather than take

12 time for set presentations I think it might be most useful

13 just to go right to some questions that we have and then

ru 14 counsel will have an opportunity toward the end to add what-

~,

15 ever they want to add.

16 Last evening we raised three questions and I'd

17 like to just get responses to those initially. The first

18 question was just a small legal question that really is put

19 to the Applicants because in their brief they reference

20 2.714 (a) 2 and 3, concerning late filed contentions and there

21 is a statement which I am looking for to the effect that a

22 late filed contention must be supported by a factual basis.

23 MR. PIGOTT: Page 11.

- 24 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. Thank you. The statement
5 /
''

25 is "In addition, new contentions muFS set forth with

s

xs

--.
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y particularity the tactual basis for the contention", citing
A( ,) 2. 714 (a) 3 and 2. I just wanted to be pointed to the2

3 factual basis language in that regulation.
^
f

(_) 4 MR. PIGOTT: The phrase " factual basis" --

5 well, if w 1 k at the sentence we will see "with particu-

6 larity" is in quotes, " factual basis" is not in quotes.

7 " Factual basis" is not found in the language of those two

8 Particular sections. " Factual basis" is, however, discussed

9 and has been expanded upon in the cases and I would cite you

10 to the language starting on page 17, that first paragraph

gy there, where it discusses how tne Commission has interpreted

12 the particularity requirement to mean that you have to have

13 something more than vague generalized assertions. There has

7 s, 34 to be not the type of affidavit factual basis, perhaps, but
( )''

35 some kind of a particularity, some kind of an articulation

16 of what the substance is that you are af ter and not just

17 some conclusory statement. And that is the context that it

13 is used in here.

19 You are absolutely right. The words " factual

20 basis" are not found in the two sections. However, as we

21 read the cases construing the sections, we believe the re-

22 quirement is that they must state with particularity a

23 factual basis for any proposed contention.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: It's the " factual b. asis" phrase-

C
25 ology that I have a problem with because that to me connotes-

f)),

'L.

|
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1 an evidentiary basis supporting a contention. The idea that

p/x_ 2 there has to be a certain degree of particularity in a

3 contention, I understand that and I have some familiarity

4 with that case law. But it was not my recollection of the

5 case law. Again, Boards travel without libraries, but it

I 6 was not my recollection that you had to have any particular

7 evidence at the contention stage. I think there is a case

3 from the Appeal Board involving a' contention that had to do

9 with having a biomass farm instead of a nuclear power reactor ,

10 which was allowed by the Appeal Board and the discussion was

11 to the effect that evidence comes later, all you need now is

12 a reasonably clear particular statement of your contention.

13 MR. PIGOTT: Eut with come factual predicate,

14 not just a conclusion or an assertion or a rewording of a-~

''#
15 regulation into a question, but some kind of a basis underlying

16 i.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Factual allegation, as it were.

18 We don't have to pursue this any further. It is not that

19 important. I just wanted to get clarification on what you

20 meant.-

21 Secondly,'ve asked the parties to considet and

22 be prepared to tell us whether or not what we will call the

23 interconnection contention might not be addressed on the

24 merits with very little in the way of factual. showing and

'') 25 time spent. Our impression is that -- and we read the'

n'

; a
|
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1 interconnection contention to mean that there is some systems ,

(,\
\- l 2 commonality of systems between these units such that an

3 accident at one could trigger an accident in another. And

O)(_ 4 there are regulations addressed to this kind of an inter-

5 connection arrangement. And it looks to us like, unlike the

6 other issues we've gotten into in this case, maybe we finally

7 found a si.aple one that has a short answer. If that is so,

a maybe we could just' address it on the merits without pausing

9 over threshold requirement'.s.

10 Mr. Pigott, any thoughts on that?

11 MR. PIGOTT: Well, it would appear that the

12 question of interconnection should be easily handled. If

13 we were to assign probabilities it probably would be easily

(^3 14 handled. I am never sure what is going to be handled easily
N.]

15 and what is going to wind up taking a long time, so it is

16 my preference that if it is not legally required that we not

17 address it and not run whatever minimal risk there may be

18 that it gets expanded. We have, of course, reviewed the

19 affidavit of Mr. Rood submitted with the response of the NRC

20 Staff. He sets out the only two physical interconnections

21 that I am aware of, at least.

22 So if the question is physical interrelation,

23 I don't see where there is an issue. I wouldn't really want

24 to -- but again, just maybe being cautious about using up

O'~ 25 time, I would not want to see it entered as an issue simply

(O_ ,! --
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1 because if you don't have to address it, let's not address it ,

(3(_) 2 There is an aspect, in all candor, in the testi-

'

3 mony we have filed ghich, depending on how one reads the

O(_) word "interconnbeticn" and may in fact solve the problem or4

5 the area of inquiry that Intervenors at least in our discus-
;

- 6 sions have expressed some interest in, and that is the inter 0

7 rele. tion of personnel, if any. I think that in our testimony

8 we do discuss wha't personnel will be available on the site

9 during low power testing and fuel load and obviously they

' to can question the adequacy of that personnel and whether or

11 itot' hey have' conflicting duties that may draw them away.'

12 So,jyou know, if that's their area maybe that is in the issue
\

13 alread',. But if we are looking at hardware interconnections,y,

if

/~g 14 I just don't whink an issue exists.
( J

'" ~

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McClung, you are familiar with.

16 the Staff's affidavit now of Mr. Rood?

>$, 17 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.
j> c

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Do the Intervenors wish to contro-
i'

s ..

19 verf.~ tha t?, ",
i ,

,\' 20 . MRI. MC CLUNG: Obviously Mr. Rood's expertise in

'
' j +i,
,

S 21 the area is vastly superior to my own and I have reviewed the

22 various documents that have been referred to by the Applicant,

,

23 in their memorandum and I have reviewed his statement. It>
3 , ,

i . ' '

' . 'b)
24 still -- there is still a question in my mind.whether or not

i

'-{ 25 the systems and personnel interrelationship of the Unit 2 and

f)
(_)

.

:

s
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Unit I could cause an incrcased risk at low power operation

2 of Unit 2. And that is how the co stention was formulated.

3 I think it -- I don't want to go beyond your

4 question, so I won't go further.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Just a minute.

6 (Pause)

7 -JUDGE KELLEY: We thought it might be a simple

3 issue because I thought you did have reference to hardware.

9 Your phrasing of it in your letter is broader than that,

10 that's true. But the genesis o' this, as I recall, it was

33 a hardware connection. All right. Well, passing that --

12 ///
,

13

14

(J''
15

16

17

18

19

20

| 21

22

23

24i

('

25

,
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/~5 Til kl 1 JUDGE HAND: Mr. McClung, can you be any moreU
1 specific than saying hardware? You have got something pre-

3 cise in mind that you think falls into that area?
(_)x

4 MR. MC CLUNG: Do I have something precise in

5 mind --

6 JUDGE HAND: Well, you used a new word. You

7 added personnel, and I understand where that came from, but

1 8 can you say any more about your intent with that motion,

9 about the nature of the interconnection you -- you said you

10 had a question about it. Do you still have that question?

11 I mean --

12 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, the word interconnection is

13 a word that was used by the Applicants in their response to

() 14 my motion. I never used that word. The phraseology, as it

15 were, of the contention is whether or not the Applicants

16 have sufficiently demonstrated that a radiological emergency

17 at SONGS 2 and 3 could not cause a radiological emergency

18 at SONGS 1. Now, in my memoranda that I filed in support
i

19 of this, I did quote for analogy purposes the statute which

20 refers to physical interconnection, and that was by way of

21 showing that this type of inquiry is not something that is

22 just totally off the wall, but the reason for the bringing

23 of this contention is much more closely linked to emergency

() 24 planning itself, and what I am concerned.with is to have

25 some kind of showing that low power operation of Unit 1 --

OO

.
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k2 I mean Unit 2 -- is indeed low risk, and that the fact thati

2 Unit 1 is next door will have no significant impact on that

3 low risk which is taken to exist at -- during the low power

4 operation of Unit 2 all by itself if there were no Unit 1.

5 JUDGE !!AND: And you don't think that the con-'

6 tention which the Applicant defined for us earlier would

7 allow you to approach that question?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Given the Board's reaction to

9 some questions that I have asked earlier in the emergency

P anning issue regarding Unit 1, I thought it prudent tol10

actually raise it now in the form of the contention, rathergy

than to try to bring up questions on cross examination which
12

w uld be objected to at that point.
13

JUDGE HAND: All right. Thank you.( g,

JUDGE KELLEY: Are you contending that this
15

16 issue is encompassed within your existing contentions for --
4

17 do you view this as a late contention -- a late filed con-'

18 tention for which you have to file special justification?

19 MR. MC CLUNG: As I think I stated in my memoran-

20 da, without repeating it in detail, I believe that it is en-

compast.ed within the emergency planning in the low power21

12 context, with the low power -- addition of low power.

JUDGE KELLEY: And which particular contention
23

would you point to that is in now?24'

MS. MC CLUNG: All of them. Let me explain
25

i

<v

. - - .- . . . .- . . - - . _- .
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k3 i what I mean by that. It is the same -- just as I believe

2 the Applicants' contention that they submitted for the lowt

3 power is within our contentions. It is whether or not our

4 contentions have any meaning in the low power context is

5 esseatially their -- what their contention says. It asks

6 for the relationship between the risk and the emergency

7 preparedness required.

8 So, what they are saying is, are all our con-

9 tentions -- do any of our contentions have any meaning in a

10 1 w p wer context, or what degree of emergency planning is

there -- is necessary to meet all those contentions in an
| yy

m r9en y P anning context, in a low power context. And Il
12

believe that --
13

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, none of your contentions14

say anything about Unit 1 fission releases along with Units
15

2 and 3 fission releasea, right?
16

MR. MC CLUNG: Right.j7

JUDGE KELLEY: Isn't that a new idea, a new con-
18

cern?19

MR. MC CLUNG: It is new only in the sense that20

; it carae up -- it wouldn' t be a concern in a full power situa-
21

tion because all the regulations would have to be met and22.

you wouldn't have this calculus of balancing the risk of23

low p wer versus the status of the emero ncy planning. InO 24V
this case we are trying to ascertain what the risk of low25

O

- - _ - -
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k4 1 power is, and so this is -- to the extent that that new
,

2 entity -- that new element has come in, that is what is

3 causing me to raise this. I think it is --

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, okay. It is new, though,

5 and you are raising it, and so now isn't it incumbent upon

6 you to explain why this Board should address it, apart from

7 the other contentions that are already in, medical services,

8 whatever else?

9 MR. MC CLUNG: I would happy to explain why I

10 think it should be addressed, but I do not -- I do not

believe that it is new in the sense of a new contention.yi

I think it directly relates to the risk calculus, the risk12

13 probability calculus of low power, but I -- you know --

14 JUDGE KELLEY: That may be part of a justifica-

15 tion for taking it up.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, let me ask you a question,

17 if I might. Do you consider the Applicants' contention

18 that they have submitted to be a new contention? Because

19 if p u do --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: There is something backwards

about this.21

MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, you don't have to answer22

23 it. You do not -

24 JUDGE KELLEY: The Applicants have come in and

25 they have made a motion. They have said give me a low power

A

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - -- - _ -
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rN 1.5 1 license. And then the question is, well, what do we have

b
2 to decide in order to do that, and they proposed that and

3 we all argued about it and said, yeah, that is what we want

O
4 to find out about. So we took it.

5 New in that sense, yes. Comparative risk. What

6 is the risk of low power. We are going to litigate that.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, the reason I asked is to

8 clarify -- if that -- to the extent that one is new, then

9 mine is new. It is taken to be exactly part of the risk

10 calculus contention. It is a sub-part of that issue,

jy It is not new in the sense of a new safety issue

y2 that I want to bring up. It is new in the -- it is new in

j3 the sense of the risk calculus analysis.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

15 MR. PIGOTT: For clarification, Applicants would

16 be interested'in knowing what kind of evidence Intervenors

17 would expect us to come forward with in opposition to this

13 issue, over and above, for instance, the type of thing that

19 is in Mr. Rude's testimony -- or his affidavit, rather.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I am at a loss to find -- let me

21 go ahead a little bit, and then if you want to raise a ques-

22 tion, I think it is a fair question. Go ahead. My other
i

23 questions are on TMI. Mr. Pigott, do you want to raise your

24 question?()
25 MR. PIGOTT: Well, just by way of clarification,

n

,

t . - _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ ___ _ _ - _ - __ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ - _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ___- . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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k6 1
I have heard the argument, and I am at a bit of a loss as to

2 what the type of evidence that Intervenors, for instance,'

3 would expect us to come forward with to meet his contention,
,

4 over and above what Mr. Rude has stated in his declaration

5 or affidavit.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: I would expect -- Mr. Rude has

made some statements -- affidavit referring to the actual7

8 connection --

9 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

MR. MC CLUNG: -- between the systems of the
10

two plants in a physical sense. I would expect your expertjy

witness who is going to testify as to the risk consequences
12

and probabilities of accidents to come in and say, given
33

that type of data, and given any other connections which14

may exist as far as emergency personnel, md the people that
15

may be involved during low power testing and the current16

17 Operation of Unit 1, that that particular operation of those

two reactors next to each other will not significantly in-
13

crease the risk of just having Unit 2 being low power tested,
19

MR. PIGOTT: Now, just a second. Significantly
20

increase the risk versus having one and two operating at
21

22 full power?

MR. MC CLUNG: Versus -- no -- versus having
23

the low power operation of Unit 2 all by itself without24

1 king at Unit 1 at all. I want Unit 1 -- the existence of
25

. . . - , .
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f

that ract to be taken into consideration in the riskk7 i

2 analysis.

MR. PIGOTT: You know, if we are looking at a --p 3
'd

4 if we are looking at the full comparative level and you want

5 to rcpe in Unit 1, isn't the question then whether operation

6 or low pow n operation of Unit 2 increases the risk over

7 full power operation at Unit 2 plus the existence of Unit 1

8 which is there in any event? I mean, we are still back to

9 this comparative risk. I don't -- I don't see -- I mean,'

if what you are saying is that there is more risk of having10

Unit 1 operate and then low power operation of Unit 2, thanjy

Unit 1 operating all by itself, that is probably pretty
12

clear, but I still can' t quite get it into the contex - r.
33

what we have determined to be the appropriate analysis of *

14

risk.
15

In any event, that is just a question. I have
' 16

nothing further,
37

JUDGE KELLEY: Staff on interconnection?jg

MR. HASSELL: Well, Staff would first note that
19

even leaving the Rude affidavit aside, we don't believe that20

the issue is one that is proper for an evidentiary hearing,
21

because it just does not, in our view, meet the specificity22

and basis for the requirements of 2.714B. Intervenors in
23

O 24

25

O
b

_ -. . _ . . . ..
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k8 i many instances make assertione aboat what they be.'.ieve or

2 feel. They believe that their first. issue is related to

3 the risk of low power operation without offering any specific

O
4 reasons, in my view, for why it is related. They have just

asserted that it is related. And I am arguing that that is
5

6 not enough, even if the Rude affidavit was not attached to

7 our pleading. Staff would be taking the same view with'

j

respect to the way that this issue is framed and the latest
| 8
,

9 filing in our view hasn't changed that at all.

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.10

///,,

12
I

13 1

() 14

15

16

17

18

19
;

20

21

22

23

'**

2* _

O
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tp?^3 12-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's move to the TMI contention.
U

2 The question we left you with was whether the proposal to

3 now seek a low power license, which represents a departure

O-
4 from earlier plans to go all the way through the hearing

S prccess and seek a full power license, does this represent

6 any change in schedule? Let me back up just a step. I

7 understand you, Mr. McClung, to be saying that you are not
t..

a challenging the adequacy of these various proposed remedies

9 but rather the time when they have to be done, correct?

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I think that's an important point

13 and it wasn't contained in our letter.

32 JUDGE KELLEY: It is in the pleading, thorgh.

33 MR. MC CLUNG: It is in the pleadings and we may

() 14 have to rephrase the contentions to accomodate that, if they

15 are admitted.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: But for discussion right now,

17 this is a scheduling contention.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Pure and simple.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: And then the question is has the

20 schedule changed with respect to the completion of any of

21 these items, and the example we gave was if you had pre-

12 viously had a schedule that involved finishing something

23 by fuel load are you now slipping that to full power or is

(~T 24 everything like it was before,
r)

25 MR. PIGOTT: The Applicants have not altered the

A

U

. . -- - .. . .
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_ 1 implementation schedule for.any TMI action item as a result2

s_) 2 of the transition to low power licensing. However, well

3 in advance of the alternative motion, the Applicants had

p)(_ 4 determined that the earliest achievable schedule for a

5 limited number of items, primarily some of the additional

6 instrumentation to detect inadequate core cooling, was in

7 fact beyond the generic implementation schedule that has been

3 set forth by the NRC.

9 The most recent documentation of the project

10 implementation schedule for TMI action items was provided in

11 FSAR Amendment 23, which was February of this year. Amendmen;

12 23 was the last of a series of documents since August, '79,

13 through February addressing our post.-TMI action plan and

7S 14 implementation schedule. The NRC assessment of Applicants'
4 i

V
15 implementation schedule was, I believe, documented in the

16 SER Supplement 1 also issued in February of 1981. The only

17 as yet unapproved departure ' om the generic implementation

18 schedule as reflected in that SER Supplement 1 is with

19 respect to inadequate core cooling.

20 The NRC schedule on this item is one that we

21 think many plants, if not all plants, cannot fully accomodate

22 and, accordingly, we understand that the NRC is currently

23 reviewing that schedule or criteria for all plants. But

24 that is the status of TMI action items and, as I said, I
(_s\

\-) 25 started the statement, none of them have changed as a result

(D
U
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3 1 of the motion that we have made.,_s

I\- ') 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Let me just be sure I
'

3 understand you. The SER of last February addressed all of

4 these points?

5 MR. PIGOTT: I believe so.

6 MR. HASSELL: It is the Staff's view that the

'

February SER supplement did address all of them and the.

8 May SER supplement expanded on some of the items.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Now did the discussion in the two

10 SER's include scheduling considerations?

11 MR. HASSELL: Yes, it did.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: The last item you referred to,

13 the core cooling item, on which you envision some slippage,

g'-] 14 I take it, is this slippage from a date certain or a func-
V

15 tional deadline like fuel loading?

16 MR. PIGOTT: I believe it is functional in the

17 sense that the commitment is to first refueling.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me?

19 MR. PIGOTT: I believe it would be functional

20 inasmuch as the commitment I believe we have right now has

21 it scheduled for on first refueling.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Which is a year or so af ter you go

23 full power?

24
~3 MR. PIGOTT: Approximately, yes.

(J
25 JUDGE KELLEY: And was that' schedule set forth,

| /~s

i
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1 disclosed in the SER supplements?
(
(/ 2 MR. PIGOTT: I 5elleve it was.

3 MR. HASSELL: I'm sorry. I missed the very last

4 question.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: The scheduling for this core

6 cooling fix instrumentation for core cooling --

7 MR. HASSELL: NUREG 0737, that date is 1/1/82.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

9 MR. HASSELL: Now the Applicants have proposed

10 a different date. It is my understanding that the Staff is

11 reviewing the acceptability of that date and any safety

12 significance associated with it.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Did the Applicants' proposal of

7- 14 that later date, first refueling date, was that disclosed

V]
15 in the SER?'

16 MR. HASSELL: Yes. Let me give you the specific

17 cite. Page 22-29 of Supplement No. 2 to the SER, and the

18 SER is dated May, 1981.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Alliight. What we are getting at

20 is whether -- what we are ,getting at is a good cause showing

21 that-we view as required as a prerequisite to the admission

12 of these contentions. It appears counsel for the Applicant

23 and the Staff inform us that the scheduling proposed has been

24 known to the Board and the parties or at least we are on

25 notice since last February and last May, is that the other .

r-g
U

.
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i SER? Okay. The requirements themselves, 737 was issued
,

2 when?
'

3 MR. HASSELL: November '80.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Mr. McClung, how would you

5 respond to our concern that it is late in the day?

6 MR. MC CLUNG: I think I understand the thrust

7 of your comments regarding this slippage of scheduling and,

3 for the record, I must confess that the one document that

9 I have not reviewed is the February FSAR.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Which SER I think is what --

31 I'm sorry.

32 MR. MC CLUNG: No. Tite scheduling is contained

13 in the FSAR. The Staff's comments and reflections upon that

s 14 are in the SER, isn't that correct?
I \
O

15 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, but I -- yes.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: I understood that I was being

17 told that supplements to the SER in February and May address

18 these points. .

19 MR. HASSELL: Yes. 3

20 JUDGE KELLEY: And included schedule dates.

21 MR. HASSELL: Yes.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And that -- is the FSAR

23 indeed, I mean is that served on the whole service list?

24 MR. PIGOTT: No, it is not served.on the service

O 25 list.
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g JUDGE KELLEY: I would assume not. The SER Ip_

2 would assume is, correct? Therefore, we are saying to the''

3 intervenors why wasn' t this concern raised earlier. ~

,,
( ), 4 MR. MC CLUNG: And I'd like to speak to that.

5 I first wanted to convince that I hadn't seen that one docu- |
|

6 ment which does -- and let me explain my idea of where -- my

7 understanding of the situation, because the scheduling of

g these things is not' referred tc per se in the SER. I have

9 made reference to the SER supplements that have been referred

10 to today in my memoranda which I submitted to the Board on

it this issue; in fact, those are the baces which I have relied

12 upon for my factual showing in this thing.

13 The discussiori in the SER discusses generally the

-} 14 requirements that are ccntained in 0737 and then it goes
J

15 through what the Applicants are doing and then it gives some

16 conclusions. It doesn't always list the exact date of their

17 implementation schedule, especially when it coincides with

18 what is in 0737. For instance, to pick one, the issue of

19 valve testing, for instance, the SER just says that the Staff

20 believes that the Applicants will comply with the schedule

21 to the best of their knowledge. It doesn't set forth what

12 the schedule is.

23 It is my position that from reference to the SER
I

24 on all these issues that I have put forth that they would
/s\
U 25 have been done either before fuel load or by 1/1/82, which I

V
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1 took to be before fuel load.on a normal licensing schedule

2 at the plant. And therefore, until the issue of low power
'

3 testing came up I didn't feel that I need to address the

4 Point now.

5 If I am wrong, it should be easy to disprove me

6 -- and I may be. But I attempted to make my citations to

7 the SER and-maybe there's stuff in there that I -- well --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: You are'saying that based on your

9 view of tha likely schedule of this case and the likely

10 unfolding of events that from a perspective of some months

11 ago you expected that all these items would be done before

12 fuel loading?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

14 /// -

15

16

17

18

!
19

| 20

1
21

22

23

| 24
| Ol 25

|
' O
|

!

|
|
I
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T13, 1g ] JUDGE KELLEY: But the SER coupled with 737,

g)E 2 aren't the schedules -- the basic schedule, I take it, are in, q_

3 737.

4 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Now, they either key doing things

6 to a date certain, or to full power, or to fuel loading,

7 right? Doesn't that indicate ther.NRC's judgment that -- why

8 wouldn' t the NRC just say simply do everything before you load

9 fuel? They must think that it is not that crucial as to some

10 of these things.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Isn't tnat what that indicates?

'

( 13 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right., and some of the

14 ones that I have indicated, the scheduling indicates fuel load

15 in 0717. The other ones, certain of them -- certain of them,

16 it indicates a date certain of 1-1-82, but in the -- in the

17 cover letter to the document, it sets forth there that, where

; 18 operating license will be issued after that date, that this

19 particular requirement should he considered a condition of

20 the operating license, so --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Perhaps this has been said, but

22 just so we are clear. Of these six matters referenced, how{}
23 many of the six are done as of today, right now, to the

24 satisfaction of the Staff?

R\' 25 MR. IIASSELL: All of them, except the

. . .- . - - _ . -- . - _ _ - - . - _. -. - - _ _
.
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2 1 instrumentation for inadequate core cooling.
'

() 2 JUDGE KELLEY: They are all done except one, and

3 that is the one that they have asked to slip to the first

4 reload?

5 MR. HASSELL: That is right, and that is the one,
,

6 if I might add, where the dates were reflected in the ST s,

7 so that would be -- that is what the Applicant was propon .ng.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: Let me -- can I get a clarification

9 on that?

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: With respect to the safety valve

12 testing, are you saying that all RV and SV tests have been

13 made, and that a program for scheduling has been set forth for

14 those tests?

15 MR. HASSELL: The tests that are called for by

16 NUREG 0737 have been conducted, so as far as the Staff concern,

17 is concerned, there has been compliance with NUREG 0737.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. I am just asking, because

19 it hadn't been done -- I only have the documents that I have.

20 We could expedite this process probably if we went off the

21 record and had a discussion abo'It this, and Intervenors would

{ 22 happily stipulate to removing some of these from the+

23 discussion if I could consult with the Staf f f or five minutes,

24 and have --

Os 25 MR. HASSELL: Well, it is not even clear that in

- _ _ _ _ . . . . . - - _ - - - _ . - , _ _ . - . -__.- - - . - _ _ _ _ _
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3 1 f act we should be making a showing anyway, but that is a

2 separate question.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me? What did you --

() 4 MR. Mis 3SFLL: Well, at least in terns of the

5 argument that the Staff is making, we feel there is a

6 threshold question concerning whether we should even ne

7 dealing with this issue, you know, before --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, true enough, but you know, we

9 have got six points here, and if the Intervenors are about

10 to stipulate, stipulate five of them out, why don't we have

11 a cup of coffee and see what happens. Could you discuss it

12 with then, please?

("N 13 MR. HASSELL: Fine.

14 JUDGE KELLEY: Off the record.

15 (Discussion off the record)
,

16 JUnGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

17 We adjourned to discuss the possibility of

13 working out agreement among the parties on the TMI contentions .

19 Mr . McC lung , how did things go?

29 MR. MC CLUNG: Very well. I had a discussion with

21 Mr. Rood of the Staf f and Mr. Medf ord of the Applicant, and

22 we reviewed the status of the various fixes, and I am now

23 satisfied .that the scheduling has been taken care of, as was

24 represented earlier by the Counsel for the NRC, and on that

I
\/ 25 basis, Intervenors will withdraw that -- the entire contention

_ , _ . __ _ _ _ _ ._ _ - , ._. _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _
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4 1 from the issue.

() 2 JUDGE KELLEY: l'ine, and I want to express the

3 Board's appreciation for the parties and the Intervenors as

) 4 proponents, constructive approach to working this out, so'

5 those particular contentions are withdrawn, and the Board has

6 under advisement then what I will call the interconnection

7 contention, and try to get a decision to you as soon as we

8 can on that.

9 We said earlier today, but we didn't get to this

10 discussion until this afternoon, and so it may be tonorrow.

11 Well, doctor, it took a little longer than we thought; sorry;

12 but I guess we can resume direct at this point.

13 Whereupon,

14 REX E!ILING

15 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed the

16 witness stand and, having been previously duly sworn by the

17 Chairman, was examined and testified further as follows:

18 DIRECT EXAMINA" ION -- (RESUMED)

19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

20 Q Good afternoon doctor.e

21 A Good afternoon.

22 O What guidelines will be used with respect to the

23 exposure of emergency workers? In other words, what guide-

24 lines will be used to determine whether they should be sent

| 25 into a given area or not?-

i

|
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5 1 A Exposure. You mean whether or not it is safe to

(~b( ,) 2 send them in?

3 Q Yeah, that is a simple way of putting it.

4 A Yeah, essentially, I suppose. You ' - - for the

5 people that are monitoring?

6 Q Or helping with evacuation or other emergency

7 crews?

8 A Well, obviously, we have to get -- we will have

9 to get -- you know, if evacuation is important, we will have

10 to get people out, and I think it is important to send people

11 in with -- certainly with the protective equipment or

12 protective clothing, or whatever, if that is necessary, but

f~h 13 it would he necessary to send them in. If you are asking
O

14 about guidelines for administration of potassium iodide, I

15 think I have given that.

16 Q Are there any documents in any of the planning

17 documents that set forth various dose guidelines or procedures

18 where it would be indicated that you not send emergency

19 workers into a certain area?

20 A well, certainly, we would not send people into

| 21 areas that -- into any area unnecessarily. It would only

22 he to -- for the purposes of -- you know, if the dosages at(}
i

| 23 a certain-perimeter is at a certain level, and we know it is

24 higher on the inside, we obviously wouldn't send people in,_s
I\ ')

25 unnecessarily .

_. . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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6 1 O Who would make the decision whether or not an :

() 2 emergency worker should receive a given dose?

3 A A given dose?

f
4 Q Yes. Say it was determined that sending an

5 emergency worker, say the Sheriff's department into aid an

6 evacuation in the -- inside the energency planning zone,

7 would necessitate an estimation by the health physicist,

8 would this probably necessitate a dose of, say, a ren?

9 A Uh-huh.

10 Q How would you make the decision, or --

11 A That decision I think would have to be made in

12 the command post, and it really would have to weigh, you know,

f~h 13 the consequences of sending them in. If it was necessary to
O

14 send then in to monitor it, because there are people there, ant.

15 that you know that we absolutely need that information, then

16 we would have to weigh that decision, and it would have to be

17 a collaborative decision, I believe, in the command post.
I

18 But most certainly, I would have some -- I would --

I
19 I would provide information in that decision with respect to

20 protection of that particular individual, as weighed to
!

21 protection of the public health.

(''T 22 0 Would there be a circumstance where you ordered
s/,

23 emergency workers -- or could you envision such a circumstance

24 to go into a situation where they might obtain a dose of 1007_
U

, 25 rem, or that high?
|

:
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7 1 A I would not think that would -- I could not

2 envision that occurring. Ilo w e v e r , you know, I guess we can

3 only plan for the nost -- you know, for the usual kind of

4 thing, in some kind of situations, you know -- it is hard to

5 imagine, I suppose, there could be a situation where that

6 might be important in terms of protecting a lot of other

7 people.
,

8 Q Can you describe the assistance that you will be

9 getting from the University of california Irvine laboratories

10 with respect to radiation monitoring and dose assessment?

11 A Not specifically. I know that we have arrangement s

12 with a variety of others to help us with that, but I can't --

13 no, I am not specifically tied into that technical

14 information any more than I am tied into the contract we have

15 with them to provide backup in laboratory assessment, which

16 we do as well.

17 Q Does that -- so you are not familiar with that

18 contract?

19 A With that -- no I am not familiar with, and I an

20 not -- I do not get into the details of those kind of

21 contracts.

22 O What role would you have in the ingestion pathway

23 monitoring for orange county, monitoring of radiation?
I

'

24 A We would work carefully with the state, who

| 25 basically has responsibility for that. However, we would be
|

|
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9 1 involved in the immediate kind of thing, in terms of
'

,,() 2 informing people of the problems of ingesting food, et cetera,

3 in that particular area, but we would be working very clocely
f.~

(_) 4 with the state. That is not an immediate kind of thing, and

5 we would be having conversation with the state, who has
,

6 overall responsibility for that.

7 0 In the event that there was a serious nuclear

8 accident involving a large release, in which many thousand

9 people may become exposed to various radiological radio-

10 nucleides, how many persons would the County of Orange have

11 the resources to treat, with respect to serious radiation

12 sickness?

{''}/
13 MR..ROGIM: I think.the question is too vague to

s-
14 answer, especially in light of the record -- I an referring to

15 Dr. Linnemann's testimony about what kind of treatment would

16 he required. I don't want to answer -- I don't aant to be --

17 I don't want to testify, but I -- the testimony of Dr.

18 Linnemann about where people would be treated, who would need

19 to be treated, the question doesn't provide levels of dosage

20 or the kinds of treatment that Mr. McClung is assuming or

21 required, I gather.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think it is pretty clear{}
23 what Mr. McClung is getting at. What has bedeviled us in

24 this area has been accident postulation and meteorology and
C\
\/ 25 all sorts of things that it is very hard to find all wrapped

. . -- -- . . - - _ - - - - - . , .., _- .
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9 1 up in one witness. But -- let me ask you to rephrase that,

I

() 2 Mr. McClung -- or just say it again. Could I hear your

3 question again, p' lease?

4 MR. ROGIN: I didn't mean to suggest, if it is

5 helpful, that the area of medical services available is

6 improper in any way. I just think the way the question was

7 phrased made it very' dif ficult to respond, without having

8 more details.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: You are af ter medical services

10 available, and some notion of how much they have in the way

11 of depth, is that right?'

12 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: All right, go ahead.()
14

1

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

(:) 22

23
4

24

O 25

,
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1 MR. MC CLUNG: Let me try to state the question

2 exactly -- or similar to as I did before, and see if it is

3 still a problem for the witness. Maybe it will be impossible

4 to answer.

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
t

6 0 In the event that there were, you know,

7 hypothetically, a serious nuclear accident with a large

8 release in which thousands of people may have been e:: posed

9 to various radionucleides, how many persons could the Orange

19 County -- County of Orange have resources to treat for

11 serious radiation sickness?

12 A so you are talking aucut a high done?

13 0 That is right.

14 A In the event of a high dose. I think the first

15 paint that I would like to make is that in the event of a

16 high dose, the immediate ef f ects would not be that dif ficult,

17 would not really require hospital treatment. The long-term

18 effects, or the intermediate ef f ects certainly, and long-

19 term ef fects would not necessarily have to be handled within

20 Orange County. We do have, I think, about 7,000 hospital beds

i 21 in Orange County, and I think -- and of course, as you know,

22 L.A. County is directly contiguous and has another thirty,

23 probably, some thousand beds, that --of which maybe 25 to

24 30 perce it would be available at any one time, and more of
'

O' G
|

25 that could be mobilized within a few days. If necessary,

|

|
. - - . ._ . -- - . - - - . . - - - . --
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1 other kinds of f acilities could be used for -- because this
'

,

sy

2 does not really acquire, like, you Liow, intensive care unitg ,)
,

is
3 kind of monitoring, so that it is -- certain kinds of

,

4 improvisions could be made. But I think the important thing

5 probably, besides beds, would be the expertise to do that,

6 and that is where I think we would have to draw on expertise
T

7 from throughout the State and throughout the nation, so that

8 I think beds is not the critical thing, but the expertise, ;

v

9 and we have the capability, we would have the capability to
,

10 Sring in the expertise to deal with that issue. ,,

11 Q That you. That was very helpful. Could you

12 describe briefly any agreements that you' nave with any

13 5

o(~N
outside agencies to bring in that type ofiexpertise?

..
I think that is probably the worst possible,[14 A

' , ' ,'

15 scenario which you don't really sit down and write down in
,

1 ,
'

16 detail. I am sure that the kind of planning that we do in
,

17 other areas, for example, we do have a disaster planning ,

: ;w

18 committee which is able -- which has specifically dealt with
;

19 a variety of disasters, and they frequently will deal with

20 the issue of bringing in trauma surgeons, for example, if

21 you have a trauma surgeon problem.

22 So, our planning is related to how do you identify(}
23 a specific kind of expertise, and what you do, you call all

24 the medical schools, and there you have them, right there, or,_
i /

25 you call in a -- for a -- generally you are talking about--

._ - - - . - . - - - - - - .
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I tcrtiaryslevel care, expertise that are generally found in
,

2 medical schools, no you really just go to medical schools,
.

1 3 but that is the kind of thing that our people would feel very

4 borif ortable about, exactly how to go about that, and it is
. , ,

.

,

g ,a 5 s6mething -- it irfdotsomethingthatyouwritedown, the
,

, .

6 worst-rgds1510iscenario.

So ycd think thd there would be adequate -- your\ 7 Q'

> s- .
7 ,,

,

j, 8 response kodld be adequah 'if that unlikely event were to
\ l^~

4, ;,.

9- occur so >b.f.at you don' t n'ced to have a specific plan set

\ forth nob.'

10 ,

\.
I *A That is right. The other thing that we would do,( 11 \ >

.

8s Y
12 and that we have dealt with, that the military is in very

| 13 close proximity',' and we are in touch with the military, and

14 they are able !to mobilize very quickly for these kinds of
\ >

'

15 things, and we woilld he ' able to call on their resources, and

'

16 I ,am sure they would be -- they would have natio al and
'

17 , internatilonal' resources that could be -- could be -- and they
,

18 ,h' ave agreed to be responsive in that situation.
s

19 Q What arrangements exist for pothaps a less
s

20 extensive accident, with many less people injured, within the

21 county itself, to respond to people that have serious

22- radiation sickness, and were to -- if they had received it

23 during a radiological emergency or something like that?

24 A I the same kind of situation, as I indicated,--

O
25 the immediate effects do not require hospitalization. It

- - . . - . - -
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1 requires symptomatically treating nausea and vomiting, and

(3g ,) 2 the long-tern ef fects, we would -- you know, depending upon

3 the numbers, have the capability within the County of Orange

4 or within the neighborhood, you know, w.ithin neighboring L.A.

5 County.

6 0 Have you made any arrangements with any hospitals

7 within the County of Orange or outside the County of Orange

8 to deal with people who may be cantaninated in a radiological

9 caergency?

10 A Decontanination does not necessarily require
..

11 hospitalization, in the event of the decontamination is a

12 part of an overall trauma kind of thing, in other words, a

('') 13 person is required to go to the hospital, other than for
%J

14 decontamination, then we have the capability, and we have

15 identified, and I can't give you the specific hospitals, but

16 my emergency medical coordinator has and can provide those

17 specific hospitals that are able to provide both emergency

18 care and decontamination.

19 If you do not have -- if you are not required to

20 have emergency care, that is, other kind of treatment, then

21 decontamination can occur outside of a hospital.

{}} 22 O What arrangements have been made for decontamina-

23 tion outside the hospital in the event of a sericus

24 emergency in which many thousands of people may be(_,\
25 contaminated?

,

- - ~ , ,, . . , , . . . - . - - . , , .,%- y,e~ .m. -
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1 A That would -- that would -- that would depend upon

O
(_,/ 2 the situation. If a person in readily available to their home,

3 then they could be -- simply take a shower. If they are not

O>\- 4 available at home, we could arrange for showers in high schools ,

5 that kind of thing, but that is -- that would be -- you know,

6 there are places around, and you can't predict, for example,

7 that everybody is going to be close to El Toro High School,

8 or is going to be here, there, or the other.

9 That is something that is simply a concept that

10 could be implemented, that does not -- it does not lend

11 itself to a thousand dif ferent examples .
%

12 Q With respect to the relocation centers, where

(~} 13 people being evacuated from the emergency planning zone might
\s

14 go, have you made any arrangements for decontamination at

15 those specific sites?

16 A Yes. I believe that is part of the plan. I am

17 not f amiliar specifically with exactly what is available there,

18 but I -- that has been discussed, and I feel confident that

19 that has been handled.

'

20 0 Is that contained in the Orange County report?

21 A No, it is not in the plan, I don't believe.

[]])
22 MR. ROGIN: I think it is, if Counsel wants a

23 reference.

24 WITNESS EHLING: It is? Okay.,_

( I
'~' 25 JUDGE KELLEY: Could we find the reference? Go

_ __ -- . . . ._ ~ ~ . - - _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ __. --
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1 ahead with the questioning. I don't want to interrupt that.

() 2 MR. ROGIN: I don't know if you want to question

3 about it, but it is available.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

6 Q What types of medical treatment are necessary
,

7 for people w are seriously contaminated?

8 A Seriously contaminated? Well, the first thing is

9 decontamination. Then the long-term treatment would be in

10 the hands of a technical expert in nuclear radiation.

11 Q Do you have any expertise in that area?
.

12 A Not specifically. That is not my area of

13 clinical expertise.
(~'))%

14 Q Is it your understanding that during the

15 decontamination process, this is something that can be done

16 without anybody there having any technical expertise?

17 A Yes. The decontamination itself . Well, you know,

13 you obviously need to be sure that the person is

19 decontaminated, but if you are talking about clinical

20 expertise in terms of physicians, no.

21 O Oh, thank you. I am talking about, you mentioned

22 that they could go home and shower, and things like this,

23 and what I am trying to understand is, do you believe it

24 would be important to have people at the various decontamina-
[~h;

' 'l
\

25 tion places that have the capability of monitsring and

i

. - . _ _ , _ . . _ - _ _ . _ _ , _ ,_ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _- - _.
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1 understanding?

() 2 A To see that they have been decontaminated, yes.

3 O What arrangements exist in Orange County for

4 laboratory consultation on the emergency care for seriously

5 contaminated individuals?

6 A Do you mean contaminated or exposed?

7 Q Let us start with --

8 A Contaminated --

9 Q I appreciate the distinction.

10 A Yeah, okay.
.

11 Q Let us s. art with contaminated, and then I will

12 go to exposed.

(~} 13 A I presume, then, you mean clinical laboratories
\m/

14 to test the blood?

15 o Yes.

16 A Then that, I presume -- that presumes that they

17 were exposed as well.

18 Q Oh, perhaps. Oh, thank you for the

19 clarification.

20 A I -- because if you are going to test 'e blood,

21 then you presume that they have had -- that, you know,

{" }
22 internal ef fects, and have been exposed, and you know, that

23 I think -- again, I am not, you know, clinically, that is

24 not my clinical area of expertise. I am sure that we have

25 the facilities at the University of California, Irvine, but if

_ - . -. . - - - - . , - - _-- . .- - - - ,
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1 not there, certainly back up in L.A., to do whatever

rN
,) 2 clinical laboratory examinations are necessary.'

(

3 0 What role, if any, will you and your department

4 have in public education with respect to the effects of

5 health ef f ects of radiation, or is there such a --

6 A In the event of an accident, and a --

7 Q No, I was --

3 A or are you referring in general?

9 0 Yeah, preventative, you know, before there is an

10 accident, or --

11 A We da have a health education -- well, actua lly,

12 we don't have an extensive health education unit. We do have

13 the capability to do health education. One of the, you know,()
14 fundamental concepts in a health education approach is that

15 you must educate the public. You must not, you know, raise

16 their anxieties, their expectations. It is unrealistic.

17 So, we have to walk that narrow road in terms of

13 warning the public of any possible kind of -- any kind of

19 prob lem .
.

20 Q okay, I just have a few more questions, and bear

21 with me here.

22 A okay.

23 Q These may be a little haphazard, but try to get

24 at a couple of other points which I haven't been able to get
/~S
'

25 yet.

. - --- .. , . - . - - - - - . - - . . . - .- . . -, - . .. . .
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I In the event of serious emergency which required

,m
2 evacuation, there are nospitals that exist within the

3 emergency planning zone, and those patients that are there

4 would have to be taken to hospitals outside the zone. What

5 arrangements have you made, or your department made for this?

6 A Well, we have -- we have a -- our department
7 actually licenses ambulance companies, particularly with
8 respect to emergency response arects, and we have a fair --

9 we have actually an up-to-date knowledge of the capability of
10 ambulance companies to transport both what we call advanced

11 life-support units, people that require, for example, that
12 are -- that have cardiac problems, that might have been in the

13a hospital in the first place, or people that simply require a
14 convalescent type of ambulance, so we are very familiar with
15 all of the ambulance -- the transport ct.pability, and we can
16 mobilize that capability readily through the -- through our
17 knowledge of that whole -- through the licensing process,
18 e ssentia lly .

19 We also have made arrangements for in the event

20 that would be required for helicopter transport, and I am not

21 sure exactly what the -- where the capability would be for

22 that, but that is a possibility as well. Basica lly, though,

23 our -- our transport system would be surf ace, and ambulance.

24 In'the event that we had another disaster, which
( ') 25'-

required -- which interrupted the natural flow of transportation,

..

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - - - - .
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1 then we would have to call on other kinds of things, and I am

/

( 2 sure that contingency plans could be arranged so that we could

3 get, you know, helicopter landing areas that would be make-

() 4 shift, et cetera, for those kind of contingencies, even

5 through the military, and the military has agreed to help us

6 out in those kind of circumstances, or through one of the

7 private hospitals that now has an ambulance transport as well,

8 and that is just recently operational in Orange County.

9 Q Who would provide the help on the helicopters,

10 besides the Marines?

11 A Well, as I say, I think -- and I am not sure of

12 the details here. I think the Coast Guard has tnat capability,

13 and our emergency medical service people are very much in
%]

14 touch with that. We do have one private hospital that has a

15 helicopter capability.

16 Q Do you have a -- do there exist any plans in the

17 planning documents that you have in your department, in

18 connection thtt you have created in connection with this

19 p la n , that set forth the variot:s numbers of people that may

20 require transport from the hospitals within the EPZ?

21 A . I don't recall reviewing that degree of detail in

r^g 22 the planning document.
C/

23 0 Well, is there another planning document other

24 than the Orange County response plan which deals with the
q
k-l 25 movement or evacuation of the people from the hospitals?

__

m
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1 A Yes, we do have a disaster medical planning group

() 2 of the emergency medical care committee, and we do have

3 documents outlining, for example, we have the County divided

4 into about five response areas which are color-coded, and it

5 would tell exactly how many beds are in each of those units,

6 and what the -- and how we could mobilize each of those units

7 through the radio system, the HEAR radio system, and -- you

8 know, and how we would -- and what it would require, either

9 to transport people to those units or away from those units,
;

10 so we do have those -- those documents.

; 11 Q Are there any pre-existing agreements with he

12 ambulance companies ta provide support to you in the

(''/)
13 relocation of the people f rom the hospitals, if that became

s-

14 necessary?

15 A I don't believe those -- I an not aware of a

16 written agreement with the ambulance companies. By nature of

17 their licensure, they are required to provide emergency

18 responses, and if they do not provide those emergency

19 responses, they are not meeting the conditions of their

20 license, so in that terms, in terns of their licensure, we

21 do have that -- we do have that agreement, I guess you would

(]} 22 say. It is not in terms of an agreement, per se, but it is

23 by licensure.

24 Q Okay, that is .o further questions.--
-s

'\''l 25 MR. ROGIN: The citation that we r.entioned

. . . . - . . . .. .. , . - _. - --
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1 carlier on decontamination and the Orange County plan is --

O 2 can be found at V(C) (3) (e) (3) -- sorry -- and v (C) ( 3) (f) .g

3 JUDGE KELLEY: You don't have a page number?

4 MR. ROGIN: That is thesection number.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Thank you.

6 MR. ROGIN: And it is in page -- I was not

7 provided a page number.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Cross-examination?

9 MR. ROGIN: No, we would have no cross-

10 examination of Dr. Ehling.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?

12 MR. HOEFLING: No cross-examination.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Doctor, you were testifying a short
uJ

14 while ago about your capability and resources in the event of

15 Jarge numbers of people being either contaminated or exposed,

16 and the term you used was "high dose." Could you translate

17 that for me to possibly a range? Do you mean a hundred to

18 two hundred, or fifty to a hundred, or what?

19 WITNESS EHLING: I was talking about the area

20 that is where you produce symptoms, which is -- I was

i 21 talking about 75, perhaps, and above.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: 75 and upwards?

23 WITNESS EHLING: (Nods affirmative)

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I am looking at an environmental

25 impact statement for this facility, just for the record and

~ . _ - . - . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ , , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __~~ _ -_ , _ . ~ .. -
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1 to give you some idea of what it is I am referring to, and I

(m) 2 have got a summary of environmental impacts and probabilities

3 that we are going to get some more information from the Staff

() 4 about later on, but what this table gives is a s6mmary of

5 expected doses, to accompany certain kinds of very low

6 probability high c^nsequence accidents, and I would just like

7 to ask you about the capacities of Orange County, and perhaps

8 neighboring counties, Los Angeles, to accomodate numbers like

9 this.

10 For example, the chart postulates one accident

11 of a certain variety, and it predicts 2,000 people would be

12 exposed to over 200 rems.

/"'g 13 MR. ROGIN: We provided a cnpy of the report if
NJ

14 you could --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine, thank you. Right,

16 MR. ROGIN: -- perhaps refer him to the column --

17 JUDGE KELLEY: It is table 7.4 on page 7-18, and

. 18 I am looking in the second column, persons exposed to over
|

| 19 200 rems, and I am skipping down to the fourth accident,

20 which postulates 2,000 people exposed to 200 rems.

21 I gather from what you said that assuming these

22 people needed hospitalization, you wouldn' t have any problem,O
23 with 2,000, even in Orange County, is that correct?

24 WITNESS EHLING: I think the -- as I indicated,

! 'J 25 the problem is not with the beds, but with getting the

- . - - , . - - - - - . _ . . . - - - . - . - - . , - . . - . . . .-, - --
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1 expertise in, and one we might have to meet in adjacent

(a') 2 counties, but no --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I understand that, but I

4 assume that for a person exposed at that leve l, you might --

5 would you expect him to be noticeably ill?

6 WITNESS EHLING: Yes, but -- and the immediate

7 effects, as I say, wouldn' t require immediate hospitalization.

8 It isn't that you have to get him in tonight.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand that, too.

10 WITNESS EHLING: Yeah, right. So that it does

11 allow for a little bit of planning.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure, but assuming that you are

. 13 dealing with a person who has received a dose of 200 rems,

14 wouldn't you anticipate that hospitalization for some period

15 of time would 1:e desirable?

16 WITNESS EHLING: Right.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But a number of 2,000 from

18 the statistics you gave would be readily accomodated, I would

19 assume.

20 WITNESS EHLING: 2,000 is within -- we would have

21 that many vacant beds on any one given day as an average, and

22 if that was the pneumonia season, then we would have to move{)
23 into L.A. county, or else move pneumonias out of the hospital.

24
O
(_) 15

'
__ _

, - - . . - . - - , , _ . . . . , , . , _ _ _ . . _ , _ . _ - . _ , _ . _ . . , _ . - - ~ . _ _ , . . . . , _ _.
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tp15-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But what about this next
/~ 'N
(/ 2 accident which postulates 31,000 exposures at 200? Could

3 you accomodate --

4 WITNESS EHLING: I would say that would really

5 require an area-wide effort, if not more than area-wide.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Area being Southern California

7 or --

8 WITNESS'EHLING: Right.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: But even so, can't a person be

10 transported to another state?

11 WITNESS EHLING: Sure. Within a few hours

PeOP e can be transported and that could be handled.l12

13 JUDGE KELLEY: The next number looks much more

^ 14 difficult. It is also, I gather, the least likely of these
)

uJ
15 accidents. I assume that would pose real difficulty in terms

16 of hospitalizations.

17 WITNESS EHLING: Yeah. I think it would pose

18 more difficulties than dislocating people and getting the

19 transportation and all of those kinds of things coordinated.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

21 WITNESS EHLING: More than it would in planning

22 because I think you'd find a lot of help if that were the

23 situation, neighboring states, et cetera.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: What about the mxt. column over,(',

' 25 25 rem exposure? Obviously the numbers are a lot higher but

i

's_J

. - - . , . . - - _ - . . -_ _- .__ .- . -
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2 1 that's a much less serious dose, for that matter. Well, this-

> 2 says over 25 rem. We'll have to ask the Staff whether that

3 means 25 to 200. I don't know. But let's just say it means

4 25. Does 25 rem, in your judgment, involve any kind of

5 hospitalization problem?

6 WITNESS EHLING: No. Not ordinarily.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Redirect?' There

8 wasn't any cross, unless you count the Board, one member.

9 Doctor, you are excused. Thank you very much.

10 We very much appreciate your coming.

11 (The witness was excused.)

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take a five-minute stretch,

13 and literally that, and then go on to the next witness.

/~5 14 (A brief recess)
L

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. We'll resume

16 and are we ready for the next witness?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, sir. The Intervenors would

18 like to call William Mecham.

19 Whereupon,

20 WILLIAM MECHAM

21 was called as a witness herein and, after being first duly

22 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

23 DIRECT EXAMINATION

24
(% BY MR. MC CLUNG:
\ ~J

25 0 Good afternoon. Could you give us your name and

[ h
%._,I

- _ - - __ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . , . - . _ __. ._..-- _ _ . . . _ _ _ . . . _ _ , - , , . . _ _ _ . . _ . . . _
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3 i address for the record?
/''i
\m ,) A My name is William Mecham. I live at 1132

'

3 Avenida San Fernando in the City of San Clemente, approxi-

4 mately three miles from the power station.

5 Q Are you appaering today in response to a subpoena ?

6 A I am.

7 0 .Could you tell us how you are employed?

8 A I am employed as a teacher by the Saddleback

9 Valley Unified School District.

10 0 What do you teach?

31 A I teach kindergarten.

12 Q And approximately how long have you been teaching ?

13 A I've been teaching -- this is my tenth year in

('s 14 education.
\ ) .'''

15 Q Could you briefly tell the Board your formal

16 training in education?

17 A 1 received a bachelors degree from the University

18 of California, Fullerton, in history aid received a life

19 credential from the State of California for elementary educa-

20 tion. I believe that was in 1978 I received a final life

21 credential.

12 Q What position do you occupy in the city govern-

23 ment of San Clemente?

24 A I am a city councilman. I was elected in April.

25 of 1980 to a four year term.

[q.-}

,

,m , .,,e.- . , - - - .,
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4 1 Q Could you tell us your duties and responsibilities

O(~/' 2 with respect to emergency planning as a city councilperson?

3 A The responsibilities that we have had have been

4 to review the plans as brought to us, to make determinations

5 to the best of our ability as to the adequacy based upon

64 testimony from our own staff and from other witnesses that

7 have been brought before us, and to then approve or dis-

8 approve the plan and other portions of it.

9 Q And what role have you taken in this process?

10 A I'm not certain that that's an identifiable

11 situation. I have been extremely vocal in the process. I

12 suppose that I have been the most vocal member of the council

13 -- and that is just a subjective position on my part -- in

14 terns of raising questions concerning the plan and the ade-
(~]gL.

15 quacy thereof.

16 Q Have you made review of or did you give review

17 to the Wilbur Smith study that was sent to you dated in

18 August of 1980?

19 A I read the docunent and it has been the subject

20 of a great deal of discussion at the council level. I am

21 generally or to a certain extent familiar with it. The

22 timings, the evacuation timings are the main area that I have

23 dealt with.

- 24 Q And are you familiar with the revision dated
v

25 in May of 1981 with respect to the plan which is contained

,0
V

~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5 1 in Appendix E to the Applicants --

N' 2 A Again, I have read the document. I am not

3 necessarily expert on it, but I have made comment before

O(_/ 4 council concerning the changes in timings and questions of

5 that nature.

6 Q Have you -- did you participate in the May 13

7 exercise?

8 A I did.

9 Q And what was your role in that?

10 A I was an observer in the combined EOCEOF from

11 the -- actually prior to the beginning of the drill until

12 its completion.

13 Q And did you do that in your official capacity?

gN 14 A I did.

\
15 Q Did you make a report back to thr council with

16 respect to your conclusions and recommendatians which arose

17 out of that drill?

18 A There was a public hearing held to deal with the

19 report from the city staff and I made comments at that time

20 concerning the concerns that I had about the drill.

21 Q Turning for a second then to the City of San

22 Clemente's annex which deals with the emergency p? an in the

23 event of a radiological emergency, which is labeled in this

24 hearing as Exhibit 55, are you familiar with that document

Ow
25 generally?

O
( \w)

4
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6 i A Yes, I am.

(_) 2 MR. ROGIN: Mr. Chairr s. might I ask either some

3 voir dire or just get an unde ndi.g as to Mr. Mecham's-

4 capacity and his role here today? He mentioned a moment ago

5 he had some official capacity at a particular event. I think

6 we ought to know before we get into any substantive matters

7 whether he is appearing here as a representative of the City

8 of San Clemente or in what role he'is in as he is testifying

9 today.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: That seems appropriate. I think

11 that the Board can leave it to the pleasure of counsel if

12 you can work out an approach. Do you want to elicit this '

13 kind of information, do you want to allow some voir dire?

r's 14 I think that we do have to clarify these areas before we
! )

' '~'
15 get into substantive testimony.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: I think that's fair and I think

17 maybe I can clarify it with a couple questions; if not, then

18 you can just raise your hand and tell me that I'm not --

19 WITNESS MECHAM: Raising your hand would be

20 appropriate as far as I'm concerned.

21 (Laughter)

22 | MR. ROGIN: If you promise to call upon me.

23 WITNESS MECHAM: I will.

- 24 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

'' 25 G Could you tell us the position of the city counci:

O
%.,'
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7 1 as far as making public comments in areas which are under
,_

~-) 2 consideration by the city council?

3 MR. ROGIN: Excuse'me. Did you mean a city

4 councilperson? When you say the position of the city council

5 I --

6 MR. MC CLUNG: The position of that body. They

7 have taken a position. They have adopted a resolution.

8 MR. ROGIN: A formal resolution.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

10 MR. ROGIN: Okay.

11 WITNESS MECHAM: The position of the council is

12 that individual members of the council should not be involved

13 in attempting to interpret intentions or the actions of the

14 council but we are free to discuss our own personal opinions''

''
15 as to why that action took place or we may discuss the

16 actual decisions that were made in terms of the council's

17 actions.

18 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

19 Q So then your testimony today is not offered as

20 a statement in any way of the council's position on any of

21 these issues, is that correct?

12 A Only I -- the only place I would comment on

| 23 council positions would be where the council has taken a

24 formal vote that I am aware of.
O(m,

25 0 And otherwise your comments and discussion today

l
i

uj

\

|
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8 1 will be your opinion as a reviewer of the plans and as a
r.
(> 2 Participant in the planning process on the city council in

3 that official capacity?

4 A That's correct.

5 MR. MC CLUNG: How am I doing?

6 MR. ROGIN: Would you like a grade?

7 JdDGE KELLEY: Can I ask one question? I'll

8 try one and you can try one. I'm just looking at the out-

9 line, which describes Mr. Mecham as Mayor Pro Tem.

10 WITNESS MECHAM: Correct.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you describe what your

12 responsibilities are as mayor pro tem a s it might bear on

13 this case? t

14 WITNESS MECHAM: I can't see any definitive~}
RJ

15 responsibilities. The job of mayor and mayor pro tem are

16 basically a revolving job that would move from person to

17 person.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: What is che difference between the

19 mayor and the mayor pro tem?

20 WITNESS MECHAM: The mayor pro tem, the

21 responsibilities are held only when the mayor is in absence.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Sort of like a vice-mayor.

23 WITNESS MECHAM: That's correct.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I sae. Okay. Go ahead. Mr.nv
25 Rogin may have a question.

/^N
L]
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9 1 MR. ROGIN: There may be additional areas where
,O

4

\_/ 2 I would have some voir dire. I don't know withcut knowing
'

3 what area they are going into, although I would comment that

4 without having an official spokesperson from San Clemente,

5 while there obviously may be things that Mr. Mecham can

6 testify to f rom his own observations, I don't understand his

7 being tendered as an expert and it seems to the Applicants

8 that just the opinion of Mr. Mecham as Mr. Mecham doesn't

9 necessarily have any probative value unless there is a

10 foundation for some expertise developed or shown, other

11 than his appearance at the limited appearances and expressing

12 his views personally as to what he thinks of the process of

13 emergency planning of the plant in general.

f''g i+ JUDGE KELLEY: Maybe you can clarify, Mr. McClung ,

N s!
15 how Mr. Mecham is bei.ng offered. One, is he being offered

16 as an expert on these matters?

17 MR. MC CLUNGr No, I don't think he is being

18 offered as an expert anymore than any of the public servants

19 that have come to talk to us have been offered as experts.

20 I don't believe there are experts in the field of mergency

21 planning except for perhaps policemen. And as far as that

22 goes, let me refer --

23 JUDCF KELLEY: Well, the immediately preceding

24g-) witness was the county medical officer, correct?

G'
25 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

bT
b

!

,
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10 j JUDGE KELLEY: And he spoke to certain issues
/'''

(s,T) as an expert, we thought. I'm not sure that we see compar- !2

3 able expertise here.

O(,_j 4 MR. MC CLUNG: Maybe it's a semantical distinc-

5 tion.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

7 MR. ROGZ7: I might say in the witnesses that

8 we presented and that have been presented earlier the people

9 charged directly with emergency responsibilities -- Chief

10 Coleman, for example, of this same city, is in charge of,

ti operationally in charge of certain functions and I think he
|

| 12 is an expert and we don't see that kind of expertise in this

13 witness.

gg 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I didn' t mean to imply that every

N
15 official who would come in is an expert; I don't think that

16 is the case. But at least they had some particular official

17 responsibility in relation to something that we were interested

18 in. And it is not clear to the Board right now --

19 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. Let me try to clarify that.

20 Sorry for interrupting.

21 JUDGE KE' LEY: All right.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: I think I made this point and this

23 same issue may have been raised back when I offered the
<

24 subpoena for this particular witness. It is the Intervenors',_s

' 25 position that the legislative aspect, if you will, within a

l'%

J
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,
g given community -- we're talking about San Clemente, we're11

(,,' 2 talking about thepeople that adopt the plans, we're talking

3 about the people that review the plans, we're talking about

O)(_ 4 the people that provide for the equipment, requisitioning

5 rders for the plans, we're talking about the people who are

6 actua.11y in charge of making the plaris.
.

7 Now the other people work for them and they are

8 Professionals that work for them. We don't think, from an

9 Intervenors' point of view, that the legislative function,

10 if you will, has been represented up to this point. This

33 part'icular witness is being offered as someone who has

12 participated in the process of emergency planning from the

13 viewpoint, if you will, of the city council. And on that

3 34 board he can te-cify to whether or not certain plans are
( )

'

15 approved, he can testify to 7ertain concerns that the city
'

16 council has raised which have taken the form of resolutions

17 or which have not taken the form of recolutions. And he is

la also a direct -- had a direct role in the formulation of the

'

19 San Clemente plan. I think that thatrole and his concerns

20 and how theysere addressed in the plan and the future status

21 of the planning process in San Clemente with respect to futur e

22 drills that may be taken at the city council's request is

23 very important to t he record.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: But the testimony would have to-

''
25 pertain to one or more of the contentions in issue, would it

~g
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12 i not?

I 1

\_/ 2 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, it would.

3 MR. ROGIN: T might just add that it now seems

](, 4 to me that we are going into a deliberative process type

5 of examination, which I don't think is probative for the

6 issues in this case. We have before us in Exhibit 55 a plan
f

7 duly adopted, there is a resolution as part of that plan, a

8 motion made by Councilman Mecham, as it happens, to approve

9 the draft plan. The plan is the evidence of what it is.

10 The deliberative process that led up to it, it seems to the

11 Applicants, is not relevant to this proceeding as such, nor

12 to other aspects of the planning.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: I think the concerns have been

rg 14 surfaced. I would suggest we move ahead with the questioning

\.'~ ')
15 and we will have objections as counsel wishes to make them.

16 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

17 Q Okay. Returning to questioning, before we were

18 interrupted I was referring you to the San Clemente annex

to which deals with the radiological emergency reeponse and

20 it is referred to as Exhibit 55 in this proceeding. Has

j 21 that plan been formally adopted by the board?
i
' 22 A The plan was adopted in a draft format for the

23 sole purpose of forwarding it to FEMA and those other review
|

24 agencies -- the State of California I believe.would be thes

t
'

25 other one. The full intent was that that approval was

n
I\ ,h1

\

|

|

|

|
1
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13 1 strictly of what was termed. a draf t document and that we

O)\m 2 attempted to put conditions and stipulations upon that

3 approval, such as a sunset clause of one year, becaus' f

4 the overall major concerns that the council had at that

5 time concerning the adequacy of that particular document.

6 MR. ROGIN: Mr. Chairman, I think the second half

7 of that answe.: reveals the problem we have. The first por-

8 tion had to do with'a fact of whether something was adopted;

9 that is already in the record. The second half of the answer

10 had to do with an interpretation and an understanding of this

11 individual who is on the council but has indicated there is

12 in fact a resolution to not interpret the meanings of things

13 officially and so we end up with Mr. Mecham as Mr. Mecham,

14 not as Councilman Mecham, giving his opinions on the st.atus.f'53
''

15 The resolution is in the record. It reflects

16 what it says. I don't think there is any relevance or proba-

17 tive value to this individual's opinion on those things.

18 JUDGE XELLEY: The plan is in the record,

| 19 correct?
!
! 20 MR. ROGIN: Yes.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Stipulated into the record.i

|

| 12 MR. ROGIN: Yes.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: And it says whatever it says.

24 Let me ask, for example, the sunset clause to.which you-

! s_-
25 refer, I gather that is in, too.t

| ()
U
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14 1 WITNESS MECHAM: Correct. I don't know if it~

\'' 2 is or not; I can't answer that question. There was a letter

3 of transmittal that was a portion of the docuraent. Whether.
O
\/ 4 thatletter of transmittal was included in your exhibit, I

5 do not know; however, that is where some of the lenguage

6 that we talked about here is included.

7 MR. ROGIN: I believe that is in the record.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: It is in the record.

9 MR. ROGIN: If you have a copy of the plan, it

10 follows the resolution. Paragraph No. 2.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Just a moment. Let us take a

12 look at this.

13 (Pause)

("'N 14 JUDGE KELLEY: The transmittal letter, as you
%.

IS I note, is in the record. There was a statement in there

16 that is a sunset-type statement. Well, let's move ahead

17 for the moment. The testimony has to be tied in with the
t

18 contentions that are before us. If it doesn't have some

19 bearing upon it, then it is not relevant.

20 ///

21

22

23

24

25

o
L-) -
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(')'\
T16 kl 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Bearing in mind that --

\.

| 2 MR. MC CLUNG: I agree with that.

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
(~/}

'

s-
4 Q Referring for a moment to the interagency agree-

5 ment and evacuation procedure for the San Onofre plume expo-
,

6 sure pathway emergency planning zone, which is referred to

7 as Exhibit 59 in this proceeding, are you familiar with that

8 document?

9 A I am familiar with portions of it. I have

10 Perused the majority of it.

11 Q Has that agreement been adopted by your city

12 council?

13 A Not to my knowledge.

O) 14 MR. ROGIN: Again, I have to say, the plan hast
N/

15 reference to the IAEP in section C10. It seems to us that --

16 make of what you want the reference, but it is in there, and

17 ncw we have an interpretation again by the Witness as to what

) is has been adopted and what hasn't been. Adoption muy not be

19 the appropriate word to use forn it. . It was referenced in

20 the plan.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you tell me again -- I know

22 this was covered, but perhaps the Witness can -- his authori-

13 ty to speak for what the city council has done.

(s)
# 24 MR. MC CLUNG: He has authority to speak for

>

25 what the council has done or not done. He doesn't have the
.

(").

t_- ,
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k2 i the authority to speak for wnat the position of the council

I' N'~')
2 is on things that haven't been acted upon.

s 3 The question here is one -- it is more than just
gb\

4 a semantic question, I believe, because the interagency

5 agreement is an important document and there has been testi-

6 many to the effect that it has been adopted -- formally, by

7 all the various decision making bodies of the various juris-

8 dictions, and so the issue of whether or not the council has

9 adopted is a yes or no question, I believe, and the fact that

it is made reference to in the San Clemente emergency plan
10

to me does not say that it is adopted formally by the cityyy

council, obviously, and that is what we are talking about.12

JUDGE KELLEY: Where is the reference -- can you --

13

[~)/
WITNESS MECHAM: Yes, it is on page 1-4, just

34
A

15 (c) authorities and reforences.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: 1-4 (c) ?

17 WITNESS MECHAM: It is page 1-4, and it is sec-

18 tion C on that page. It is act' ally in terms of sections of

19 a plan. I gaess it is section 1(c) .

20 MR. MC CLUNG: And then it is numbered item 10.

JUDGE KELLEY: I can't find it.21

MR. MC CLUNG: On page 1-5 -- the next page.22
!

WITNESS MECHAM: It is the next page.; 23

(~)\
MR. ROGIN: The' 24

%

25

s
( >

;V
i

|
,
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f} k3 1 the authority to speak for what the position of the council
\_/

2 is on things that haven't been acted upon.

. } The question here is one -- it is more than just3

4 a semantic question, I believe, because the interagency

5 agreement is an important document and there has been testi-

6 many to the effect that it has been adopted -- formally, by

7 all the various decision making bodies of the various juris-

8 dictions, and so the issun of whether or not the council has

9 adopted is a yes or no question, I believe, and the fact that

10 it is made reference to in the San Clemente emergency plan

11 to me does not say that it is adopted formally by the city

12 council, obviously, and that is what we are talking about.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: '|here is the reference -- can you --
.

b
y ,/ 14 MR. ROGIN: Yes, it is on page 1-4, justi.._.

15 C, authorities and references.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: 1-4 (c) ?

17 MR. ROGIN: It is page 1-4, and it is section

18 C on that page. It is actually in-terms of sections of a

P an. I guess it is section 1(c) .l19

20 MR. MC CLUNG: And then it is numbered item 10. i

21 JUDGE KELLEY: I can't find it.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: On page 1-5 -- the next page.

23 MR.EROGINT: {It:is~the next page. The plan

() 24 itself is referenced -- the IAEP on page 1-5,,but the portion

25 that I -- again, the reference is a sentence that begins,

O
Nj

i
!
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1

( }
k4 the development to this plan and the designation of authori-

2 ty and procedure has been based in part on the following, and

3 then it lists the plan.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: I see.

5 MR. ROGIN: And then if I might reference the

6 IAEP itself, Exhibit 59, that document on page iv references

7 California code --

8 JUDGE KELLEY: What is this last citation?

9 MR. ROGIN: Roman five. It is in --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Five - what?

11 MR. ROGIN: Of the IAEP headed interagency agree--

12 ment.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Roman five what page?

14 MR. ROGIN: Page roman five, I am sorry.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Way up front?

16 MR. ROGIN: Way up front.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Little b?

18 MR. ROGIN: Little b.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

20 MR. ROGIN: And then the second -- well, the
1

21 third paragraph, I suppose -- references section 8615 and

12 8617 of the California Government Code and indicates incor-

23 poration by reference --

() 24 JUDGE KELLEY: May I ask the Witness a question?

25 How does the city council go about formally adopting things?

Oo

, - _ _ _ _ _ __- --. ,-. , _ - - _ . . -, _ . ~ . , . . - . . _ , . _ - - _ . _ _ - _ ,
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f''s k 5 1 WITNESS MECHAM: There are several forms that
t )
%J

2 could be brought to us. It may be brought as a non-controver -

fs 3 sial item on a consent calendar. It migh*_ be brought as an
(

4 item for a public hearing, or it might be brought as an i<em

5 of new business. The council is given that information ahead

6 of time and asked to review it, and then votes yes or no,

7 based upon the positions that they take.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: But there are at least minutes

9 of ninutes --

10 WITNESS MECHAM: That is correct.

yy JUDGE KELLEY: -- so that one can determine --

WITNESS MECHAM: The tapes --12

JUDGE KELLEY: -- by referenc e to a permanent
33

written document whether something like this plan was ap-() 14

15 proved or not?

WITNESS MECHAM: Oh, absolutely, both by minutes16

and there are tapes of our meetings that could be reviewed.17

18 But to the best of my knowledge, that document was never

brought before the city council for approval -- formal19

20 approval.

JUDGE KELLEY: Could you expand on that?gj

WITNESS MECHAM: I am not certain that there is22

23 anything left to expand upon. The documer that we have here ,

the San Clemente Annex, was approved as I described it. We() 24

25 have not had any other documentation relating to emergency

(n)v

, ..
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r N k6 3
plans that I can recall that has been brought before us for

5 iV
consideration. There has been a great deal of testimony

2
J

gg 3 concerning the new interagency committees that have been
V

4 developed and the work that they are doing, and we have --

it has been discussed with us that there is material coming
5

6 forward, but we have not received any material from there

and to the best of my knowledge we have not approved any7
'

other emergency planning document other than our own.3

MR. ROGIN: May I make one point?9

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes,
10

MR. ROGIN: It is not my position -- I hope Iyy

didn't either misspeak or make myself misunderstood. I am
12

n t suggesting that we believe there is a separate resolution
13

[ )J
authorizing the approval of the IAEP. But I believe that

j4%-
the reference in the plan that was approved -- the resolution

15

for which is in front of the plan in the record is sufficient
16

to incorporate that document into this plan.17

MR. MC CLUNG: Along with the Atomic Energy Act.
18

WITNESS MECHAM: If I might, in reference tog9

that comment --20

was going to ask you.JUDGE KELLEY: Yes. T
21

WITNESS MECHAM: I can say that there was
22

absolutely no reference to that type of inclusion, or that
23

type of expansion of our document when the vote was taken() 24

by the city council on that issue.25

m
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(~N k7 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead, Mr. McClung.

2 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

eS 3 Q In the planning process there has been testimony
,

b
4 in this case so far that the plan is a dynamic plan and that

5 it is being reviewed constantly and it is being updated, and

6 there has been substantial testimony on how all the various

P ans have been updated. Do you know -- what plans are therel7

3 to -- on -- from your -- in the city of San Clemente to test

9 or drill any -- this plan or any new plans that will be up-

i 10 dated and revised?

yy A There was a motion brought before the city of

San Clemente, either at this last meeting or the meeting
12

Prior to that to either change or expand a planned October13

i- m
19th earthquake drill to include a drill of -- a further_]( 34

drill of the new SOPS as developed for this particular annex.15

16 The motion, I believe, if my recollection is correct, was

17 Passed. However, Staff subsequently advised us that they

13 were unprepared to do that, and that they would not be

19 prepared to run a test of the evacuation annex until some

20 time in the spring of the year, possibly February, March,

April and that particular time frame because of the overall21

P anning and changes that are going forward with the newl22

23 interagency group. But it was the desire of the city counci]

I" to run a test as soon as possible and we were ir ormed that() 24

that could not be done or would not be advisable as the plan25

v

1
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'') k8 3
would not be ready at that time to drill.

(G
2 JUDGE KELLEY: Could I break back in to the

f- 3 prior subject which we left hanging, it seems to us. Seems
i

4 that the multi-member city council -- it would be quite

5 possible for different members to go to different proceedings

6 like this and have different opinions as to just what the

7 council had done. Is there any established way whereby a

8 board like this can get an authoritative determination about

9 the official acts of the city of San Clemente?

WITNESS MECIIAM: Written communication to the10

gy city clerk of the city of San Clemente requesting documenta-

tion dealing with decisions of the council, a specified
12

decision, probably would result -- certainly would result
13

() in the city sending you copies of whatever information you14

15 are looking for. In fact, we can attempt to see that that

16 happens.

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that might get us some
17

18 minutes of meetings or something, but is there a mechanism ---

39 is there a city attorney?

20 WITNESS MECHAM: There is a city attorney. AT

the present time we just changel -- Mr. Roger Grebal was.21

22 Mr. Jeff Otterman of the firm ,f Rattan and Tucker.

JUDGE KELLEY: Do you know if the city attorney
23

under the city charter or whatever document governs provides() 24

25 for his rendering his opinions on whether or not some

,O
! )
A._./
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y official action has been taken, such as the approval of a} k9
'

lP an?2

3 WI1 NESS MECHAM: I would assume that if the city

4 council asked him to bring an opinion, that he would do so.

5 I can't -- I am not -- I don't feel that I can answer that

6 just as a matter of fact. In our dealings with the city

7 attorney, the basic situation is that when the council ask:

8 for.something, unless he has or his firm has a conflict of

9 some sort, the answer is given. And I just feel certain in

a case like this that we would be able to secure for the10

yy Board an interpretation from his as to whether or not the

12 city council has made an approval of tnat document. If that

is what you are looking for.13

() -JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we are just looking for ay4

way to nail down definitively what has been approved and15

what hasn't. It is not that I am doubting your word, sir,16

I am just saying --17

WITNESS MECHAM: No, I fully understand.18

JUDGE KELLEY: -- I am dealing with various
19

20 council members, and isn't it conceivable that a colleague

f yours might think you had approved it?21

WITNESS MECHAM: Anything is conceivable with22

23 the city council.

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Wall, perhaps the parties() 24!

could consider how and whether we should attempt to nail25

s

V

.
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:

p kl0 y this cown and give us your opinion after you have thought
\

about it a little bit,
2

WITNESS MECHAM: Very well.p 3

V4

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I just wanted tc tie it up

a little bit more. Go ahead, Mr. McClung.5

BY MR. MC CLUNG:6

7 Q You have testified that as cart of your role

as a council person, you have reviewed the various Wilbur8

Smith -- or two of the Wilbur Smich studies. Could you9

P ease tell us the -- problems you see in the most recentl10

Wilbur Smith study?yy

Mit . ROGIN: Mr. Chairman, again, this question
12

started out with a paraphrase of something like in your role
13

as a council person. I thought we had concluded that he
14

a .

wasn't speaking as a council person in that respect, and
15

f r the rest of the question, I don't know of any expettise
16

that would qualify this Witness to make an evaluation of they7

Wilbur Smith study.18

MR. HOEFLING: Staff would share the concern
39

expressed by the Applicants that there has been no demonstra-.20

tion tnat this particular Witness can competently comment' 21

n the adequacy of the Wilbur Smith study.
! 22

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let me just test your
23

hypothesis a little bit. The Wilbur Smith study certainlyb 24

has in some aspects levels of expertise. It doesn't --
. 25
|

.

\

V'

,
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y- S k11 ; aren't there computer runs built in and I suppose if you
; 6v

2 wan* to criticize a computer model you would have to know

3 something about computers, but the bottom lines that one

(
4 arrives at in the Wilbur Smith study turn out to be numbers

5 of hours to evacuate under different conditions. Parhaps

6 oversimplifying, but that is at least a large part of it.

7 Why does one have to be an expert to critize the conclusion

8 that you can get out in eight hours on a rainy night or

9 whatever it may be?

MR. ROGIN: It would appear to us that one could10

challenge a factual input into the Wilbur Smith study with-jy

ut being an expert or a percipient witness of some event,12

13 some population number that may be known, but to make an

[x~)/ 34 analysis of not just a computer study, but the assumptions
-

'

together,
15 that experts use in putting those kinds of studies'

16 traffic flow capacities, the impact of adverse weather --

17 we have had an expert from the Intervenors on that very point ,

18 and I think an expert was permitted to testify about it,

19 but for a lay person to come in and purport to challenge

20 asst.ptions made by experts with no foundation of the lay

21 person's expertise, seems to us improper. It is just just

22 a computer study. It is the whole analysis.

MR. HOEFLING: I think that the point that the
23

Staff would make is that essentially the Wilbur Smith study() 24

25 is a detailed analysis that on its face -- the particular

Civ

1
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i

! ('' k12 y witness that we have before us would not be in a position
V)

2 to challenge. I would say that if there wuo some showing

3 that a particular assumption that is within the ken of a layO
4 individual, a foundation could be laid that such an assump-

5 tion were questionable, that would be a different matter.

6 But some foundation would have to be established.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Why don't we take a little break.

8 The Board will consider this objection.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Do you want me to make any --

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, I am sorry. Yeah. Let me --

yy it is not fair.

12 MR. MC CLUNG: I won't --

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. McClung, I didn't give you

() 34 even a chance to respond.

15 MR. MC CLUNG: I won't say anything --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: And also, if you could indicate

17 in maybe a little more detail --

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: -- just where you want to go,

20 okay?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: Yeah, I only had asked what types

22 of problems that he saw in the new study, and I hadn't gotter
s

23 specific, and that is probably what caused all the problem,

() 24 and perhaps -- it is difficult for me to know the esoteric'

25 distinction between expert and non-expert sometimes, but I

(^ t
\_j.

4
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(T kl3 1 think most of the different problems will be things that
(

2 relate to inputs and relate to factual matters, except per-
,

g. 3 haps the conclusion as to the reasonability of the time esti-
i

4 mates, which many of the different witnesses have testified

5 to in all different aspects of the emergency planning process .

6 MR. ROGIN: I might help if Mr. McClung could

7 ind' wte whether he is offering the witness as an expert,

8 or whether he is in effect saying he is a. lay witness and we

9 want to elicit certain information from him.-

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't know what you mean by

jy the word expert. That is a semantic -- I have a semantic

12 Problem with that.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Well --

eN
14 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't think I am offering him

fV)
15 as an expert in emergency planning. And if that is the

16 question -- if that -- I can give you that flat response.

17 JUDGE KILLEY: All right. He is not being of-

18 fered as an expert.

i 19 MR. MC CLUNG: Not under my understanding of the

20 regs, no.

23 oUDGE KELLEY: Person with special training and

22 expertise in traffic patterns as opposed to the generality
t

23 of mankind and their experience with highways.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right.()
25 JUDGE KELLEY: It is lay testimony. Let's take

,

. _ . - . . _ _ - - - - - , - . . - - - ,.- . - - - . , _ . , . .-- _- -
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kl4 1 a five minute break. Off the record.

2 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
I

3 ///

4
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/'' T17 kl 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on. The pending question

N.))
,

2 was whether it would be permissible for the present witness

3 to testify as a layman about the Wilbur Smith traffic study,

4 and the Board believes that wouldn't be appropriate to simply

5 cut off testimony on the study under these circumstances.

6 It is going to depend on what question is asked and what

7 Part of the study is being brought into question. If it is

8 something that obviously a layman could comment on, the

9 database for the study, for example, whether something was

10 taken into account, may well be appropriate.

11 On the other hand, if it gets into methodology

12 in a way that requires expert knowledge in order to really

13 address it, that would be another matt- , and we might hear.

() 14 an objection to a question like that. And without trying

15 to cover the whole spectrum of possibilities, what we are

16 seeing is, we are going to go ahead and allow some question-
2

17 ing, and those will be the very general guidelines and we

18 will see where that goes.

19 MR. ROGIN: Could I ask the last question, then,'

20 be reframed? It was so general that we wouldn't know what

23 it was calling for. He asked if he had any problems at

12 all with the Wilbur Smith study.

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, perhaps you could restate23

() 24 that question.

25 //

O
; x_/
,
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/~ k2 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:b]
2 Q Referring to the Wilbur Smith study which is

3 appendix E to Exhibit 51, which is the -- are there certain
4 things in that study that weren't considered, and which you

5 believe from a planning point of view should have been taken

6 into consideration?

7 A Well, a major area of concern would be in a

8 comparison of the August, 1530 study and the 'tay of 1981

9 study. There are -- not only differences in the timings,

10 but there are considerations that were taken into account

11 in the 1980 study that are not addressed in the '81 study.

12 One of those would be a secondary route evacuation time

13 estimate that was present in the August, 1980 study that is

( 14 not present and nc t addressed in the 1921 study, and there

15 is also in the 1980 study on page 37 -- it addresses a

16 projected 1990 conditions in terms of evacuation timings

17 that once again is not addressed in the 1981 study. It has

18 been the position of the city council of San Clemente by

19 vote that we desire to have and feel it imperative to have

20 a study on the question of secondary route evacuations and

21 the question of the loss af one of the primary routes that

22 has not been included in the 1981 document, and I believe

23 that a consideration that the counsil has expressed is the

() 24 fact of the growth that is going to be happening in the

25 city of San Clemente, and I have brought the map to address

O
V
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g-^s k3 y that particular issue if I would be allowed to.

d
MR. ROGIN: Are you done, Mr. Mecham?2

g- 3 WITNESS MECEAM: I have stopped talking.

(
4 MR. ROGIN: I didn't mean to interrupt you. I

5 just --

6 WITNESS MECHAM: I have finished at this point,

7 yes.

MR. ROGIN: My probist. . low , and I apologize for8

9 the objections, but the recuirements of the regulations

are essentially set forth in appendix four to NUREG 0654.10

They were requirements for certain studies to be performed.yy

Those studies have be en performed. There has been evidence
12

about them. There will be further evidence about them. The
13

(' ) desires of Mr. Mecham or the council of San Clemente to havey4
. x/

additional information docs not go toward meeting the require-
15

ments of the regulations, therefore it does not go toward16

the contention number one on evacuation, and we would submit
17

that they are not relevant or probative to any issue in this18
E'

case. He is not addressing requirements of the regulations.19

JUDGE KELLEY: Are you saying that 0654 does not20

require ar analysis of a secondary evacuation route?21

MU. ROGIN: I am saying he isn't relating his22

concerns to the requirements. If he finds a place in the
23

appendix which requires it -- I am not aware. I haven't(~)) 24m
read it in detail for that particular point. I don't recall

25

(~%
Iv)
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j y k4 1 a specific requirement, but I think we have testimony from
t.j

2 Mr. Brothers that the study conforms to the appendix and

3 we will have --

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Which appendix --

5 MR. ROGIN: -- additional --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Which appendix is this?

7 MR. ROGIN: Appendix four to NUREG 0654.

8 JUDGE KELLFY: Mr. McClung?

9 MR. MC CLUNG: I believe that the appendix and ---

10 I am in agreement with the testimony of Mr. Brothers earlier

it that this particular aspect is not contained in the appendix

12 four to NUREG 0654, and I will -- and I will save counsel

13 the time to look for it, because they won't find it there,

/\ -) 14 but that is a NUREG. It is a guideline, and whether or not

15 this evacuation time study should contain some other things

16 which it did contain earlier, might be a question which

17 affects the adequacy of the overall planning, and that is ,

18 framed in our question. number one as far as evacuation.
;

19 And evacuation has to take place not only now, but in a year

20 from now it also has to concern issues we think of what would

21 happen if I-5 or one of the access routes was completely

2 b, locked off and they had to use secondary access routes.
.

23 These particular concerns were contained in

24 previous submittals, and I think that it goes directly to()
25 the regulations and our contentions, even though they are

/'i
i ()

. . ~ __
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,

k5 y not explicitly required by NUREG 0654, appendix four.("]'

V
2 MR. ROGIN: I might point out that chapter nine,

g\ 3 which the Witness did not refer to in revision two which was

v
4 offered into evidence with Mr. Brothcrs deals with that

5 question of blockage of I-5, and I don't mean to reopen that

6 whole issue now, but it is in there.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: But the burden of your objection

8 is that 0654 doesn't require alternate evacuation route

9 analysis, correct?

10 MR. ROGIN: Correct.

yy JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well, 7 think Mr. McClung's

12 p int is well taken. 0654 is not the law. It is the Staff's

13 view of what is adequate to meet the law, and the Staff's

() 14 view may well be correct, but that doesn't mean that this

15 Board shouldn't hear evidence on another view, and so I am

16 going to overrule your objection.

17 MR. ROGIN: On the question of expert versus

;8 lay testimony, if the Witness is allowed to testify on this,

19 does the Board wish to have objections each time? I don't

20 want to burden the record and interrupt the proceedings, but
.

21 again, here is an issue that I am not sure this wi tness is

22 qualified on as a lay person in terms of what is adequate or

23 not in evacuation planning.

() 24 JUDGE KELLEY: I think for the time being we will

25 take it question by question. If you want to object to it,

i

Os
. (vlI

i

I
t

|

|
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m k6 you can object. It is awkward, but it is hard to sit up here
y

(j
and prognosticate on what is going to be said.'

y

MR. ROGIN: I would then object and move then
5(D

to strike, I guess, in this instance the last answer on the4

basis that the Witness is not an expert.
5

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, the need for an alternate
6

evacuation route seems to me to be a question upon which an
7

intelligent layman can express an opinion. And so that ob-
8

jection is overruled.9

MR. MC CLUI;G: I would like to make on minor
10

clarification. You asked me earlier whether the Witness wasyy

ffer d as an expert, and in the narrow context I was think-
12

ing about things like computer models and programs and criti-
13

cism of the fundamental methodology of Wilbur Smith, and to
14

J
that extent he is not being offered as an expert, and I wantg

to make that clear, but there may be -- you can be an expert
16

for some purposes and not for others, and I think that as a
y7

ity council person he has the legislative function of that
18

council person and they have to act in a planning capacity,
19

and in that respect as a planner, as a city planner, as the
20

ultimate authority in San Clemente as far as city planningg

goes, they have a planning commission, but the ultimateI

j y

authority is with the city council that for city -- he may
23

be offered as an expert i n the areas of planning and maybeO 24
%j

some other areas as well, and I just wanted to point that
25

b\
|
v

>

,
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f- k7 i out to clarify fer the purposes of the objections that enun-

(
2 sal may wish to make.

3 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, for the Staff, I-

/

kJ
4 just simply don't understand that. Mr. Me:: ham's association

5 with the city council does nothing to qualify him in any

6 special way. He is either an expert in an area or he is

7 testifying as a lay person and he can't become an expert by

8 affiliation. I just don't follow that at all.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I think we are just going to have

10 to take this question by question, slow and painful as that

yy may be.

12 MR. ROGIN: May we assume, rather than respond

13 to that, that he is not being offered as an expert until

(' ) 34 Mr. McClung offers him as such, so we don't have to deal
v

15 with that each time thinking about what --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: That is fine. I think that might
!

17 be a sensible approach. If -- Mr. M:: Clung , if you are going

18 to ask a question and you feel 1it does involve some expertise

19 which you feel your witness has, perhaps you could say that

i

20 and point out why.
i

21 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, I will try to do that.

22 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

23 Q You have mentioned a couple of areas of concern

i. ('Jl 24 that you have and that the city council has with respect to
N

25 emergency planning and evacuation planning as contained in

( I)o

i
'
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I the Wilbur Smith document. I would like to take first the"'

v
2 question of planning for growth, and I would like to ask you, -

3 in your capacity as a planner, as a city planner and as an

'

4 expert in planning who has to deal with considerations such

5 as land use to please describe for us the growth patterns

6 as you take them to be from your city council experience.

7 MR. ROGIN: Mr. Chairman, I have to object to

8 that. Maybe I asked for that, but no disrespect intended,

9 when a person is elected to au office, he is elected based

10 on the number of votes he has, rot on the expertise he may

33 have in a particular area. Crencils do not do city planning.

12 They vote on it and make ultimate decisions, but there are

13 people with degrees and special training in city planning.

( ) 14 There has been no showing that this witness has that capacity
v

15 or those qualifications.

16 JUDCE KELLEY: May I ask the Witness whether

17 in your capacity as a city councilman you have had occasion

18 to focus on growth in your area, in your city?

39 WITNESS MECHAM: I served for a period of time

20 as a member of the planning commission for the city of San

21 Clemente and since coming to the council, other than the

22 issue of San Onofre, the issue of growth and planning and

23 the ancilliarry areas has been the major topic of conversa-

24 tion within the city of San Clemente. In terms of expertise,()
25 I can offer no educational expertise, however I believe that

O)L.

i

|
i
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~ k9 i the testimony that I might give is related more to factual

2 information, rather than something that requires expertise

3 on my part.

4 MR. ROGIN: I didn't mean to object to the extent

5 that there was just factual data or numbers of people that

6 may be in a subdivision. If he has that information, that

7 is fine. But the way the question was phrased, I thought

g it brought in an expertise that didn't exist.

9 Let me put it another way. I would not object

to the question if it did not have the preamble about the10

yy expertise.

JUDGE KELLEY: Why don't you just go with the
12

question.g3

() MR. MC CLUNG: I was trying to avoid an objectiorj4

and I caused one, and it is my mistake.
15

16 |||

'

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

()'

24

25

D)L
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tpl8-1 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:,

(_) 2 Q Let's go back. Let's talk about growth. You

3 have a map that you brought with you today. Could you tell.

(-x_ 4 as where this map came from?

5 A This map came from the planning department of

6 the City of San Clemente.

7 Q And who provided that map to you?

8 A Mr. Jim Lawson, who is'the Dilector of Planning

9 for the City of San Clemente.

10 0 Is this the type of map that you rely on in

11 making your planning decisions?

12 A That's correct.

13 0 Could you describe for us -- strike that. Has

("T 14 your staff presented to you estimates of where growth may
UI

15 take place and just how much growth in population may take

16 place over the next ten years in your city?

17 A That's correct.

18 Q Could you describe for us --

19 A Well, according to the advance reports of the

20 1980 census on population and housing, the population of the,

21 City of San Clemente in 1980 was 27,325 people. The City

22 of San Clemente at this point is developed in the areas which

23 are outlined here. This would be --

24 Q Mr. Mecham, could you describe in.words what7-
(

25 you are talking about because we don't intend to offer this

O_-,

l

1
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2 y map into evidence.
,

(_) A The City of San Clemente has a developed area2

3 which lies basically from the Pacific Ocean to in various
/m

(_) 4 degrees up to as many as 700 to 1000 yards inland of the I-5.

5 It extends from the San Diega and Orange County borders to

6 Camino de Estrella on the northern terminus. The city

7 limits extend approximately five miles inland. There is a

8 great bulk of territory, in fact, the majority of the land

9 of the City of San Clemente is at this point undeveloped

10 hill territory. There is development in, as I indicated,

33 the older areas. But there are territories in this undevel-

| 12 oped area which are presented planned and have received

| 13 approvals for development.
|

~} 14 At the northern extremity of the City of San

'

15 Clemente there is a development called the Estrella Tract.
1

16 In the central portion of the city there is what is known as

17 the Marblehead Tract. There is an inland section and a

18 coastal section. At the southern edge of the city there is

19 what is known as a New West Tract (?). At the eastern edge

20 of the city there is a tract called the Talega Valley Tract.

21 The overall amount of development that is being

22 planned for those areas woulu amount to an increase in the

23 Population of approximately 33,000 people. More than a

24 doubling, approximately 110 to 120 percent increase in thegs

(~')
25 overall population. The projection, according to the people

l')
.Y
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_
3 3 who own that property, the developers, the people that I

t !

\''' 2 named, is that that development will take place between

3 today and 1992, which is the projected build-out of the

(~)%(_ 4 majority of that property. The Estrella Tract has a pro-

5 jection of 2600 homes, a population of approximately 6800

6 individuals.

7 .The Marblehead inland section, which is pre-

8 sently under development, has a projection of 2700 individ-

9 uals. The Rancho San Clemente or New West development has

10 a projection of 6900 individuals. And the Talega population

33 back here is estimated at approximately 13,000, an overall

12 increase of approximately 13,000 people that will be moving

13 into the city by that period of time and which, at this

7~N 14 point, has not been taken into consideration by the Wilbur

15 Smith report.

16 Now additionally, the overall planning situation

17 for the City of San Clemente and the routes to be taken in

18 terms of an evacuation, there are only two, I-5 and Pacific

19 Coast Highway. Under the present plans that have been

20 submitted to the San Clemente and upon information which has

21 been submitted to the City of San Cleme.nte by the Environ-

22 mental Management Agency of the County of Orange is that

23 there will be no additional north-south roads available for

24 the purpose of evacuation prior to approximately 1993. I

('
25 do have a copy of a map here t' Tat, if you would like to take

n

v
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4 a look at it, deals with the presera proposal that is beingy

(,,l put forth for the master plan of arterial highways by Orange2

3 County that would deal with the population increese here.

4 That master plan proposal brings two primary roads, Cris-

5 tianitos Highway and La Pata Avenue, from the southern

6 terminus of San Clemente to the Ortega Highway with the

7 eventual terminus of those cars in terms of where they are

8 headed is I-5. So according to information received from

9 the EMA and from the planners of the City of San Clemente,

10 they would provide no additional assistance in evacuation

33 process for those additional 33,000 people which, as I

12 mt .tioned, is a 120 percent increase in our overall popula-

13 tion.

-

14 Q Now you mentioned -- could you expand a bit upon

\~#
15 this statement that you made about there not being any other

16 parth-south roads? Aren't there some north-south freeways

17 that are on the drawing board, namely the Foothill Corridor

13 Freeway?

19 A The Foothill Corridor is on the drawing board;

20 however, the best information that has been brought to the

21 City of San Clemente concerning that is that there will not

22 be any Foothill Corridor constructed prior to 1995. We've

23 been told to include that in our overall p' inning. And as.

24 yet there has not been even the determination.of the primary

b''#
25 route that that particular freeway may or may not take.

O(.)
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5 1 Q So up to say 1995 this growth in population will,,

N/ 2 exit the area using I-5, is that correct?

3 A According to the traffic engineers and the

n/s_ 4 planners within the City of San Clemente, their indication

5 is that there really is no other type of avenue for them.

6 There might be the possibility of some of that traffic

7 exiting via the Ortega Highway. As anyone who is involved

8 in the plan knows, that is a two-lar.a mountain road and does

9 not, according to the 3.. formation we have been given, provide

10 an adequate or reliable exit.

11 Q Has the city council taken any offic ial action

12 with respect to planning or emergency planning for these

13 people?

r% 14 MR. ROGIN: Excuse me. The people that now
i i
'

15 don't live there but will sometime between now and 1992?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Exactly. The future growth.

17 WITNESS MECHAM: There has been, to my knowledge,

18 no official action taken by the city council to deal with

19 this short of asking for additional information concerning

, 20 evacuation timings as they might include those people. ,

1

21 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

22 O And was that request made by the city council in,

|

( 23 a formal -- after a formal vote or --

24 A We have made request of the Edison Company to

25 provide us with information concerning the effect or

i

| C/
|
,

i

I
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6 1 evacuation planning of a major closing of I-5 in particular.

(w) 2 We have not yot received that information from the Edison

3 Company.

(")S(_ 4 MR. ROGIN: Is the witness available, might we

5 ask, of the latest revision to the Wilbur Smith study,which

6 was put in evidence? I know it is not my turn yet, as it

7 were, but it may help the record, the state of the record,

8 if we can determine that, because the chapter 9 in the latest

9 revision does deal with closures of I-5 partially to the

10 extent that it can be dealt with.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Let me ask a question.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 Q Have you seen the document that he is talking

14 about?
(f w)' ~ ' '

15 A The latest report that I have seen is the one

16 that is included in the May, 1981 document. I will say,

17 though, that we have requested on several different occasions

18 that we be provided at the city level with that information

19 and it has not come *O un from Edison.

20 Q Are you familiar with the public education progran

21 that the Edison Company has undertaken?

22 A I spoke or had consultation with Edison Campany

23 representatives, Mr. Massey and Mr. Jaeckle, prior to or

- 24 during the development of the document that was mailed to the

' ~ ' '
25 city and have talked with them on several different occasions

Di
U
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7 1 concerning the publication program. I believe that I have

h)x_ 2 seen every piece of documentation that has come to the City

3 of San Clemente dealing with it.
f'(_;) 4 Q Do y'u have any concerns with respect to the

5 adequacy of that program?

6 MR. ROGIN: I'd make the same objection on the

7 basis o' expertise. I don't think this witness is offered,

a clearly is not to date offered as an expert in public

9 education to make general comments like that. Again, there

to may be areas within the public information as to w hich he has

11 some better knowledge or where lay knowledge may be adequate.

12 But to ask a broad question as has been done I think is

13 improper.

! ('') 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's proceed on the same basis
\ >
'''

15 we did last time and try to specify.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. Let me add at this point

17 that I think that the witness does have special expertise

18 in the area of education. He has been a schoolteacher, has

19 an educational degree and has been a schoolteacher for the

20 past ten years and so he may very well be qualified to speak

21 as an expert with regard to public information and a public

22 _nformation program.

23 The Applicants had a witness who was a health

p physicist who had had very little training in.the area and24

C/
25 was admitted to F. tis proceeding as an expert on the public

a

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 information program, and that is Mr. Cramer.
I

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's take it one at a time.
'

3 To the first pending question --

4 MR. ROGIN: You did because of the --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Would you please restate it?

6 Perhaps it is broad.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay,

s ///

; 9

10 '

11

12

13

|

15

16

i7

i' 18
|

19

20

21

22
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24

10
25

I

O
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t19rpl 1 G In review of the public education program and
(-~s
\"

2 materials, have you found any problems or do you question

3 the adequacy of any parts of that program?

() 4 MR. ROGIN: I think that's tne same question we'

5 had.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: I thought I was supposed to

7 rephrase it. Was I supposed to ask a better one?

8 JUDGE KELLEY : I'm going to overrule the objection .

9 I don't think it's worth arguing about.

10 WITNESS MECIIAM: I do have concerns from my
'

11 review in looking at the Wilbur Smith report. There is a

12 statement on Page 12 of the Appendix with recommendations

13 for reducing the evacuation time,

(t 14 The language that is there indicates that there

15 has been a reevaluation to deterv.ine whether alternate routes

16 could reduce the overall evacuation time after centreg(ph)

17 routings were reassigned to balance vehicle demand on

18 primary evacuation routes and that work was checked by
,

19 rerunning the evacuation times.

20 There has been a great deal of technical data

21 that deals with exactly where people should be going. I'm

22 not here to judge that, but if you allow me to continue, I

23 hope I can pull that together for you as to where I'm headed.

24 If you would turn back also to Page B-1 in terms

25 of the overall annex --

n-s_

. . - - . , - - . _ . , . _ . - _ - - . . . . - . .,. - -.
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x rp2 3 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm not clear because I though t

(_) ''

2 the question went to the public information orogram.

3 UITNESS MECHAM: I'm hopeful that I cans

4 explain it. I'm trying to.

5 The point that I would make is that the public

6 education program must be one of extreme comprehensive --

7 a very intense program to insure that there is an under-

8 standing of exactly which route each individual is expected

9 to be taking. It is one which, if -- according to my

10 understanding and the information that I have received from

11 Mr. Coleman and from the City of San Clonente, there needs

12 to be a strict understanding of where you're supposed to

13 go and what you're supposed to do.

() 14 In terms of the public education program, we do

15 not have developed at this point a program which addresses

16 bringing that type of intensity to the citizens of the

17 City of San Clemente.

18 There is in the plans right now -- there are

19 plans being made by the City of San Clemente in dualing with

20 the Edison Company to try and bring this about, but the

i 21 best estimate that the representatives of the Edison Company

22 and Mr. Coleman have been able to give me is that we will

23 not be able to complete an intensive program of public

{} education prior to approximately one year's period.24

25 That brings me to a concern that we are not

O

I
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1 going to have an educated public to respond to an emergency( grp3
n

'

2 and the document that was mailed out does not provide an

3 ed'icated public, in my estimation. That only through a7,

4 direct classroom situation dealing with peoplo in the

5 smallest grouping as possible that you're going to be able

6 to find feasible, are you going to be able to bring about

7 the educational level that's necessary to implement the

G plan that has been brought forth.

4 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 G Let me clarify something. You referred to the

11 pamphlet that has been mailed out. Are you referring to

12 the public information packet which is Exhibit Mumber 66

13 in this proceeding?

() 14 A That's correct.

15 % Which I see you have in front of you.

16 Why do you believe that mailing that pamphlet

17 out is not suf ficient to inform the public and to make an

18 ecucated response in the event of a radiological emergency?

19 A The responses that we have gotten from the -

20 City , according to Mr. Coleman, have been good in terms of

21 those people who have major difficulties because of the

22 attention that was brought to those people by the various

23 groups, such as the senior citizens' organizations and the

(} 24 handicap organizations. We have had 800 responses. We

25 don' t know at this point whether or not that is sufficient or

b
t

!
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rp4
1 that is covering the entire spectrum of those people whos

"
''

2 are going to need special assistance.

3 In any type of program where there are specific

4 requirements that 're going to be placed upon people to

5 send them something in the mail that has -- in written

6 form like this is not going to provide them with suf ficient

7 background to take the steps that are necessary to follow

a through in the proper ways.

9 'fhe other question is -- problem is is that the

10 people of the City of San Clemente are required to keep this

11 in a safe place and it's not something that is appearing to

12 happen. He don' t know how many people in the City received

13 it, kept it or received it and threw it away.

[~ 14 It has been suggested to the City level that

15 we do some type of a poll within the City on a -- a

16 scientific poll by a nonpartisan group to find out what is

17 the response, how much people do know about the plan at this

18 point, how many people still have.

19 I've been -- in my own investigation, I'm told

20 that we can run a poll of that nature for a very limited

21 sum of money and, although we haven' t raised that issue yet,

22 I think that's something the City is going to be very

23 interested in.

24 % Does the City of San Clemente have any public{'
25 information program with respect to the nuclear plant?

s

v
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rp5 i A We have none at this point. We are in the7-
t

"

\~'/
2 process of attempting to negotiate with the Edison Company

- 3 for the remuneration and the contract to develop that plan,

\/ 4 to implement that plan.

5 G Do you have any opinion about what level of

6 education might be required for someone to read the Exhibit

7 Number 66 and interpret from that document where they're

3 supposed to go in the event of a radiological emergency?

9 MR. ROGIN: I object to the question. It's

10 vague. I don't understand what he means by " level of

ti education" and I also think it calls for speculation on the

12 nart of this witness, as I understand the thrust of it.

33 JUDGE KELLEY: You're a teacher; is that

(O''}
14 correct?

15 WITNESS MECHAM: Yes.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: What grade do you teach?

17 WITNESS MECHAM: I teach kindergarten.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Does your question go to the

19 reading level of fourth grade, sixth grade, eighth grade?

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

21 To the extent he could answer it -- if h a can' t --

22 JUDGE KELLEY: I think the witness can answer

23 the question. He's a professional teacher. It doesn' t have

24 to be in the eighth grade.

25 The objection is overruled.

V}(

. _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ .
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rp6 1 WITNESS MECHAM: I would probably feel mores

\~#
2 comfortable in trying to answer it that I have not reviewed

3 it with that type of thing in context. I know that the
C,si' 4 introductory letter language -- the introductory letter

5 itself is one which would not -- would require something

6 above the fourth, fifth or sixth grade types of level of

7 reading, but I haven' t had a chanca to review the balance

8 of it to make a judgment.
l

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:'

10 G Thank you.

11 Is there anything being done, as far as you know,

12 in the emergency planning processing in reviewing the

13 materials for people in the City of San Clemente who may

( )D
14 be Spanish-speaking?

%
15 A Nothing to my knowledge.

16 G As part of your planning exercises, do you have

17 any way of knowing approximately how many people may be

18 Spanish-speaking within the City of San Clemente?

19 i I do not believe we know how many are

20 Spanish-speaking. However the census that I quoted earlier

21 does give us a figure of 2296 individuals. Aoproximately

22 8. 4 percent of our pooulation is of H'.5 panic -- or identified

23 as Hispanic /Spanish origin.

24 G Do you know what that means for p.urposes of the

25 census? Does that mean that those people have Spanish

G
s t
NJ

.
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1

I
rp7 1 surna,nes or does that mean that they consider themselves to |g-s

3
2 be of Spanish origin? l

1

3 A I believe my understanding of it is that there |s

b 1,

4 was a voluntary question on the census that asked them to l

i

5 identify themselves strictly on a voluncary basis, whether |
I

6 or not they were of Spanish descent or of Hispanic descent i

7 or not.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Is the thrust of the question

9 whether they spean English? I mean in this context isn't

10 that the only relevant consideration?

11 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. It's very difficult to

12 determine that fact. We only have circumstanti-I knowledge

13 of how many people are Spanish-speaking and we can' t make

() 14 an adequate determination as f ar as how --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I just wanted to know where the

16 ques tion went. I assume that's where it went, but it's

17 hard to get the an.swer you're saying.

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Unfortunately.

21 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

12 G So we don' t know how many people in that number

23 are Erglish-speaking people; do we?

("} 24 A I have no way of knowing that and, as far as I
v

25 know, there is not any resources in the City of San Clemente

(G$

/

4
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f S rp8 1 that can give me that information.

Q -

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you mean Spanish only?

3 ) - MC CLUNG: Spanish only.

4 JUDGd KELLEY: You said "English".

5 MR. MC CLUNG: Oh, English-speaking was n
*

6 reference to what you said: Can they speak English in

7 addition to Spanish?

8 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 g Do you have any knowledge of the census --

11 whether or not Spanish-speaking people are under-represented

12 in the census document?

13 A I have no way of knowing that.

() 14 G Turning to another subject, I'd like to ask you

15 about the notification of the public -- public notification

16 in the event of a radiological emergency. There is a siren-

17 system which is now installed throughout your City; is that

18 correct?

19 A That's correct.

20 G Is there any other type of system which the

21 City Council has considered for informing the public in the

22 event of a radiological or other emergency?

23 A Yes. The City Council has made an approval of

(} 24 the siren system and the approval was tendered only on the

25 condition that, if a better system was available and

(D
(_/

_ _ -- - - --.
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( '3 rp9 1 feasible, we would move to something of that nature. We

U ^

2 have requested a study be done by the Edison Company on

~s 3 a particular system. That would be the NOAA system. The

4 request has not been answered to the City Council. We have

5 not received the results of this study back from the

6 Edison Company on that particular subject, but the intent

7 of the Council at t hat time, via their motion, was that, if

8 that type of system is feasible, that is what they want

9 installed.

10 0 Could you describe your knowledge of that system

11 as it was described to you?

12 A My informatior came from Chief Coleman through

13 meetings with him. The NOAA system is a system of radio
r~x
( ) 14 receivers which can be triggered automatically inathe case

15 of an emargency. It's used extensively in ocean areas.

16 Also it's my understanding, according to Chie" .eman,

17 that it's used extensively in Florida and ia 3ther

18 hurricane areas that have the possibili f o- eeding to

19 be notified immediately of an emergency.

20 Mr. Coleman has indicated to me through his

that he is very supportive of this particular system and21 --

22 that he would push for it.

1s /////

(:) 2*

25

(v
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20, :g 1 Q To your understanding, what is the advantage of

() 2 this type of system over a siren system?

3 MR. ROGIN: Mr! Chairman, I have not objected,.and

4 I know that some of this is hearsay, but I wonder if we

5 could get the witness's knowledge, and not have questions

6 that seem to call for that and end up with answers that

7 relate only to what somebody has informed him of, somebody

8 else's opinions on things.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: You are asking for a description

10 of the system?

11 MR. ROGIN: Well, the last question asked for

12 this -- as I understood it, this witness's understanding, and

(~s 13 what we ended up with was a number of comments apparantly by

V
14 Chief Coleman, rather than really by this witness, and I

15 think the witness ought to be instructed to give his own

16 understandings, but not to relate what other people may have

17 said, or generally what goes into the category of hearsay.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you do that?

19 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

20 Q You don't have to say the -- necessarily give

21 the source. Just tell what your understanding of it is.

22 A Fine. I was only offering that to add, from my
[}

23 own point of view, expertise in terms of the source. I have

24 done a great deal of reading about the situation provided to
(3
\-) 25 me by the staff members of the city, and the advantage that

_ _ _
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2g 1 I see to it is, it provides an immediate notification to

[\_/) 2 individuals inside their homes, particularly those who may

3 have or may not hear the siren system as it is presently

) instituted, a.ad it provides an immediate system of4

5 notificatien of things that people should do, steps they

6 should take, rather than having them hear the siren, wonder

7 what is going on, and possibly then tune their radio to one

8 of the stations that would give them that notification.

9 It provides immediate noti fication to those

10 personnel, to those people of the city as to what steps they

11 should take, that they should go to their thing and begin to

12 take whatever steps are necessary, but you can get information

13 out to them on an immediate basis without them having to have

b(~N
14 access to an a.m. radio or f.m. radio as the case is in

15 san Clemente.

16 Q Is it your understanding, then, that actual

17 messages can be transtr.itted over this device?

13 A That is my understanding, that prerecorded

19 messages or live nessages can he transmitted.

20 0 You testified earlier that you participated in

21 the exercise that was held on May 11 of this yea.: to review

22 the status of the emergency plans at San Onofre. Where were

13 you located during this exercise?

24 MR. ROGIN: Might we have some foundation as to
/~T

'# 25 the level of participation or whether it was authorized by

_ _ _ . -,_ . _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ . . . _ - - . - - - _ _ _ _ _ - . _ __ _ _ . . _ -
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3g 9 the council?

() 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

3 MR. MC CLUNG: I think I asked him earlier those

O 4 questions, and it may be so long ago that we have forgotten,

5 but --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Let us get it out there again,

7 then.

8 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

9 Q Did you participate in the exercise in your

10 official capacity as a city council person?,

'11 A Yes.

12 MR. ROGIN: Can we have an understanding that

(a~'s 13 there -- I am just asking if there was a resolution of the

14 council. Apparently we need to have a resolution of the

15 council to make an of ficial e.ction appointing him to do
1

16 thin.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

I 18 WITNESS MECHAM: It is not necessarily an action - -

|
' 19 I am sorry.

i 20 JUDGE KELLEY: Well --
t

(
21 WITNESS MECHAM: I don't know.

(]} 22 JUDGE KELLEY: -- you say you participated in

23 your official capacity. Did the council delegate to you the,

!

| 24 cpecific job of this participation?

O'

25 WITNESS MECHaM: To be quite frank, I do not

_ . . _ ._ , _ ._. - - - - -, - - - , _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . _ - . _ , . _ _ . - . . _ _ - - _ _ _ _
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4g 1 recall whether or not there was an official vote of the

()'

2 council which was a designation of of ficial representative.

3 However, there was extensive discussion about

( 4 the subject, and if nothing else, there was an acceptance
|

5 that there would be individual members of the council

6 involved as observers . I do not recall whether or not there;

i

7 was an of ficial vote. I don't believe there was.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

9 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

10 Q During the exercise, where were you located?

11 A In the EOC.
$

12 Q And that is the -- and where is that?

(~} 13 A Tnat is located in the City Hall Building in
V

14 the City of San Clemente. It is a meeting work room of the

15 fire department.

16 Q Now, in the operations, as you -- from that

17 vantage point during the exercise, did you see any problem

18 with the operation of the dedicated phone line which connects

19 the various jurisdictions that have to make decisions on

20 this response?

21 A The major problem that I observed was that the

(} 22 decision was made at the level.of the City of San Clemente

35 to institute an evacuation.

24 It was 20 to 30 minutes following that decision
O

- 25 that we were able to get that information or that decision

.

G
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Sg 1 out on that particular dedicated line. There were other

() 2 people using that line, and it was an extended period of time

3 after the director of emergencies for the City of San

) 4 Clemente and his staf f had made a decision to go ahead and

5 start the evacuation that we were able to put that decision

6 out.

7 Q What was the reason why the phone was tied ur ?

8 A To the best of my knowledge, an official s'_ the

9 orange County level was challenging the decision requesting

10 additional information, extensive readings, and things of

11 that nature.

12 O As a result of the exercise, do you have -- it

rw 13 is my understanding that during the scenario, the energency

14 operations center was irradiated, at least hypcthetically,

15 is that correct?

16 A From the conversations that went on, that was my

17 understanding.

18 Q Is there some concern on your behalf of -- with

19 respect to the location and the structure of the emergency

20 operations center?

21 A At the public hearing, and in the different

22 documents that _ have come out since there has been concern

23 shown that the EOC facility is inadequate in its size and

24 in its ability -- or the number of phone lines that are
t"%
k '
m/ 25 available to the people who will be operating there. The

|

.
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6g 1 City of San Clemente is presently involved in negotiation;

f~T 2 with the Edison Company for a remodeling of the EOC, but wea
3 have been unable at this point to conclude that negotiation,

/~)(_/ 4 so we are presently f aced with what I believe was termed in

5 several dif ferent documents an inadequate facility.

6 Q Has the City Council taken any of ficial position

7 with respect to whether or not the EOC should be protected

8 f rom radiological contamination when the emergency --

9 A You mean a hardened facility?

10 Q Yes.

11 A We have not taken an of ficial action.

12 Q In your capacity as a City Council person, has

- 13 the issue of whether or not there is sufficient staff to

14 respond to an emergency, radiological emergency at the San

15 Onofre nuclear plants, come to your consideration?

16 A The issue of staffing as it is related to in the

17 annex to our emergency planning, has not been raised before

18 the City Council. The number of staff members required, as

19 is discussed -- or listed in the -- what we have termed in

20 our city the laundry list, was merely an insertion of the

21 number of staff presently under the employ of the city.

22 There, to the best of my knowledge, has been no}
23 consideration as to whether or not the number of people that

24 are listed there are adequate to do the job.
A
k-sl 25 Q was the City Council consulted?

, - _ - . . - .. . . . - , _ . . - - . . -. .. . . -
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7 1 MR. ROGIN: Go ahead -- or maybe I should start.

() 2 My breath apparently stopped him, and I apologize. We have

3 had a series of questions about whether the city council has

( 4 been consulted about something. It turns out the council

5 has not been, and then we elicit information that I believe

6 is either part of the deliberative process, or outside the

7 scope of what would be permissible f or the witness to give

8 opinions about, without some showing, and I -- without

9 knowing the answer as to whether the matters are related to

10 the city council for some of ficial action, perhaps the

11 witness could indicate yes or no, and then we could proceed,

12 instead of having explanations that may be improper.

~S 13 Did I make myself clear? I am not sure from the(J
14 Board's expression that I did. If he starts every question

15 with the statement, did the council consider the following,

16 and the answer is no, and then we get an answer in any event

17 ' about this witness's opinion, I think it is improper, and

18 that seems to be where we are now.

t 19 JUDGE KELLEY: What do you really want to elicit

20 beyond this witness's opinion, since he can't really speak

21 for the council anyway.

/~N 22 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, I can't recall the chain of
U

23 questions. I can only go back one in the stage, but in that --

_ 24 the last question I asked had to do with whe: ber or not the

i' ')
: 25 council considered the issue of whether or not more staff or
,

I

. ---w,,,,n - ,,. . m - . , - - -,-.,-n . ~ . .-- ,
-
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8 1 less staf f would be required in the emergency plan, which

Og_,j 2 I thinA is a council type decision. He indicated that the

3 council hai not considered that, and set forth a basis refer-

()
U 4 ring to the planning documents for the taff requirements, and

5 why they had not tak3n it up, and I think it is -- I don't

6 think any of that was inadmissible or pure opinion. I think

7 it was --

8 MR. ROGIN: I didn't move to strike it. I was

9 thinking of the future, and just to try to make it a lot more

10 smooth ly, so we can make objections if we think they are

11 appropriate.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Try to answer yes or no first,

14 before --
.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: We don't have a pending question

16 now, do we?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: No, I don't think we do.

18 MR. ROGIN: We do not.

19 JUDGE.KELLEY: All right.

20 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

21 Q Was the City Council consulted in the drawing of

['} 22 the boundaries of the plume exposure pathway emergency plan-

23 ning zone?

24 A No.
-

's 25 0 To your knowledge --

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - - . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ . . . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . . , .
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1 A Pardon me, I really need to clarify that. Not

(..v) 2 since my tenure on the council.

3 Q Thank you. That is better. Do you have any

) 4 knowledge of whether or not they were consulted before that?

5 A I have no knowledge.

6 Q Do you have any knowledge of whether the staf f

7 was consulted?

8 A I have no knowledge of that either.

9 Q In your opinion, is the current state of

10 implementation of the planning capacity for San Clemente

11 adequate to respond in the case of an emergency there?

12 MR. ROGIN: Object to the question on the ground

(~N 13 that this witness is not qualified to make that determination.
'

14 He is offered a s a lay witness, not as an expert in these

15 f ie lds .

16 MR. IIOEFLING : Same objection for the Staff.

17 h JUDGE KELLEY: Well, the dif ficulty is that it is

18 such a mix, emergency planning. Sone of this is expertise

19 and some of it is just common sense.

20 MR. ROGIN: Well, to the extent that it is

21 common sense, I would suggest that the witness is not really

(')T
22 aiding the Board's determination by providing his opinion on

\-

23 that as a lay person. We could have thousands of people come

24 in and give their opinion on it, but either you have an
O
\~ ' 25 expert, or I believe the testimony is improper.

I

_ _ _ -__ - _ -_
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1 MR. MC CLUNG: I haven't spoken to this, and I

D(G 2 have spoken a million times to it earlier, but I will raise it

3 again. This person is not just a person off the street. Tiit s

() 4 person -- the witness is a city council person who has been

5 involved extensively in the emergency planning process, who

6 has reviewed the documents and made resolutions based upon

7 that, and is an expert in planning, and therefore, I think,

3 you know, whether or not the basic judgement based on all

9 that information, expertise and experience is one that is

10 valid and helpful. It is not just the opinion of a lay

11 person.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: The question calls for an overall

13 judgment about adequacy, is that correct?

14 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes or no answer?

!

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes or na answer.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it is a pretty debatable

18 matter. I think the better way to handle it is to allow tho

19 witness to answer, noting for the record the Board's
,

20 reservations about the aspect of the expertise involved, and

21 therefore the -- well, the objections that have been made

22 would go to weight. Would not go to admissibility. On that

23 understanding, you can elicit an answer.

24
(~',

25 -
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t21rpl 1 WITNESS MECHAM: Would you restate the question,s

3 please?

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

O
4 G I'll try to do it as best I can.

5 In your opinion, is the current state of

6 emergency planning and implementation in the City of

| 7 San Clemente adequate to protect the health and safety of

3 the population that live there in the event of a radiological

9 emergency at San Onofre?

10 A If I understand the question correctly, you want

I 11 to know if I believe whether or not today, right now, we have

12 sufficient emergency planning to provide protection? No.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: No further questions.

I) 14 JUDGE KELLEY : Let's take a ten-minute break
(d

15 and then we'll go to cross.

16 (Brief recess)

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

18 Now we will have cross-examination by Mr. Rogin

19 of the Applicants.

20 CROSS-EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. ROGIN:

12 a Good afternoon, Mr. Mecham.

23 A Good afternoon.

(~') 24 G Let me first touch bricfly on this map that
'uJ

25 you've put in front of us today with various subdivisions

[vh
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rp2 1 Listed and I gather the number of households or houses, I
[s\
\/

2 guess, shown; is that right?

3 A Dwelling units. That's correct.

4 G Dwelling units.

5 Are all those approved?

6 A No. Would you like me to go up and indicate

7 the ones that are?

3 G Maybe you can just --

9 A I can tell you.

10 G -- tell us.

11 A Ue have approval for the Rancho San Clemente,

12 3221 units. We have approval for the Marblehead Inland,

13 1224. And we have approval through a development agreement

('] 14 -- there was approval for the entire Forester Ranch or
G'

15 Estrella property. We have been in litigation and settled

16 out of court with the development agreement in approximately

17 -- I can' t give you an exact number but approximately 45 to

18 50 percent of the dwelling units there, so about 1300 are

19 now approved.

20 0 Which unit is that last one?

21 A That would be the Estrella, the Forester,where

22 you see the 2691.

23 G So that number is inaccurate. It's actually

24 lower than that now?

25 A That's correct.

LOJ

. - . - .- . . . . .
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rp3 1 0 And so your population numbers that you gave uss

2 before would be correspondingly lower?
,

__ 3 A The incorrec' ness of it is is that those are
t

4 the units that are approved. There is still a zoning in

5 the rest of that property of 1.5 units per acre which would

6 lead to the numbers that I gave you. So those numbers

7 still should be accurate or fairly accurate.

8 G The other areas shown on the map have not been

9 approved yet?

10 A The only area that has -- two areas that have not

11 been approved are the Marblehead Coastal where you see 824

12 units according to the zoning and the Talega Valley. The

13 6292 that you see there is not in accordance with the zoning

b(~N
14 and is in fact in excess of the zoning, so there may be a

15 mitigation of the number of homes there, but they have not

16 yet made a submittal of a formal plan to the City, but they

17 have given us advanced plans. There has not been a formal

is submittal at this point.

19 G The Planning Commission, I gather, is at least

20 one body who initially approves or does not approve of the

21 subdivision plan?

22 A That's .orrect.

23 G Would that decision of the Planning Commission

(_'). be appealable to the City Council or can the Qity Councile' 24

25 take it up on its own motion?

O
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''s rp4 1 A It's appealable if there is a denial by the(J1 -

2 developer. Any action of the Planning Commission is then

3 reviewable by the City Council at their own discretion.

O_ 4 G Would one of the considerations that you would

5 make, if called upon to consider approval, be::the availabilit3

6 of arterial streets for subdivision?

7 A The City of San Clemente has, during the last

8 six months, entered into an agreement with a company called

9 the Arroyo Group to perform a comprehensive plan study for

10 the City which will take into consideration a great many

11 of the factors dealing with the future development of the

12 City. One of them is arterial highways.

13 Part of the problem that is faced by the present

f) 14 City Council is that a great deal of the land was approved

15 prior to our tenure, and, as a matter of fact, the suit that

16 I mentioned with the Estrella was involved -- we were

17 involved in because we attempted to change some of the things

18 that were there. We were not allowed to do that due to the

19 agreement we made.

20 G In voting on ube subdivisions, would you take

21 into consideration, if called upon,to vote on one of these

22 matters,.the. availability of additional arterial streets?

23 A I guess a better answer is "yes'.

(^} 24 G Thank you.
U

25 You have generally been opposed to growth in

G
N_)

-- _ . _ _ _ . . - _- _ _ _ . . _ - . . -- .- . .- -
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(~% rp5 1 San Clemente , haven' t you, Mr. Mecham?

k_ "

2 A I have not been opposed to growth. I have

3 been supportive of insuring that the growth of the City is4 s

4 at a pace and of a level that does not outstrip the services

5 or the available resources of the City.

6 G With the available resources now, you would be

7 opposed to the additional growth shown on the map you've

8 presented tc, day; wouldn' t you?

9 A I would not make an opinion or a statement as

10 to being opposed to any particular plan without first having

11 had the opportunity to review that plan.

l.1 G I wasn' t speaking of tile particular plan. I was

13 talking about the total amount of growth shown on the map

() 14 that you presented today.
v

15 A I think that I'm going to have to reserve

16 judgment. One of the things that we are attempting to do

17 is find out to a major extent what the overall impact of

18 these are going to be. That's the reason we've entered

19 into the agreement with the Arroyo Group at the expense of

20 developers to get c comprehensive plan developed so that we

21 can make some decisions as to what is proper and adequate.

22 G You can' t tall us today with the available

23 resources in San Clemente whether you would be opposed to the

(~N 24 growth shown on that map, the total amount of. it?x-)
25 A If -- I can say this, if I understand your

bv
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rp6 1 question. If the resources of the City of San Clemente --s

(/) c

2 resources being those services available, those roads'-

3 available'were not to change -- were not to change, then I
_,

k-] 4 think anyone would have to be opposed to growth under those

5 conditions.

6 G You indicated during your direct exanination

7 that you had requested but had not received from Edison

8 work on what woul? Sappen in an evacuation without I-5

9 being available, and that led to a discussion of whether you

10 had received Revision 2 of the Wilbur Smith study. Do you

11 recall that testimony?

12 A I recall it.

13 G You indicated that the City had requested but

['} 14 not yet received that study; is that correct?
kJ

15 A That's correct.
:

16 G Have you had any conversations with Mr. Ccleman

17 about the availability of that study to the City?

18 A I have not discussed that issue with Mr. Coleman

19 recently that I can recall.

20 G Are you aware that Mr. Coleman testified in

21 these proceedings that he had receivec a copy and had

22 reviewed that study?

23 A I am unaware of that.

(~N 24 G Did you mean to suggest, in discussing Exhibit 66,
O

25 Mr. Mecham, that the evacuation routes were not shown in

n
(J!

_ _ _
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rp7 1 that exhibit?ps,',)\ *

2 A No. I think that what I was trying to say was

3 that, if I lived on Avenida Presidio in the middle of that
(
k' 4 particular block, I would not be positive which direction I|

5 would head in order to get down or which direction I am

6 supposed to be going in order to get down off that hill down

7 to the 'reeway. Avenida Presidio is not shown on that map

8 and yet it's one of the major routes that goes through the

9 upper territories of Broadmoor tract and then back down to

10 the City of San Clemente City Hall.

Il G You were asked,if the City Council of San Clemente

12 was asked to approve the size of the EPZ -- plume exposure

13 EPZ, you indicated in the negative.

I' 14 It is true, is it not, that the entire CityD)
15 of San Clemente is within the EPZ :-- plume exposure EPZ?

16 A I believe the question, as it was posed to me,

17 was whether or not the City of San Clemente had any input

18 into the decision of the EPZ and I answered "no".

19 3 But you are aware that the entire city is

20 within the plume exposure Emergency Planning Zone; aren' t

21 you?

22 A I am.

23 G Would it be fair to characterize your position

'

24 on nuclear power, Mr. Mecham, as one who is generally opposed
.

25 to it?

f)
V

., . -. . . _ _ _ _ .- . .- - _ _ _ _ _
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O(_)rp8 1 A It would.

2 g And, in fact, have you taken a number of

C) 3 actions over the last several years to try to oppose the(
4 construction and licensing of San Onofre Units 2 and 3?

5 A I don't know what ections that you would consider

6 that I have taken. I can't thini; of any overt actions that

7 I have taken. I have had several conversations and I have

8 attended some of the rallies, but, in terms of overt actions,

9 I don' t know what you' re referring to.

10 g Well, for example, making speeches or urging

11 people not to support the licensing and, in fact, to oppose
_

12 it. I don' t mean by anything other than peaceful means or

sg 13 anything like that.

14 A No. I understand. I have made comments that I

15 am opposed to it and campaign statements. I suppose in some |
16 group situations I have made statements to that effect, to

17 the effect of my particular opposition, but I don't recall
f

18 making a speech that might be construed as telling people to

19 oppose it.

20' % Have you read the testimony of Mr. Kramer in

21 this proceeding?

22 A I have not.

23 g Are you aware of any other efforts made by

[
\- 24 Southern California Edison Company to date to educate the

25 public or the plans that they have to educate the public in

v

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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|s

( Yp9 1 the near future?

2 MR. MC CLUNG: I have to object there. "Any

() 3 other"?

4 BY MR. ROGIN:
_

5 4 Other than Exhibit 66, which was the subject of

6 the direct examination.

7 A That particular document is the only step that

8 I'n. awc .e of that has been taken by the Southern California

9 Edison in the education process other than the negotiations

M that are presently being taken.

11 % You're not aware of other things Edison may be

12 doing now?

13 A I was informed by representatives of Edison7_

Y 14 Company that there were plar.s for a filmstrip and for.

15 meetings. However, I've seen no -- I have received no

16 further information concerning those steps.

17 The City of San Clemente has indicated that

18 we want to be responsible for our own educational program.

19 G Will you cooperate with the Edison Company in

20 providing educational materials and educational programs to

21 the citizeni of San Clemente?

22 A I think it would be the full intent of the

23 Ci ty of San Clemente > participate in an education program

24 that we feel is adequate; absolutely.

25 g And you plan to work toward that goal?

'

- . . - . . - .. . . - _ . .. .- -
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rp10 1 A There's no doubt about that.

2 Once again, I going to be sure that you under-

() 3 stand that's my answer as an individual council member, not

4 representing the Council.

5 G Yes. Thank you.

6 Are there any emergency signs within the

7 City sf San Clemente in Spanish?

8 A There are none that I'm aware of.

9 G And just to make sure the record is --

10 A By " emergency signs", are you talking about

11 road signs, of that nature?

12 G Well maybe I shouldn't even be so narrow.

13 Let's start with emergency signs, warnings orp
\' 't 14 road signs or that kind of sign.

15 A None that I'm aware of.

16 G Are there any signs intended for the general

17 public, other than perhaps advertising, that are in Spanish?

18 A None that I'm aware of.

19 G And you don' t know what percentage of the

20 people in the City of San Clemente speak only Spanish or

21 do not speak English?

A I do not.

13 /////

24

25
[

O'

v
i

!
l
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1 Q Are you aware of any changes made in the use
'h(~%T22kl

2 and protocols for the use of the yellow phone or the hotline

r- 3 since the exercise on May 13 this year?
(_)g

4 A I have had discussions with Mr. Coleman and he

5 has indicated there are changes that are being made and --

6 however, the council -- neither I nor the council have had

7 any specific information concerning that. We have been

8 informed that they are not ready to tell us things like

9 that. They are not ready to bring the information to us

10 because they are not far enough along in the overall re-

yy development of the plan.

12 Q Who has told you that?

A Mr. Coleman.g3

14 Q You don't know what information has been made()
15 available to Mr. Coleman?

16 A I do not.

ly Q Did you read Mr. Poorman's testimony or were

18 you made aware of it in this proceeding?

19 A I was not.

20 Q Are you aware of the teletype system being

installed to supplement the yellow phone for use in emer-21

22 gencies?

23 A No, I was not.

24 Q Are you aware of other communication links other()
25 than the yellow phone between various EOCs of the response

A
I )
\J
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/~T k2 1 agencies?

b
2 A I believe there are other hard line telephone

3 type' communications, that there are teletype communications

4 that were available to us earlier that were installed in the

5 EOC, and there is to a certain extent radio communications

6 available.

7 MR. ROGIN: That would conclude our cross

8 examination.

9 MR. HOEFLING: No questions.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Hoefling? Redirect?

11 MR. MC CLUNG: No, sir.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Mecham, thank you very much *

13 for coming.

() 14 WITNESS MECliAM: Thank you.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Appreciate your appearance.

16 WITNESS MECHAM: Thank you very much.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: You are excused.

18 (Whereupon, the witness was excused.)

19 JUDGE KELLEY: You indicated you had one more

20 witness here? Right?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, I did. We have consulted

22 her during the last break, and she has indicated to us that

23 she would be amenable to coming back on Friday, if we could

() 24 adjourn now, rather than spending ancther late night, and

25 my co-counsel --

o'
|

I
i

|
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rN k3 1 JUDGE KELLEY: What area does she speak to?
k)"

2 MR. MC CLUNG: Special populations, private

3 schools.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: M-hmm. Counsel?

5 MR. ROGIN: That would be acceptable to us either

6 way. If it is real short and we could get it in, I guess I

7 would prefer that, but I don't want to push it.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: We would rather not do that again

9 tonight if that is possible.

10 MR. PIGOTT: Could we have an estimate of how

33 long it will be for this last witness?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: What is your guess?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: An hour, I guess, approximately.
'

CS) 34 MR. PIGOTT: Could we --
J

15 MR. MC CLUNG: We would really rather not do it

16 now, if that is possible.

17 MR. ROGIN: Even just the direct, perhaps, might

18 help us.

19 JUDGE HAND: Did you mean an hour of direct?

20 Or were you sort of trying to guestimate the whole thing?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: I believe --

22 MS. GALLAGHER: I always tend to understimate

23 times, and I would guess there would be at least a half hour

( 24 of direct.

25 MR. PIGOTT: If I might say, we are already

A

e
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(~N k4 1 behind on our projected schedule. We have another witness

2 deferred until Monday. We have a number of +. tings that I

3 think we want to finish up and perhaps turn this session

4 into the last hearing. I think we should make use of a full

5 day, and I think we ought to proceed to the next witness.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Off the record.

7 (Discussion off the record.)

8 JUDGE KELLEY: On the record. Your witness is

9 here nt correct?,

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

yy JUDGE KELLEY: We can perhaps get the direct on

12 anyway and see what time it is, and -- okay?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: Very well.

() 34 JUDGE KELLEY: Ms. Logue, right?

15 WITNESS LOGUE: Yes.

16 Whereupon,

17 CAROLYN LOGUE

18 having been first duly sworn by the Chairman, was called

19 as a witness herein and was examined and testified as follows .

20 DIRECT EXAMINATION

21 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

22 0 Good evening. Would you please state your name

23 and address for the record?

() 24 A Yes, it is Carolyn Logue, 12282 Louise Street in

25 Garden Grove.

('''\
, v
!

t
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w k5 y Q And are you here in response to a subpoena from

v
2 Intervenors?

3 A Yes.

4 Q uould you please state your employment position?

5 A Yes, I work at Vantage School, wnich is a special

6 education non-profit school for special education children

7 in San Clemente.

8 Q And what do you mean by special education chil-

9 dren?

A It ir for children with special needs such as
10

learning handicaps, emotional and behavioral problems. I amyy

business administrator there.
12

Q In addition to your capacity'as a director of
13

() the school for handicapped children, do you serve in -- what
14

capacity do you serve in in a community service way?y$

A I also serve n; president of the South Orange16

17 County Community Service Council which is a volunteer group

18 of human service providers established as a networking process

and advocacy group for human services in the South Orangeg9

20 County area.

21 Q And when you speak of human services, what types

of rganizations are you referring to?12

A It would be agencies, organizations that are23

(~) 24 service providers in mental health and such as the Human
v

25 Services Agency, Red Cross, counseling services such as

C)V

. _ _ _ _ _
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k6 1 Family Services Association, various entities like that.

a
2 Q And you say you are president of that group?

3 A Right.

4 Q Okay. In your role as president of the South

5 Orange County Community Service Council, have'you gained

6 familiarity with the special populations in San Clemente and

7 South County area?

8 A Yes, I have been active the last six years in

9 not only providing services, but advocating for human ser-

10 vices in the area, and have acquired somewhat knowledge in

jy what is available and the special population needs that might

be down there.12

13 Q Would you name some of the members of this

council? I don't mean individuals, I mean networking groups.14

15 MR. ROGIN: Could we have an explanation or at

16 least an understanding as to whether the Witness is here as

17 a spokesperson for that group or on-an individual basis?

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

19 BY MS. GALLAGliER:

20 Q What is your understanding of your capacity as

a witness here? Are you speaking for the council or in your21

22 capacity as the president --

23 A I would --

O r the c ""ci r --24 o --

25 A I would feel as an individual.

v
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k7 Q Okay. But with knowledge that you have gained
y

b through your position in the community?y

A Yes.
O 3

V Q Okay. I believe I had asked you to name some of
4

the different agencies or groups that network through the
5

Council.

A Ther e is representation people from Saddleback
7

Community College, from Nursing Home Advocacy, from Senior
8

-- the Senior Center, and the -- oh, I can't think of them
9

all -- the Boy Scout Council. There are over 80 organizations

that have participated and are involved.

O Okay, thank you. That is helpful. What general

types of special populations are we talking about when we

O are talking about service providers providing services to
14g

special populations?

A lt would be people that are in need of services

such as handicapped individuals, seniors, people with --

that are developmentally disabled, mental retardation, chil-
18

dren, youth, infants and really the whole spectrum of the

population.

Q Okay. From your work on the council, did you

participate in a survey that was conducted by the United

Way concerning the needs of special populations in the area?

A Yes. Let's see -- about two years ago the
g

United Way did more or less a needs assessment for the South
25

(~')m
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t'' 1 Orange County area inquiring as to what needs -- what human

D) k8
2 service needs there were and what were the prime concerns --

3 Prime problems in the area that -- and they surveyed about

4 five different populations such as the residents corporation

5 PeOP e, administrators, school teachers, and service providers.l

6 Q Among the populations who were polled, what was

7 the judgment of the persons polled that resulted from it,

8 as you recall it from the survey in regard to the needs of

9 the various populations for transportation?

10 A It was considered as one of the top -- within

jy the 10 most -- of the 10 concerns -- problem areas and one

12 of the top needs for the South Orange County area.

13 Q Were questions addressed to various handicapped

() 14 Populations such as the blind concerning transportation?

15 A No, this survey did not define it.

16 Q So it was just these general classes of persons

17 like corporations and residents and --

18 A Right.

| 19 Q okay, In your capacity as president of the

20 Council, have you any knowledge of the problems of the

21 blind in getting transportation in the --

12 A Yes.

23 0 -- San Clemente?

24 A Right. I have worked extensively with people()
25 with physical handicaps and one problem they do have is

,

,

- ___ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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fq k9 i transporation, dependent on dial-a-ride almost exclusively

V ''
2 if they don't have their own personal type of transporation,

f''} 3 and they are concerned about and have problems with schedul-
'O

4 ing and getting two places because they need to be on dial-

a-ride schedule rather than their own schedule.5

6 Q Have persons that you have discussed transporta-

7 tion problems with e>. pressed a concern to you about how they

would receive transportation in the event of an emergency?8

A Yes. They -- service providers in particular9

have voiced concern about if they are serving a population
10

of handicapped people, how would they transport these peopleyy

ut of the area in case of an emergency, and people that
12

are handicapped, far instance, paraplegic who need a time
13

factor to mobilize themselves are concerned that they would
) j4

n t have ample time to remove themselves from the area, even --

15

and if they are dependent on somebody else, then there is16

even a greater amount of concern about who they would be17

dependent upon and how they would be able to get themselves18

out of it in case of an emergency.j9
.

20 Q And does Vantage School serve such popLlations?

A We service developmentally disabled. These are
21

22 pa ple witn mental retardation, autism or cerebral palsy, and

the majority of these people are adults dependent on the carc
23

O ' " =e' av e "e-24

///25
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tp23-1 1 Q At your place of employment, if there were to
( )\/ 2 be a nuclear accident during the school hours what kind of

3 transportation arrangements would be available for your
(^3
's / 4 developmentally disabled students?

5 A We have looked into that and we are dependent

G upon two different types of transportation services -- they

7 are both in-the private sector -- providing transportation

8 for our people, and they are on schedules, they here limited

9 resources and checked with them to see if they had any plans

10 and if they would contact us or how that would be made and

11 they had no plans that they could relate to me as to h%: they

12 would come in and transport and the only plans that our

13 staffing came up with is that it would be up to staff to

(~S 14 utilize their own means of transportation and take whatever
t )

'

15 people we could within our own staff cars.

16 O And who would be available for transportation

17 during the hours of school? How many staff would there be

18 to transport the students?

19 A Well, depending on the program it could be any-

20 where from three to five people. And they don't all neces-

21 sarily have cars at that same time. I mean, some come by

12 bicycle.

23 Q So are you saying that at Vantage School you

- 24 don't really have a plan for transportation in the event that
%/

25 there would be a nuclear accident for removing the students

C)v
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2 1 from the premises?

k-- 2 A Right. Because of that concern I did do at

3 informal survey of some of our people in the council.

4 Q I believe you gave me copies of that survey and

5 I will distribute them at this time.

6 (Pause)

7 MS. GALLAGHER: This is not being offered as

8 evidence; it is just so you can follow along as I question

9 Ms. Logue about this.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

11 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

12 O You did a questionnaire for various agencies

13 that are within your service area.

14 A Right.

'''
15 0 And when was this done?

16 A The first part of September.

17 Q Can you just go through and mention which

18 facilities you interviewed or you polled?

19 A Right. What we were trying to determine is if

20 we were the only ones that didn't have a plan and, if so,

|
21 what other people were doing and what alternatives we had.

|
22 So, as I said, we contacted Pine Tree Transportation, which

23 is a private carrier, and they provide a good percent of the

- 24 transportation for schools in the area for public and private
v

25 schooling. They said that they didn't have, as I said,

i

o)
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3 1 anything that they could give me as far as evacuation plans,
A
(~) that they would like to have a master plan on file for refer-2

3 ences, and that they assumed that they would, in the case of
/~T
(_) 4 an emergency, would just be used as a carrier and that they

5 would be given instructions at the command post but that

6 they didn't have any particular information they could share

7 with me as far as nuclear emergency evacuation procedures

a for our population and anybody with special needs.

9 They are trained for certain emergency procedures

10 to handle certain cases as they are being transported, but

11 they didn't have anything as far as first aid or anything

12 that they could go by in case of a nuclear emergency. And

13 the only one of the 12 places that I contacted, there was

7-~3 14 only one that had a plan and had been contacted by any out-
\' '|''

.i side agency, by an evacuation agency and given any informa-

Ic tion as to evacuation plan and that was a psychiatric in-

17 patient hospital and --

18 Q What was the name of that?

19 A Capistrano by the Sea.
|

20 Q And they had received some information about how

I 21 they would be evacuated in the event of an emergency?

22 A Yes. They had been contacted in regards to the

23 May evacuation plan and had gone there. They said that they

- 24 hadn't talked to anybody but had picked up the literature

\-)
25 they had there and went back and developed their own plan.

m
ku
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_
4 1 But the person that developed the plan, who is the person in

\_ / charge of safety there, was concerned if there was an earth-2

3 quake what would happen and what roads would be passable

4 and how they could evacuate their 40 or 50 residents and

5 very much felt-that staff training was needed in particular

6 Procedures.

7 0 .And did any of the other facilities that received

8 -- receive evacuation plan maps?

9 A There was only one other one that had received a

10 map at that person's home but not at the facilities and had

11 never been contacted by an evacuation agency. So they had

12 no plans --

13 M". ROGIN: Excuse me. If I might interrupt, I

14 don't know if the intention here is to go through each of the(''}
'

15 12 of the sheets that we have. I didn't object and don't

16 object actually to a summarization perhaps of the general

17 findings that were made, but I think it is calling for an

18 awful lot of hearsay to go through 12 separate things,

19 reveal the concerns of other people. As I say, a summary or

20 perhaps some kind of an indication of overall findings, but

21 I think to go through each one is going beyond what we ought

22 to have by way of hearsay and very indirect testimony.

23 JUDGE KELLEY- Comment, Mrs. Gallagher?

24 MS. GALLAGHER: I don't think we intended to gof3
i

25 through each one, especially since they are grouped rather

(^
N))

. .
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5 1 conveniently. Only one other agency, you know, had a plan.-

'N ) 2 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

3 WITNESS LOGUE: I had planned to just summarize

bs/ 4 a few things. There there --

5 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

6 Q Just for the record, I would like to know which

7 agencies you surveyed.

8 A Okay. Lady of Fatima --

9 MR. ROGIN: Could we maybe have a location for

10 them, too, as well?

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

12 WITNESS LOGUE: These are all in San Clemente.

13 Lady of Fatima School, which is a private parochial school;

/~N 14 Capistrano Valley Christian, which is a private school; St.
\
%.

15 Mary's Elementary School; a care provider for residential

16 home for developmentally disabled adults; and San Clemente

17 Preschool,- Treasure Island Preschool; La Cristianita Pre-

18 School; Beverley Manor Convalescent Home for Senior Citizens;

19 Mary Jane Schoolhouse, which is a preschool; and R.H. Dana

20 School, which is a sps ,ial education facilities.

21 BY MS. GALL afER:

22 Q Is R.H. Dana School a public school?

23 A Yes, it is.

24g3 O And when you say it is a special education
U

25 facility, would you tell me what that means?

C',)s_

,
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6 1 A Yes. They service children that have certain
\/

4 i
(_/ 2 handicapping conditions, such as developmentally disabled

3 or physically handicapped or multiple handicapped.
(^N
kJ 4 Q How many students at that school are physically

5 handicapped or developmentally disabled?

6 A I have 74 and I believe that is the total

7 population.

8 Q In providing transportation, those students

9 would be transported by public transportation in the event

10 of an emergency?

11 A They have public school transportation.

12 Q Do you have any knowledge of their daily

13 transportation arrangements?

(^ 14 A They use Pine Tree and local public, which is

N3]
15 the public school transportation, and they have -- the only

16 thing I know is that they have two wheelchair buses and they

17 have approximately 35 students that they transport that are

18 in some way needing special help, such as wheelchair or non-

19 ambulatory students.

20 Q Do you have any knowledge of the process by

21 which they are loaded onto the buses and how long that

22 takes?

23 A It is a timely process. There are children, for

24 instance, that are 6 or 7 years of age that have six months'm

N)y
25 capacity intellectually and physically and they have to be

!

(
Q_,I

|
l
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,
7 1 carried on to -- they function at a six or seven month level

k- -- they have to be carried onto the bus. There's others2

3 that are wheelchair and they have to be brought on through
;q
(_i 4 the ramp or through the lift and it does take anywhere from

5 15 minutes to a half hour to load one bus.

6 Q In general as a result of your survey is it

7 fair to say that most people that were contacted feel that

8 they need more information and training in regard to

9 responding to a nuclear emergency?

10 A Yes. They practically all said that they would

11 want to have training, particular training for their staff

12 members, and would welcome any kind of, for instance, in

13 service that people would come and give them specifics and

(g 14 they all requested some kind of plan, some kind of idea to
s !''''

15 give them direction and specific outline and many of them

16 have already started their own thought processes on whatPthey

17 would do because theysere getting requests from parents as

18 to what they had, the school themselves or the facility were

19 guing to do in case of an emergency, how they would be

20 contacted if the child or the person was taken to an evacua-

21 tion point, how would they find that out and where would

22 they locate them if the person needed special medication

23 that the facility might not have, how would that be gotten

24 to them, and if the parent or care provider was out of the7y

L|
25 area how would they know who to contact for any special needs ,

o

- ._ _ _
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8 1 Q Was there an expression of concern from any of
/,

(_)\ 2 the facilities about parents being unavailable to come and

3 pick up their children in the event of a nuclear accident?
O
(_) 4 A Oh, yes. Many of the parents that was one of

5 the first questions. They work out of the area, the majority |
|

6 of them, and have to travel to and from. The questions were

7 if I can't get into the area, you know, how do I pick up ny

a child or the person that I need to'get hold of, or if I

9 don't know where they are taken to how would I get there and

10 questions like that.

11 Q As far as you know, for example, the preschool

12 that you polled, do you know if they have a plan for what

13 they will do with the children that are left in their care

"s 14 if the parents don't show up?
)

tj
15 A Well, one lady said I'd walk them to the Marine

16 base and ask them what to do with them. That was one comment ,

t

17 No, the majority had no idea what they would do. They were

18 really concerned and had not gotten any direction and wanted

19 some desparately, wanted to know a plan to follow.

20 Q Did your school take part in the May 13 drill? ,

21 A We were contacted. There was a call that came

22 in approximately 11 o' clock to one of our staff members --

23 O And what was the import of the call? What was

24 the message?
(L3)

25 A A lady that was talking very rapidly said that

v

_ .. __ _ _ _ _
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i

9 i this was an evacuation drill and that somebody would be

2 contactine the facilities again to let us know where we would

3 be evacrating to and what the plan was.

4 ') And were you contacted again?

5 A No, we never heard. We still haven't heard.

6 I hope they get in touch with us.

7 |||

8

9

10

If
,

12

13

14

15

16

17

| 18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
|
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T24 1 Q At Vantage School, have you received any of the'

() 2 maps or public information program that the Applicants are

3 mailing out to residents?

( 4 A No, we haven't.

5 0 In the event that it were necessary to evacuate

6 students from the various schools that handle special children,

7 do you foresee any dif ficulties in dealing with these children j

8 at the relocation centers, at the evacuation centers?

9 A Yes, because there is a good many, not only of

10 the children, but others that we serve that are adults, that

11 have special needs, and also are -- for instance, autistic,

12 which means they don't relate to things and people around

13 them.

14 0 From your experience at Vantage School in seeing

15 autistic children, what are the requirements of an autistic

16 chi ld , in terms of providing care?

17 A They need constant supervision. They would need

18 to have somebody with them at all times, and --and would

19 need -- or else they would become so overwhelmed with the

20 circumstances that they would probably become very acting

21 out, and maybe go on a rampage.

r x: 22 That is not just autistic. Some emotional-
V'

23 behavioral problem children, logically handicapped children

24 would have the same problem, because they would not be ablo

O)\~ 25 to contain the impulses, which -- whatever stimulates it, and

_ - - - _ _ - - _ _ - _ - _
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2 1 could very possibly just go on and rampage, and if there is

l ') 2 no trained people available to handle them, then they wou ld
%d

3 probably be looked at as the -- and treated as a berserk

() 4 person.

5 0 And actually, are you saying that it is their

6 condition, that -- the fact that they require stability and4

7 kind of a one-to-one relationship that would cause them to

8 act that way?

9 A Right.

10 0 Are any of the students at either your school or

11 the other schools that treat handicapped children, do they

12 have students that have seizure problems?

13 A Yes.

(
14 Q Such as epilepsy? Do these students have their

i
15 anti-convulsant drugs with them at all times, or would they

16 Probably be without them at these relocation centers if they

17 were evacuated there?

18 A They sometimes have some medication with them,

19 but it is usually only one dosage, and sometimes that is not

20- with them. It depends onhow often they have to take it, and

21 in what quantities, but they would not have anything with them

22 that would be for any length of tirne.

23 O So that could prove to be something that would

24 need t, be considered in relocating them?

[
''- 25 A Right. And of course there is various medications

. . . . _ . . . _ _ _ _ - - - . _ _ - . _ - . _ -, , _ . , _ - .. - . ., _ -.
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3 1 too, that are given at evening hours, bedtime, things like

(~') 2 that, that they wouldn' t have access to.
x_-

3 Q Are any of the students and handicapped diabetics?

() 4 A Yes.

5 Q And they might require insulin or other drugs to

6 keep then well?

7 A Right.

8 0 When we were talking about transportation, and you

9 were talking zbout loading children onto the vehicles that were

10 to transport them, do I understand that many of these

11 vehicles need ramps in order to get the chairs on and off?

12 A The lifts, yes, uh-huh. Dial-a-ride provides some

13 of that type of transportation, and many of the facilities I

C^ s
s

14 talked with depend on dial-a-ride, and various scheduled

15 times, so they spread their resources out as far as, you
,

16 know, the number of people one bus can serve, but in an

17 emergency, you know, it is --

18 Q So in your opinion, it would be important to have

19 advance knowledge of what kinds of children there were, or

20 adults, for that matter, handicapped persons, that would be

21 at which locations when you were deploying buses and vans?

22 A Right.
#

23 MS. GALLAGHER: I believe that is all that I have

24 for you. Thank you very much.

|

(,,/ 25 JUDGE KELLEY: Cross-examination by the

_._. . ._ , _ _ _ _ __ _ _ , _ _ - . _ _
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4 1 Applicants?

() 2 MR. ROGIN: Yes. We would have cross-examination.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: This is Mr. Rogin, representing

( 4 Southern California Edison.

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

g BY MR. ROGIN:

7 O How do you do? The survey that you brought with

3 you and referred to earlier, is this one that was your idea

9 to do?

10 A Yes, well, it was talked about at the -- the

11 services, the South Orange County Community Services Council,

12 Q And the title of the organization, Citizens Ad

fg 13 Hoc Advisory Committee for Evacuation, is that soma subgroup

14 of the council?

A No, '. t is not, but it was -- the persons involved15

16 in that group brought'it to the council, and we provided the

17 survey because of the concern we had.

]g Q Do you know who the members of the citizens
<

19 ad hoc advisory committee for evacuation are?

20 A No, I don't.

21 Q Do you know any of them?

22 A Yes.

8/
23 0 Can you tell me?

24 A L e Steelman, and that is about -- another gal,
| /~T

' ,,/ 25 I can't remember her name. Georgette.\
,

|.

I
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5 1 Q Is Mrs. Hicks a member of the organization?

() 2 A I am not sure. I don't know.

3 Q And this was something provided to you by them,

() 4 and they asked you if you would conduct the survey?

5 A Well, it was kind of a mutual thing. There was

6 no request. It was just kind of a plan.

7 0 Who did you actually talk with about it?

8 A Lee Steelman (ph).

9 0 Do you know if Miss Steelman is a member of

10 GUARD, the Intervenors, one of the Intervenors in this action?

11 A Yes, I believe so.

12' Q Are you a member of GUARD, by any chance?

i

13 A No.

v

14 Q Was the survey done simply by picking up a

15 telephone and contacting the people who were set forth on the

16 top of the page?

17 A Right.

| 18 Q And do you know the people who were set forth on

|

| 19 the top of the page in each location?

20 A some of the people; most of them no, I don't.

l
21 Q And did you simply ask them if they had received

'

i
' 22 any kind of evacuation plan, and you asked that person, you

,

J
23 didn't ask them to do any study, did you, to see if someone

24 else in their organization might be aware of it?

- 25 A I didn't ask that question, no.

!
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6 g Q Had du ever seen an evacuation plan map at the

2 time y u made this survey?

A No.3

/
4 Q Have you seen one now?

A No.5

6 Q Did you know what an evacuation plan map was when

7 you made the survey?

A Yeah, I had heard of it, yes, uh-huh.g

9 Q Did you ever ask anyone to see it?

A Yes, I asked where I could get one, and I couldn' t10

gg get a hold of one.

Q Whom did you ask?12

A well, I asked Lee, and asked in general at the13O council meeting.
34

Q Did you ever ask either of the Applicants in this15

16
pr e ding for .a copy of an evacuation plan map?

A Applicants?37

Q The Southern California Edison Company, or Sangg

Diego Gas and Electric Company?39
|

A No.20

Q Did wou ever ask any of ficial of any city or21
f
l unty, orange County or san Clemente, for example?22
| ,}

A No.g

Q When did you actually conthict the survey?y

O
V 25 It has been in the last couple of weeks. It tookA

|
;

I

I
'

|
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7 1 a number of phone calls, so it was not something that was done

() 2 all at once. It was done over a process of about a week or

'

3 two.

( 4 Q Have you read any of the emergency plans in place

5 by Orange county, citj of San Clemente, or San Juan

6 Capistrano?

7 A No.

8 Q Or the San Juan Capistrano Unified School District '

9 A No.

10 Q When you spoke earlier of available transportation

11 for students, or patiens at the various schcols you described,

12 were you speaking only of the self-help kind of transportation

13
)

that they might have available absent some other plans which

14 may be made in the event of a nuclear emergency?

15 A Uh --

16 Q Do you want me to repeat that?

17 A Yes, please.

( 18 Q Are you aware, for example, of any plans to

19 implement the use of Orange County Transit District buses in

20 the event of an emergency to provide transportation for

21 people without other transportation?

'
("s, 22 A No.

! s/
! 23 .Q So when you answered questions earlier about

24 available transportation, you didn't take that into_

''' 25 consideration?

i

i
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8 1 A No, except that I was told that public

() 2 transportation, as well as private transportation would be

5 commandeered. I think Pine Tree told me that, not

( 4 commandeered, you know, it would be in use.

5 0 Commandeered 4.s actually the right word, sometimes.

6 You were speaking of what automobile or other

7 transportation i ould be available to the school by their own

8 means, arrangements they would make.

'
9 A Right.

,

10 Q You indicated earlier that the Red Cross has a

11 representative that participates in your council?

12 A Has attended, yes.

13 Q Do you know Mr. Calvin Nash, who is executive,

'

14 director of the Orange County Red Cross?

15 A No.

i 16 Q You are not aware of his testimony in this case

17 concerning the reception centers that would set up in the

18 event of an evacuation?

19 A The one, Capistrano by the Sea, said that they

20 were told that the Red Cross would man the evacuation

21 facilities.

'N 22 Q Have you made any attempt to contact the Red{d
23 Cross to determine what arrangements have been made by them

24 to be implemented in the event of an emergency? |
[ '

L 25 A No.
. . -

< - - _ _ _ . y __,w,-,,,,,,,,,vy,y- ,---37 ,_.. , . , , , . , - , 7-~ ,,,3.,.., , ,, , , --,. - , - ..._y.,, . - , , , .,v3.-- -m.n y_,--_, , -
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tp25-1 1 Q I understand that you say that you have now seen
(D
(_) 2 copies of this evacuation plan, which I believe is Exhibit

3 66 in the case.
,m-

' _)( 4 A Just since it has been up here.

5 Q Was that shown to you by counsel for the

6 Intervenors, Ms. Gallagher?

7 A No. Just by --

3 0 Oh, just today.

9 A Yes.

10 Q Okay. Would you have any hesitancy to share your

11 knowledge, Ms. Logue, with Southern California Edison Company
'

12 and San Diego Gas and Electric Company that you have obtained

13 and the knowledge that you have concerning what provisions

14 ought to be made for treating these special populations thatgy
O

15 you have described today?

16 A I wouldn't object at all.

17 Q You would be willing to work with them?

18 A Oh, sure. That's why I'm here, because I. feel

19 that is very important.

20 Q To date you haven't made any contact with them,

21 but you would be willing to work and share your knowledge

22 and experience with them in providing for these special

23 populations?

24 A Yes.(s
\J

25 Q Let me just say for the Applicants I think

p
]
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1

2 1 arrangements can be made to put you in touch with people who

F'
2 can help you and provide maps and, should you have any need

3 for them, I'm sure if you contact the Applicants they'd make

0)N 4 them available to you.m

5 A The concern was that there were a number of --

6 one of the questions I wanted to see if there was -- I was

7 just -- if we were the ignorant part or, you know, if there

a were other people that were in the same position and, if so,

9 what their needs were and if they followed ours and how we

to could overcome those problems and situations and getting

11 information to them and training and so forth.

12 O Thosapeople indicated also, I gather from your

13 testimony, a willingness to participate in planning and to

r's 14 make sure that provisions existed for the transportation and
I )

~

15 care of the evacuees in the event of an evacuation?

16 A Yes, definitely.

17 Q Very good. Thank you.

18 MR. ROGIN: We'd have no further questions of the

19 witness.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Hoefling?

21 MR. HOEFLING: No questions.

22 MS. GALLAGHER: I just have one redirect.

23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MS. GALLAGHER:{~
V

25 Q Mr. Rogin asked you if you had made any attempt

b)
U

.
.
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3 to contact Edison or anybody else in regard to maps and
('lN(-- 2 plans and I just wanted,to ask you when the survey was

3 conducted, to indicate that it has been a brief time since

f]/s. 4 the survey was conductad.

5 A Yeah. It has been fairly recently. Plus, the

6 intent wasn't to acquire the information, only to see where

7 everybody was at and what they would need and to pursue it

a from there.

9 MS. GALLAGilER: That's all. Thank you very much.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you, Ms. Logue.

13 (The witness was excused.)

12 JUDGE KELLEY: I believe we have to go into the

13 basement tomorrow, is that --

r- 14 MR. ROGIN: Well, I would have said that except

I )x
t

\.
15 that yesterday I was told to be in Room 2 today, so I am

16 somewhat hesitant to make any predictions. I was told that

17 earlier in the week, yes.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Does anybody have any firm

19 information as of this evening where we are supposed to be

20 tomorrow morning? The Los Angeles Room near the executive

21 offices? That is downstairs. Okay. Well, I guess the

22 only prudent thing is to pack up all your papers and we will

23 resume tomorrow morning at 9:00.

fs 24 (Thereupon, at 5:50 p.m., the hearing was
(I

25 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. Thursday, September 24,

1981.)
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